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ABSTRACT

COMPUTATIONAL EXPLORATION OF
FLASH-BOILING INTERNAL FLOW AND
NEAR-NOZZLE SPRAY
SEPTEMBER 2018
SAMPATH K. RACHAKONDA
B. Eng., ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
M. Eng., BITS PILANI
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David P. Schmidt

Gasoline engines operating under the principle of direct injection are susceptible
to flash-boiling due to superheated nature of the fuel and the sub-atmospheric incylinder pressures during injection. A review of the literature on flash-boiling sprays
shows that a majority of the studies have focused on the far-field regions of the spray,
with limited attention given to understanding the influences of the injector geometry
and the near-nozzle regions of the spray.
Modeling the internal nozzle flow and the primary atomization, on which the farfield spray depends, is a challenge. This thesis, therefore, is aimed at understanding
the complex flow through a fuel injector nozzle and the nature of the spray in the
near-nozzle region, with the help of computer simulations under flash-boiling and
non-flash-boiling conditions.

vi

In the current study, the simulations were performed using an in-house Eulerian
CFD solver called HRMFoam. Improvements to the solver’s near-nozzle spray modeling capability are discussed. These improvements include the implementation of a
liquid-gas interface-area-density transport equation to model the primary atomization
process.
The simulations of direct injection of gasoline and gasoline-like sprays were performed on single-hole and multi-hole injectors, for a wide range of operating conditions. Spray characteristics such as the nozzle’s coefficient of discharge and the
mean droplet diameter in the dense region of the spray were seen to be captured adequately well with the help of a 2D axi-symmetry assumption in the case of single-hole
injectors.
A novel approach to identify the near-nozzle spray plume boundary in CFD simulations is presented and validated against experimental measurements for a single-hole
asymmetric injector. Case studies on single-hole asymmetric injectors revealed a direct correlation between the drill angle of the nozzle and near-nozzle spray plume
angle. A hypothesis of the similarity between a stepped-hole two-phase nozzle and
a conventional single-phase converging-diverging nozzle is presented. Furthermore,
it was observed that flash-boiling jets behave as underexpanded jets, and therefore,
are wider. Whereas, non-flash-boiling behave as overexpanded jets, and thus are
narrower.
Through the case studies on multi-hole injectors, the collapse of the spray or
lack thereof was qualitatively and quantitatively characterized. In this process, a
resemblance between the experimentally and computationally identified spray collapse
mechanism was established.
The application of LES modeling to internal and near-nozzle GDI sprays was
explored in a pilot study, and the results were qualitatively validated against the

vii

experimentally available near-nozzle X-ray radiography measurements. Finally, in
another pilot study, an attempt to model the interphase slip velocity is discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The global energy demand is expected to grow by 25% in the year 2040 and fossil
fuels, especially oil, are projected to meet approximately one-third of this requirement
[4]. As pointed out in [4], the global growth in the light-duty vehicles (LDVs) is
expected to rise by 800 million by the year 2040 and it is expected that a majority
of these LDVs would be gasoline based.
Vehicular emissions are one of largest sources of environmental pollution. Emissions from gasoline and diesel combustion engines include carbon dioxide (CO2 ), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx ), unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), and particulate matter (PM). Growing concerns of climate change would only imply tougher
emission and fuel economy regulations. For example, the fuel economy of passenger
cars is projected to reach 54.5 miles per gallon (mpg) by the year 2025 from a base
value of 35.5 mpg in the year 2016, while simultaneously witnessing a reduction in
CO2 emissions to a value of 163 grams per mile (g/mi) from a base value of 250 g/mi
for the same period [2].
The development of cleaner and efficient vehicles is centered around the design of
better combustion systems. The task of designing combustion systems is enormously
intricate and despite having undergone over a century of research and development,
it is still a work in progress. An important step in such a design is the process of
fuel injection. From being mechanically governed to the modern day electronically
controlled fuel metering, the strategy of fuel injection has undergone a significant
evolution and is still an active area of research due to its significance in determining
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the distribution of fuel and air and the characteristics of this mixture throughout the
combustion cycle. The current work is an attempt in trying to address some of the
persisting questions of the fuel injection research, especially in the context of gasoline
engines.

1.1

Gasoline direct injection (GDI) and flash boiling

Gasoline direct injection is a fuel injection strategy often employed in two and
four stroke gasoline engines. As opposed to a port fuel injection (PFI) system that
injects fuel into an intake port of the cylinder, GDI systems directly inject the fuel
into the combustion chamber. GDI systems operate at higher injection pressures
when compared to PFI systems, and as a result the fuel entering the cylinder is much
better atomized, thus yielding higher rates of fuel vaporization [227]. GDI systems
also enable the engine to operate under multiple distinct combustion modes ranging
from high to low and part load conditions.
Owing to its relatively high vapor pressure at low temperature, gasoline fuel is
susceptible to a phenomenon of spontaneous phase change called flash-boiling. Flash
boiling is defined as a finite-rate heat transfer that governs phase change in a superheated liquid subjected to depressurization below its vapor pressure. Flash boiling is
characterized by simultaneous atomization and vaporization of the liquid. In the case
of gasoline engines, flash-boiling in known to occur in low and part load conditions
[18], [223]. Though flash-boiling has been utilized in a wide range of applications, its
use as an atomization and a vaporization mechanism in internal combustion engines is
relatively new. Therefore, the coupled effect of the fuel injector and the flash-boiling
on the ensuing spray is still less understood and forms the crux of this dissertation
work.
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1.2

Overview of the current thesis

In the proceeding chapter of this thesis, a review and analysis of the available
literature in the field is presented. The aim of this review is to provide an overall
picture of the progress made so far in the application of flash boiling as a mechanism
of atomization and vaporization.
Chapter 3, outlines the governing equations of the existing in-house Eulerian CFD
solver called HRMFoam and also, provides a detailed account of the implementation
of an interface area-density based Eulerian primary atomization model, popularly
known as the Σ-Y model. The effects of the nozzle geometry under non-flashing and
flashing on the ensuing near-nozzle spray characteristics are discussed in Chapter 4.
A parametric study performed on axi-symmetric straight and stepped nozzles is the
subject of this chapter. As a part of this study, a flash boiling boundary condition
was developed by deriving empirical correlations for near-nozzle spray characteristics
of the coefficient of discharge of the nozzle, spray cone angle and the Sauter mean
diameter to initiate the subsequent downstream spray.
The application and the validation of the interface area-density model is the focus
of Chapter 5. The model has been applied in the case of a single hole asymmetric
nozzle subjected non-flashing and flash boiling conditions as a means to identify the
spray plume boundary, and subsequently calculate the near-nozzle spray angle. The
study of single hole asymmetric nozzles is further extended to assess the influences of
the drill angle and the counter-bore on the near-nozzle spray, is discussed in Chapter
6.
A study of multi-hole injectors focusing on the coupled effects of the geometry and
the operating conditions, on spray collapse or lack thereof is presented in Chapter
7. Pilot studies pertaining to modeling GDI sprays using LES turbulence modeling
and addition of the interphase slip to the Σ transport equation is presented in the
penultimate chapter of this dissertation. Finally, the findings of this computational
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exploration of flash-boiling internal flow and near-nozzle spray are summarized in
Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 2
FLASH BOILING: A REVIEW

Disintegration of a jet plays a vital role in the transfer heat and mass by increasing the available surface area and finds its applications in a broad spectrum of
areas ranging from combustion systems, industrial safety to agriculture among others. For example in spray combustion systems, the extent of jet disintegration is
crucial for controlling the rate of vaporization of the fuel and ultimately the rate of
its combustion. For these reasons, the mechanism of jet breakup has received a great
deal of attention both experimentally and theoretically and has been a subject of
several review studies [116], [70]. Conventionally, jet atomization is a consequence
of the growth of the surface instabilities, often the Rayleigh type instabilities, which
undergo a transformation to a shear instabilities as the velocity of the jet increases.
Therefore, this interaction between the jet instabilities and the aerodynamic forces
following its exodus from a high speed nozzle results in its disintegration. This disintegration is often called mechanical or aerodynamic jet breakup and based on a
consensus of previous studies, four different regimes of jet breakup have been identified on the basis of its structure and the resulting drop sizes. These regimes, (shown
in Fig. 2.1, taken from [113]) are as follows:
• Rayleigh regime of jet breakup is characterized by drop diameters larger than
the jet diameter and occurs several nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle.
• First wind-induced regime of jet breakup is identified by drop diameters which
are of the order of the jet diameter usually occurring many nozzle diameters
downstream of the nozzle diameter.
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• Second wind-induced regime is characterized by a wide range of drop sizes
which are smaller the jet diameter occurring at some distance downstream of
the nozzle.
• Atomization regime of the jet breakup results in drop size much smaller than
the jet diameter, often immediately at the nozzle exit.
Flash-boiling atomization is another such way of realizing an effective and fine spray
[188] and is based on the idea of manipulating the thermodynamic behavior of superheated liquids.
An initially sub-cooled liquid undergoing a process of rapid depressurization into an

Figure 2.1: Jet regimes, (a) Rayleigh regime, (b) first-wind induced regime, (c) second
wind-induced breakup and (d) atomization regime. Images from [113].

ambience at a pressure lower than its saturation pressure causes the bulk of the liquid
to become superheated resulting in a flash-boiling spray, which is biphasic in nature
6

and is accompanied smaller droplets, wider cone angles and higher concentrations of
vapor than conventional sprays [188].

Flash-boiling sprays have been applied to various industrial applications. Some
of these include desalination of sea water using multi-stage flash distillation [199],
impulse drying of grapes to improve wine quality and paper pulp [180] and [216],
respectively. Due to their ability to undergo rapid phase change, flash-boiling sprays
have been used in cooling hot space shuttle parts [9], [10] and also flashing of geothermal fluids have been used for power generation in water-based geothermal power
plants [65], [191]. In many chemical and industrial processes, an accidental release
of a hazardous chemical or contaminant can potentially lead to fatal injuries, serious
environmental pollution among others under such conditions, the nature of the release, i.e. either sub-cooled or superheated is key in the quantification of the hazard
presented by the amount of the material accumulated on the ground near the vicinity
of the leak and the amount vaporized [52]. Therefore, a thorough understanding of
the flash-boiling process is essential in addressing such issues. Similarly, knowledge
of flash atomization is of great significance in the addressing the safety concerns of
nuclear power plants. In scenarios of a break down of a cooling circuit or a coolant
leak, known as loss of coolant accident (LOCA), determination of the mass flow rate
of the leak is critical to determine the amount of the coolant to be pumped to prevent
the overheating of the core [54].

With growing concerns of global warming and climate change and the subsequent
tightening of the emission norms, design of efficient sprays combustion systems has
become essential in automotive and aerospace combustion. Due to its ability to simultaneously atomize and vaporize a liquid jet, flash-boiling can be applied to spray
combustions systems as a means of improving the combustion efficiency and in reduc-
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ing the emissions. Flashing is known to occur in the engine startup stage in the case of
liquid propellant based rocket engines [106] and also in gasoline injection especially in
idle and low-speed conditions [18], [223]. Early studies on flashing in gasoline engines
have shown that it can be indeed used as a viable method of improving the engine
performance [100], and also in reducing the exhaust emissions [182]. Irrespective of
being subjected to a great deal of scrutiny both experimentally and theoretically, the
application of flash-boiling as a mechanism of primary atomization is still less understood.

In the current chapter, a review some of these prominent experimental, modeling
works especially in the context of the application of flash-boiling as an atomization
mechanism in automotive fuel injectors is made to gain an understanding of the
underlying mechanism and also to identify some of the outstanding issues that need
to addressed.

2.1

Thermodynamics of flash-boiling
The information provided here is condensed from various sources including but

not limited to [152], [188], [143]. Consider a pressure-volume plot (as shown in Fig.
2.2), showing two isotherms. The isothermal pressure drop, shown by OB corresponds to a superheated condition of the liquid, which either implies that at a given
temperature, the liquid has a pressure that is lower than its saturation pressure, or
at a given pressure, the temperature of the liquid exceeds its boiling temperature.
∂P
= 0, which equivalently means that
The maxima of such an isotherm is given by
∂V
the isothermal compressibility, KT → ∞. This consequently implies that the liquid
has reached a state of metastability, because the condition of stability of pure fluids
requires that KT > 0. The locus of such points is called as the spinodal curve, theoretically beyond this threshold the liquid ceases to exist and will undergo spontaneous
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phase change as a reaction to any significant perturbation, for example, rapid pressure drop. This process of rapid/spontaneous phase change in a superheated liquid
is termed as flash-boiling and is divided into three stages namely, nucleation, bubble
growth and atomization. Each of these processes have been described below:

Figure 2.2: Pressure vs. volume curve, showing the thermodynamics of flashing
boiling. Image from [188].

1. Nucleation: Bubbles start to form either in the bulk liquid or from other sources
such as dissolved gases, suspended particles and/or the imperfections of the
orifice walls. The initial radius of these bubbles is a function of the difference
between the pressures inside the bubble and the surrounding superheated liquid
and the liquid surface tension. The growth or the collapse of the bubble is
9

determined by this initial radius and therefore, it is termed as the critical radius,
given by
Rcr =

2σ
∆P

(2.1)

The bubble therefore, grows if its initial radius exceeds Rcr and vice versa. The
process of nucleation occurs in two ways, homogeneous or heterogeneous.
• Homogeneous nucleation: Homogeneous nucleation occurs at high degrees
of superheat and at random locations in the bulk of the liquid and is also
often called as bulk nucleation. This form of nucleation occurs primarily
due to the fluctuations in the density occurring at the molecular level.
Blander and Katz [39] in their study on bubble nucleation in liquids were
able to conclude that for homogeneous nucleation to occur, the degree of
superheat should be as high as 90% of the liquid’s critical temperature.
• Heterogeneous nucleation: Heterogeneous nucleation occurs at a much
lower degree of superheat compared to homogeneous nucleation due to
the presence of suspended particles or dissolved gases (often called as bulk
heterogeneous nucleation) or due to the imperfections of the nozzle walls.
Heterogeneous nucleation often results in lower bubble radius than homogeneous nucleation [188].
2. Bubble growth: The process of bubble growth occurs in a series of steps. The
initial bubble growth is limited solely by surface tension, whose influence however ceases to be of importance after the bubble attains a certain radius. In
the following stage, the growth of the bubble is limited by the inertia of the
liquid, determined by the vapor pressure of the liquid and therefore, is said
to be momentum controlled. The growth process following this stage, is governed by thermal diffusion needed to sustain the vaporization process. This is
an intermediate stage, where bubble growth is governed by both momentum
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and thermal diffusion. The final stage of bubble, also happens to be slowest
of all the stages, is dominated and restricted by thermal diffusion through the
bubble-liquid interface. The process of bubble growth briefly described here,
has been a subject of a detailed discussion by Plesset and Prosperetti [149].
3. Atomization: Sher and Elata [189], following their experimental studies on flashing in spray cans, were able to conclude that following the bubble growth stages,
the different bubbles will start interacting with their neighboring bubbles or on
being subject to pressures higher than the liquid vapor pressure, ultimately
burst to form droplets.

2.2

Experimental studies
The process of flash boiling atomization has been studied experimentally for

several decades now. An effort has been made in the current section to review some
of these studies to gain insight into the underlying mechanism of flash-boiling in
the context of plain/straight nozzles and fuel injectors. Therefore, in the immediate
discussion that follows, a background of the two-phase phenomena often encountered
in nozzles is described and this is followed by a review of the prominent experimental
studies performed to understand the mechanism of flash atomization and its effects
on the spray.

2.2.1

Background: Two-phase phenomena in nozzles
Liquids undergoing depressurization are subjected to high tensile stresses. As

the pressure drops below the vapor or the saturation pressure of the liquid, the influence of these tensile stresses increases, ultimately resulting in bubble formation [124].
This bubble formation is often a result of one of the three two-phase phenomena
(shown in Fig. 2.3), as summarized below from [208]:
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Figure 2.3: P-T curve showing boiling, cavitation and flashing. Image from [208].

1. Boiling: Occurs when the liquid temperature is increased beyond its saturation
temperature at a constant pressure.
2. Cavitation: Unlike boiling, this process of phase change occurs when the local
pressure becomes equal to the vapor pressure, resulting in bubble formation.
If P1 is the pressure at the inlet of the nozzle, P2 is the pressure at the vena
contracta and P3 is the ambient/back pressure, the bubbles formed at the vena
contracta get convected to the downstream and ultimately collapse as the ambient pressure exceeds the vapor pressure. This pressure drop is often driven
by the inertial effects as a consequence of the flow dynamics or due to the
geometrical effects of the nozzle.
3. Flash-boiling or flashing: Retaining the notation from above, the bubbles formed
at the vena contracta continue to grow as they go downstream since the recovered pressure never exceeds the vapor pressure of the liquid. Often, these bubbles coalesce with other bubbles and ultimately collapse, aiding in the breakup
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of the jet and unlike cavitation, flash-boiling is a thermodynamically driven
process, as explained earlier in Sec. 2.1.

2.2.2

Flash-boiling mechanism
Brown and York [47], were one of the first to study flash-boiling sprays using

water and Freon-11 with length to diameter ratio of the nozzles, called as the aspect
ratio or more popularly known as L/d, ranging from 0.8 to 3. They were able to
identity three different regimes based on Weber number (We). Surface tension was
found to be dominating force leading to jet breakup for values of We < 0.2, while
disturbances on the surface of the jet were identified as the reason for the breakup
for values of We lying in between 0.2 and 8. For We > 8, the jet break up was seen
to be violent and finely atomized. More importantly, Brown and York proved that
flash-boiling is an effective way of producing sprays (smaller droplet size) without
need for high pressures and high velocities.
Wildgen and Straub [214] studied flash-boiling mechanism in superheated water
jets. They concluded that in short nozzles, the jet is characterized by a intact core at
the exit nozzle followed by its shattering after a certain distance from the exit. They
identified two modes of this external flashing. One of these modes was a result of the
presence of suspended particles leading to bubble formation in the bulk of the jet at
the nozzle exit and named it as “particle boiling”. The other mode was identified as
“surface boiling” since the instabilities were observed only the surface of the jet, and
this mode was observed in the absence of the suspended particles or dissolved gases
following a process of degassing or filtering. They were also able to concluded that
the phenomenon of wall boiling occurs only in longer nozzles.
Oza and Sinnamon [144], conducted a study of flashing of propane, methanol and
indolene using an electromagnetic (poppet) injector. They observed two regimes of
flash-boiling from their studies. The first mode, “internal flashing” indicated flashing
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within the injector orifice while the second, “external flashing” was characterized by
an intact liquid central core surrounded by droplets. These results were corroborated
in a subsequent work by Oza [143]. Reitz [163], conducted a photographic study

Figure 2.4: Conventional vs. flash-boiling injection. Image from [144].

to gain further insight into flash-boiling mechanism using a single hole cylindrical
nozzle of diameter 0.34 mm and L/d of 4 with water as the working fluid. The
experiments were conducted for constant injection and ambient pressures while the
inlet temperature of water was varied from 300 to 426 K. The qualitative analysis
of the spray was done using short duration backlit photographs, which concluded
the existence of an intact liquid (whose length reduces with an increase in the inlet
temperature) up to a certain distance from the exit of the nozzle. These conclusions
refute the hypothesis of internal flashing put forward by Oza and Sinnamon [144],
and Oza [143]. Apart from this important result, the current study was also able to
infer a decrease in the drop size as the inlet fluid temperature approached its boiling
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temperature accompanied by a decrease in the mass flow rate, finally resulting in a
“vapor-locked” phenomenon when it exceeded its boiling temperature.
Park and Lee [145], experimentally investigated flash-boiling atomization mechanism using transparent cylindrical nozzles with L/d of 7.29 and 29.09, designated
as short and long nozzles, respectively using water as the test fluid. They studied
the influence of the internal flow on the external behavior of the spray. They identified three distinct types of internal flow patterns, namely, bubbly flow, slug flow and
annular flow with steady increase in the superheat, defined by

∆T = Tinj. − Tsat. (P∞ ),

(2.2)

where Tinj. is the injection/inlet temperature of the liquid and Tsat. (P∞ ) is the saturation of pressure of the fluid corresponding to chamber pressure. The bubbly flows
were characterized by bubbles near the nozzle wall and an intact liquid core at the
nozzle exit, accompanied jet shattering due to bubble burst at the surface. With an
increase in the superheat, the bubbles grow and coalesce to form slugs which burst on
exit into ligaments which ultimately, disintegrate into droplets. Further increase in
superheat resulted in the formation of a liquid film near the nozzle wall while vapor
formed the bulk of the nozzle, this was termed was annular flow. The annular flow
was characterized by violent shattering jet immediately on nozzle exit. Park and Lee
were able to conclude that slug and/or annular were possible for longer nozzle with
low injection pressures and relatively higher injection temperatures. This is due to
the fact that lower pressure and longer nozzles meant longer residence time for the
fluid inside the nozzle which implies longer time for the bubbles to grow and coalesce
and also allows for larger amounts of vapor generation. Whereas, the shorter nozzles
with relatively lower injection temperatures resulted in bubbly flows. Slug and annular flows were characterized by larger spray angles and finer droplets in comparison
to bubbly flows, which were characterized by smaller droplets around an intact core.
15

Peter et al. [147], conducted parametric flash-boiling studies using superheated
water with the help of 8 different transparent cylindrical nozzles with diameters ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 mm and lengths of 50 and 100 mm. They classified the shattering
of the jet under four different categories. The non-shattering jet was characterized by
a unbroken jet for several distances from the exit of the nozzle, partially shattering
jets were identified with an intact inner core and outer jet break-up near the edge
whereas, complete shattering of the jet preceded by an intact liquid core upto a certain distance from the nozzle exit was identified as a stage-wise completely shatter
jet. Finally, a violent shattering of the jet immediately on nozzle exit with wider
spray angle was classified as a flare flashing jet. They attribute this classification to
several factors, which include the temperature of the liquid at the inlet, the pressure
inside the flashing chamber and the nozzle dimensions etc. and were able to conclude
that longer and larger nozzles were more susceptible to shattering jets compared to
smaller and shorter ones.
While it is evident from the above studies that the jet undergoes a transformation
from a “pencil” like structure for low or negative superheat to an extremely violent
shattering spray for high superheat, neither of these were able to quantify the value
of superheat for which this transition occurs. One of the first attempts to address
this issue was by Kitamura and co-workers [101]. Based on their experimental studies
on flashing water and ethanol jets through long straight nozzles (50 < L/d < 115)
Kitamura et al. [101], hypothesized that under conditions of the low or negative
superheat, the bubble nucleation had negligible effect when comparison to the influence of mechanical (aerodynamic) effects on the breakup of the jet while the contrary
was true in the event of a jet breakup under high superheat. Kitamura et al. were
able to arrive at a correlation to determine this transition from a mechanical dominated jet breakup to a bubble nucleation dominated jet breakup on the basis of
a the non-dimensionalized superheat, defined using Jakob number (Ja) and a non-
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dimensionalized jet velocity, defined by Wel,v . The relation derived by Kitamura et
al. is given by
Jaφ = 100 We−1/7
,
l,v

(2.3)

where φ is a correction factor, is given by φ = 1 − exp−2300ρv /ρl , and

Ja =

available sensible heat energy
ρ Cp ∆T
= l l
.
available latent heat energy
ρv hf g

Recent studies by Cleary et al. [52], tried to address the pertinent issue of transition to flashing through a series of experiments conducted using water under subcooled, transitional and full flashing regimes. Three different scenarios were identified
for the transition of the jet from mechanical break-up to full/flare flashing regime in
the case of short nozzles. The first regime named as ‘Condition A’, was characterized
by external bubble nucleation near the edge of the jet with an intact liquid core up to
a finite distance from the nozzle exit, beyond which the core disintegrates completely
creating a wide spray. The second regime, ‘Condition B’ was characterized by an initial unbroken jet, which shatters completely suddenly at a distance of 0.5 − 3 nozzle
diameters from the nozzle exit. The third and the final, named ‘Condition C’ was
exhibited by violent shattering immediately after nozzle exit unlike in Conditions A
and B where the jet disintegration is not immediate mainly due to the delay in bubble nucleation. Cleary et al. therefore, concluded that Condition A represented the
stage where the mechanical forces cease to effect the jet break-up process, Condition
B represented an intermediate stage in process of transitioning to flare flashing and
further added that relation derived by Kitamura et al. [101], given by Eqn. (2.3) accounted for this process while Condition C indicated the stage were bubble nucleation
or thermal effects exhibited complete influence on the jet breakup process. They also
quantified these stages using the following correlations
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Jaφ = 55 We−1/7
and,
l,v

(2.4)

Jaφ = 150 We−1/7
l,v

(2.5)

where, Eqn. (2.4) quantifies Condition A and Eqn. (2.5) quantifies Condition C.

Figure 2.5: Jet transition from mechanical breakup to flare flashing, as identified by
Cleary et al. [52]. Image adopted from [52].

Lamanna et al. [108] in their attempt to propose a unified treatment of fully
flashing flows, point out that the degree of superheat can also be defined as the ratio
of saturation pressure of the fuel at its injection temperature to the back/ambient
pressure, denoted by Rp . They argue that the parameter Rp is a better definition of
superheat level rather than the customarily defined ∆T because the pressure ratio is
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directly related to the difference in chemical potential, a generalized “driving force” for
phase change. On the basis of this argument, Lamanna et al. [108] refute the claims
of Cleary et al. [52] despite the good agreement of the proposed correlations. This
is because the Jakob number Ja indirectly assumes that the temperature difference
∆T as the pertinent driving force for phase change, an inappropriate choice from a
thermodynamic point of view.

2.2.3

Flash-boiling and fuel injectors
Many of the experiments described in Sec. 2.2.2, were conducted with plain/straight

orifices and poppet injectors. While these were successful in identifying different
modes of flash-boiling sprays, they convey little or no information about the behavior
of a flash-boiling spray generated using a fuel injector. In lieu of this limitation of
plain orifice or poppet injectors, early or first generation of flash-boiling studies with
respect to gasoline direct injection were conducted on pintle and pressure swirl type
of injectors. These studies threw light on the influence of fuel volatility and the nozzle
geometry on the spray structure. For example, VanDerWege et al. [211], and Schmitz
et al. [179], were able to conclude that the spray structure undergoes a transition
from hollow cone to solid cone as the temperature of the increases primarily due to
the entrainment of the smaller droplets to the central core by the airflow. This is
because of the smaller droplets are less resistive to the airflow due to lower inertia.
They attribute this behavior of the spray to the influence of fuel volatility and were
able ascertain that higher volatility or low boiling temperature components of the
fuel are more susceptible to flash-boiling and causing the disintegration of the spray
and also, were able to observe a 40% reduction in the drop size. Further studies by
Allen et al. [12], also observed that gasoline is more susceptible to an early inception
of cavitation than diesel primarily due to its highly volatile nature.
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Since then, the second generation of flash-boiling studies in gasoline direct injection systems focussed on valve-covered orifice (VCO) and sac-type injectors. These
kind of fuel injectors have been a subject of immense amount of scrutiny in the past
because of their continued application in diesel injection since several decades [175].
One of the important features of such an injector by design is that flow is asymmetric.
One such effect of asymmetry is the occurrence of string cavitation, i.e. string shaped
cavitation structures as a consequence of the pressure drop in the center of a vortex
in the presence of a strong vortices in the flow field due to strong rotational flow in
between the inlet of the nozzle hole and the sac area. This kind of a flow field was
initially identified by Arcoumanis et al. [21] in the case of diesel injection and was
observed by Gilles-Birth et al. [82] in their studies using gasoline injection through
VCO nozzles. However, these studies do not provide any explanation on the coupling
or the influence of cavitation on flash-boiling.
To address of the influence of cavitation on flash-boiling, Aleiferis and co-workers
[11, 183, 49] studied the in-nozzle cavitation and spray formation of hydrocarbon fuels
such as gasoline, iso-octane, n-pentane and also alcohols like ethanol and butanol in
a real-size optical injector. Aleiferis and co-workers were able to identify that higher
vapor pressures at elevated fuel temperatures resulted in a more intense cavitation
inside the nozzle, subsequently resulting in rigorous flashing. The reason for this behavior is that an increase in the intensity of cavitation results in providing a plentiful
source of vapor bubbles or nucleation sites to further the effect of flashing. This coupling between cavitation and flashing, coupled with the effect of the injector geometry,
resulted in an asymmetric flow with larger spray angles. They also concluded that
the ambient/gas pressure plays a significant role in either increasing or decreasing
the levels of spray superheating. They arrived at the conclusion that while cavitation
played an important role in increasing the spray angle, its role in the enhancement of
atomization is insignificant when compared to influence of fuel superheating (i.e gas
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pressure). Aleiferis and co-workers further suggested that the saturation pressure of
the most the volatile component of the mixture should considered in the determination of the degree of superheat, a claim that has since been disputed by Araneo et
al. [20, 19]. Araneo et al., based on their experimental investigations on swirl and
multihole injectors concluded that the saturation pressure of fuel is not dominated
by the lightest component and instead is the combined contribution of the saturation
pressures of the individual components.
Due to the limitations of the spray diagnostic techniques, many characterization
studies including but not limited to [218], [224], [223] and [130], often report the
quantitative aspects of the spray such as the drop size, spray angle and penetration
at several distances from the nozzle exit where the spray is either thin or dilute. However, the application of this information in spray modeling is a futile exercise since the
effects of flash-boiling begin to wane out by then. But a consensus of these studies
confirm the effect of the ambient pressure on the superheat and in turn the spray
characteristics. These effects include reduced droplet diameters, wider spray angles
and collapse of the plumes into single solid cone with increased superheating, as reported earlier by Aleiferis and co-workers. However, the process of the spray collapse
and its control are less understood, and several reasons have attributed for this occurrence. Some of these include, the possibility of the existence of a low pressure region
in the spray centerline [225], lower resistance of the smaller droplets to aerodynamic
forces [211], [179], degree of superheat and the nozzle hole configuration [130], [17],
and jet-to-jet interactions [104]. As a word of caution, it should be acknowledged that
the process of spray collapse under intense flashing conditions is a potential pitfall.
Collapsing sprays are often characterized by narrowing spray width, which inhibits
mixing of the fuel and the ambient air, ultimately resulting in improper combustion
and increased emissions. Also, another ramification of spray collapse, is the increased
axial penetration of the spray, which could potentially result in film formation on the
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Figure 2.6: Spray collapse. Image from [223].

piston crown/head due to impingement and consequently an increased soot production. In brief, it can be concluded that spray collapse under flash-boiling conditions
is a major consequence that needs to be addressed.
While a considerable attention has been paid to spray characteristics such as the
velocity field, spray angle, SMD and penetration, the temperature field has received
little or no intention under flash-boiling conditions. From their experimental studies,
Lamanna et al. [107] and Günther and co-workers [86, 84] confirmed an exponential
decay in the centerline temperature of the spray, indicating an increase in the cooling
rate along the axis with an increase in the superheat. They were also able to conclude
that smaller droplets cool faster thus leading to the inference that intense flashing
results cooler droplets.

2.2.4

Inferences
The following inferences can be drawn from the review of the various experi-

mental investigations of flash-boiling sprays:
• Flash-boiling significantly reduces the drop size while simultaneously increasing
the concentration of vapor generated.
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• Internal flashing boiling is primarily observed in long nozzles subjected to higher
degrees of superheat.
• Fuel injectors owing to their L/d ratios, are dominated by external flash boiling.
• Cavitation is strongly coupled with flash boiling. Though its effect in enhancing
atomization is limited, it does however play in a significant role in intensifying
flashing and also in increasing the spray angle.
• In multi-hole injectors, an increase in superheat though helpful in reducing the
drop size, is often characterized by spray collapse. The spray collapse, may
result in increased spray penetration and also spray impingement on the piston
head.

2.3

Modeling
Modeling of flash-boiling is a complicated process due to its inherent biphasic

nature. Owing to this biphasic nature, the effects of hydrodynamic and thermodynamic non-equilibrium such as slip between phases, bubble and vapor generation
introduce an additional degree of complexity. Early modeling efforts were directed
towards addressing the issue of loss of coolant/contaminant accident (LOCA) where
the primary objective was to determine the discharge rate of the coolant in the nuclear reactors or containment as in the case of hazardous chemicals following a leak.
In such cases, it is critical to accurately estimate the mass flow rate of the fluid to
prevent the overheating of the core or before the release of hazardous chemicals into
the atmosphere. Hence, such scenarios are aptly named as critical two phase flows. In
single phase flows, critical flow occurs when the velocity of the fluid equals the speed
of sound however, the concept of speed sound becomes non-trivial in the context of
two phase flows.
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As far as the hydrodynamic aspects of modeling are concerned, they can classified
as one of the following types [188], [167], [55]:
1. Homogeneous flow model: This is a hydrodynamic equilibrium model, in which
the velocity and pressure of both phases are assumed to be equal primarily due
to a rapid exchange of momentum and mass transfer. The resulting governing
equations resemble those for a single fluid and the fluid properties such as
density, viscosity, thermal conductivity etc. are obtained as a result of either
mass or volume averaging. The homogeneous flow models are only valid in
cases when one phase is finely dispersed in the other and cannot be applied to
processes involving rapid acceleration or pressure perturbations.
2. Separated flow model: In the case of separated flow models, the assumption
of equal velocity is relaxed primarily due to the existence of the large density
ratio between the phases. This is accomplished by solving different momentum
equations for both the phases to account for the drag at the interface due to the
relative velocity between the phases often calculated by empirically correlating
the interfacial shear stress and the slip ratio (i.e. ratio of the velocities) or the
velocity difference.
3. Two fluid model: The two fluid models are a general mode of modeling of two
phase flows and can be categorized as a sub-category of multi fluid models. A set
of separate governing equations are solved to calculate the velocity, temperature
and pressure for each phase/fluid. The velocity difference between the phases
is accounted for in a manner similar to that of separated flow models, while the
differences in the temperature between the phases is solved through an energy
balance equation. The temperature differences arise due to the time lag between
phase change and the flow. Modeling of pressure nonequilibrium between the
phases is intricate and these differences are mainly due to
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• effect of the surface tension at the interface,
• mass flux at the interface as a result of either evaporation or condensation,
and
• effect of rapid depressurization often experienced in nozzle or channel flows.
As a result of the above complexities, pressure non-equilibrium is often not
considered in the modeling of two phase flows since it is of significance only in
cases when the limit of flow velocity either approaches or exceeds the two phase
speed of sound.
The two fluid models are the most comprehensive among the means to model
two phase flows but are computationally complex and expensive and require a set of
constitutive equations to provide appropriate closure to the governing equations. The
constitutive relations are non-trivial and are often modeled, which is a challenge in
itself. Often, in a majority of the applications, the vapor phase is finely dispersed in
the liquid phase in the case of flash-boiling flows and therefore, they are modeled as
homogeneous flows hydrodynamically with an appropriate thermal non-equilibrium
model acting as a constitutive relation to close the governing equations [188]. Therefore, the primary objective of a flash-boiling model is to account for the thermal
non-equilibrium between the phases by estimating nucleation and vapor generation.
Several approaches have been reported in the literature in order to achieve the
said objective and they can broadly classified either as bubble dynamics based or
thermodynamic rate based models. While describing each of these models is beyond
the scope of the current work and therefore, a general approach to each of the above
mentioned classification of the models have been critically examined and some of the
prominent models based on these approaches have been highlighted in the discussions
that follow.
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2.3.1

Bubble dynamics based models
Flash-boiling modeling on the basis of bubble dynamics is a sequential process

involving models that describe bubble growth, bubble number density and finally
vapor generation, where, the latter is a function of both the former entities.
The bubble growth is inherently a non-linear process due to strong coupling of
liquid momentum and thermal diffusion. Attempts to arrive at an analytical solution
to this problem has been a subject of interest for many a researcher in the past.
In this perspective, Rayleigh [161], is often credited as the first to come up with
formulation to describe the growth of ideal spherical bubble by ignoring the effects
of surface tension and viscosity. Rayleigh, formulated the following to describe the
bubble growth process
Pv − Pamb.
3
.
RR̈ + Ṙ2 =
2
ρl

(2.6)

Eqn. (2.6) has since been generalized by including the effects of surface tension and
viscosity and the resulting relation is often called the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [149],
[45], given by
1
2σ 4µ 
3 2
Pv − Pamb. +
−
Ṙ .
RR̈ + Ṙ =
2
ρl
R
R

(2.7)

The Rayleigh-Plesset equation, Eqn. (2.7), like its predecessor ignores the effect
of thermal diffusion on the bubble growth and this has been the subject of a sequence
of works by Plesset and Zwick [150], [151], who provided a zero-order solution for the
bubble wall temperature and an asymptotic solution for the bubble pressure and its
radius by considering only the effects of heat diffusion, respectively. However, the
solutions of Plesset and Zwick were uncoupled as they completely ignore the effects
of liquid momentum. Mikic et al. [125] were the first to successfully couple the effects
of inertia and heat diffusion by neglecting the effect of bubble growth acceleration
term (R̈), and they also assumed a linearized Clausius-Clapeyron equation to describe
the relation between the vapor pressure and the temperature and a constant vapor
density. The assumptions of a linearized relation between the vapor pressure and a
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constant vapor density are hardly justifiable in the event of thermal non-equilibrium
and therefore, these can be ascertained as the leading reasons for the large deviations
observed in cases with large initial superheats when the variation in the vapor density
is significant. This problem was addressed by Miyatake et al. [128] who improved on
the works of Mikic et al. and Theofanous and Patel [207] by incorporating the R̈ term
and also by accounting for the non-linear relation between the vapor pressure and the
temperature through steam tables. The solutions described here, were all based on
superheated water and therefore, can be extended to explain bubble growth in the case
of pure liquids. They can also, in effect be extended to multicomponent liquids under
the assumption that bubbles are completely made up of the most volatile component
[188]. The problem of bubble growth is one of the most studied problems in heat
transfer primarily due to its importance in industrial applications and a complete
description of the progresses in the field is both exhaustive and beyond the scope of
the current work and therefore, for a further discussion the reader is requested to
refer to [149], [148] and [188].
The bubble number density, often denoted by NB is one of the important parameters in determining the interfacial area density and is often treated from a geometric
perspective. Unlike bubble growth, the bubble number density has not been subjected
to the same level of scrutiny. However, several empirical correlations have been proposed in the past, prominent of which include the ones by Leinhard et al. [111],
Riznic and Ishii [168], and also by Shin and Jones [190]. Advanced models moved
away from the empiricism by calculating the local number density by solving a transport equation for the bubble number density, as formulated by Kocamustafaogullari
and Ishii [103] and is given by
∂NB ∂(NB U )
+
= Ψ,
∂t
∂x
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(2.8)

where, Ψ is the source term that accounts for the change in the bubble number density
due to homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation and also due to bubble breakup
and effects of coalscence and/or collision. Another approach, worthy of a mention,
corresponds to the works of Elias and Chambre [73, 74] who solved an equation similar
to Eqn. (2.8) for the concentration function NRB , i.e. a distribution function for
the bubble number density lying between an interval of bubble radius. The temporal
growth of the of the concentration function of Elias and Chambre [73, 74], is governed
∂NRB
∂ 
DR 
by the bubble growth, given by −
=
NRB
. On the basis radius of
∂t
∂R
Dt
the bubbles based on the previously discussed bubble growth models and the bubble
number density, the void fraction is calculated as:

α(t) =

4π 3
R NB .
3

(2.9)

Nearly all or most of the bubble dynamics based models suffer from several levels
of empiricism, a lack general validity and are often tuned to replicate the available
experimental data. In the past, these models have been largely applied to and are
based on one-dimensional homogeneous flows and mainly under the assumption of
thermal equilibrium and it is only in the recent times, that they have been applied
to multidimensional CFD codes as sub-models to describe the flash-boiling process
[120], [93] and [115].
The assumption of thermal equilibrium is only valid when the rate of heat transfer
is extremely fast and largely depends on the temperature of the fluid. In the case of
a cold fluid undergoing the phase change due to depressurization, the vapor density
in the bubble is insignificant when compared to liquid density and therefore, the
bubble requires less energy to vaporize. This is usually the case in cavitating flows
[102]. Whereas, the vapor density is much higher in the case of a superheated bubble
and therefore, limits the rate of transfer thus rendering the assumption of thermal
equilibrium redundant. This is often the case in flash-boiling flows. Therefore, flash28

boiling models have to accommodate thermal non-equilibrium for better accuracy.
Few notable non-equilibrium models based on the bubble dynamics approach include
the ones by Blinkov et al. [40], Elias et al. [73] and Ritcher [167]. However, these
models are limited only to one-dimensional flows.

2.3.2

Thermodynamic rate based models
From the discussion above, it is evident that a majority of the bubble dynam-

ics based models, (if not all,) are semi-analytical in nature and the determination of
the void fraction α(t) using them is a cumbersome process. In order to avoid this
complexity, another class of models which are also empirical in nature, are often used
in determining the vapor generation rate. These models are termed as “relaxation”
models since they account for the transition of the system from a state of thermodynamic non-equilibrium to equilibrium on the basis of the vapor mass fraction and
this process is called relaxation.
Equilibrium flows represent one extreme of this relaxation process, in which the
phase change is instantaneous due rapid heat transfer. This class of thermodynamic
rate models are called as equilibrium models. Homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM)
[213], is one such example and predicts the critical mass flow rates accurately in the
case of long pipes where the fluid has sufficient time to approach equilibrium. The
other extreme is often witnessed in extremely short pipes or orifices, in which the
flow through time is so fast that the time required for phase change is insufficient
or also in cases when the rate of heat transfer is extremely slow. The homogeneous
frozen model by Henry and Fauske [88] is one such example, and is an empirical
non-equilibrium model derived on the basis of the equilibrium quality. Whereas, the
homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) lies in between the two extremes modeled by
HEM and HFM.
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HRM was originally introduced by Bilicki and Kestin [38] for one-dimension twophase flows and models the complex process of relaxation by determining the total
derivative of the quality (i.e. vapor mass fraction), given by
x̄ − x
Dx
=
,
Dt
Θ

(2.10)

where, x̄ is the equilibrium vapor mass fraction and is a function of the local, liquid
h − hl
and saturation enthalpies, respectively, i.e. x̄ =
and x is the instantaneous
hv − hl
mass fraction of the vapor, and is a function of the void fraction, vapor and the
αρv
. Finally, Θ is the relaxation time. The void fraction
mixture densities, i.e. x =
ρ
is in turn a function of the local, vapor and liquid densities and is given by

α=

ρl − ρ
.
ρl − ρv

The relaxation time (Θ) is obtained on the basis of an empirical fit obtained by
Downar-Zaploski et al. [66] from their experiments of flashing water flows in long
pipes. For the high pressures flows exceeding 10 bar they proposed the following
values for the correlation
Θ = Θ0 α a ψ b ,

(2.11)

psat − p
. The
pcrit − psat
model therefore, overcomes the need for the intricate multi-step dictated by the bub-

where Θ0 = 3.84 × 10−7 , a = −0.54 with b = −1.76 and ψ =

ble dynamics based methods to determine the vapor generation. The void fraction
determines initial vapor generation due to phase change whereas, the non-dimensional
pressure term ψ is indicative the amount of energy available for additional vapor generation due to superheat. The dependence of α on Θ is due to the fact that the
initial vapor generation rate in the domain provides surface area for additional vapor
formation [135].
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The one-dimensional HRM in the past was applied to simulate the evolution of a
multidimensional external jet in a Lagrangian frame by Duan et al. [67] with a correlation several orders magnitude lower than the one proposed by Downar-Zaploski et
al. [66]. Similarly, Negro et al. [133] formulated a flash boiling model based on a combination of bubble dynamics, HRM and a metastable liquid core for one-dimensional
flows. However, when the pipe is long enough in comparison to its diameter, the
axial changes of the flow determine the thermal-hydraulic behavior of the jet and
the use of a one-dimensional model is appropriate, but in cases when the diameter
is comparable to the nozzle length, influence of the cross-sectional flow parameters is
also significant and therefore, necessitate the need for a multidimensional model for
simulating the flow. One of the first such multidimensional non-equilibrium models
was formulated by Minato et al. [127]. They used a two fluid approach to analyze
the two-phase flow which was computationally quite expensive and was restricted to
coarser grids.
The original one dimensional HRM was initially extended to two dimensions by
Schmidt et al. [178] and later to multidimensional codes [176] in an Eulerian frame of
reference, using a chain rule to express the total derivative of the density in place of a
conventional an equation of state to allow the pressure to respond to compressibility
and phase change given by,
∂ρ
Dρ
=
Dt
∂p

Dp ∂ρ
+
∂x
x,h Dt

Dx ∂ρ
+
∂h
p,h Dt

Dh
.
p,x Dt

(2.12)

Schmidt et al. [176] also successfully validated the model against the experiments
conducted by Reitz [163] and were able to accurately predict choking flow and vapor
lock. Since its multidimensional extension, HRM has been successfully applied to
study of flash boiling of swirl atomizers [135] and, superheated jet fuel [110]. It has
since been applied to simulate the internal cavitating flow through multi-hole diesel
nozzles [219], [227], [27] ,[25], [26]. A third phase was added to the HRM model
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through the transport equation for mass fraction of the non-condensible gas (NCG)
to study its effect on the internal flow and was successfully validated against phaseconstrast X-Ray imaging (PCI) of the internal nozzle flow [69].
Moulai et al. [131], Strek et al. [201], Saha et al. [171], [172] and Baldwin et
al. [24] simulated flashing and non-flashing through a multihole GDI nozzle for the
Spray G target conditions put forward by the Engine Combustion Network [1] using
the HRM model. Moulai et al. showed the influence of the counter-bore while Strek
et al. compared the hole to hole variation in the mass flow rate and density against
X-Ray tomography data. Saha et al. studied the effect of nozzle lift using a static
grid on the internal flow pattern while Baldwin et al. studied nozzle lift using a
moving needle and its wobble and predicted string flashing and swirling spray with a
non-equilibrium thermal core.

2.3.3

Modeling primary atomization
Typical two-phase flow from a nozzle can be divided into different regimes.

The intact core in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle exit rapidly disintegrates into
ligaments and subsequently into fine droplets downstream of the nozzle. This nearnozzle spray is made up of liquid by considerable amount in volume and is quite
dense. The spray thins out as it propagates several diameters downstream of the
nozzle and also as the gas phase volume approaches unity. The intermediate regions,
often termed as thin spray still consist of a considerable amount of liquid by volume
whereas the very thin or dilute regions of sprays are characterized by almost negligible
amounts of liquid by both mass and volume. The dense region at the vicinity of the
nozzle is where the primary atomization takes place but due its characterization is
often hindered for the reasons stated below.
A majority of spray diagnostic techniques are either non-intrusive or intrusive in
nature. While intrusive methods are not encouraged since their ability to seriously
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disturb the spray formation process, non-intrusive, i.e. optical techniques are often a
preferred choice. Optical techniques however, are ineffective in the dense region of the
spray due to multiple scattering resulting in nearly opaque images [206]. A detailed
description of experimental techniques developed in the past two to three decades is
exhaustive and beyond the scope of the current review however, the interested reader
is requested to refer to [75]. This uncertainty in experimental quantification of the
near-nozzle spray characteristics hinders the progress in the development of predictive
modeling. In spite of these limitations, several modeling approaches have been tried
and tested. In the discussion that follows, various approaches to primary atomization
modeling in the context of fuel injectors are described.

Figure 2.7: Spray regimes. Image from [200].

2.3.3.1

Lagrangian-Eulerian methods

As the name suggests, the Lagrangian-Eulerian (LE) methods, are a multidimensional treatment of sprays using both the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of
the fluid flow. In theses methods the liquid phase is treated as Lagrangian while the
gas phase is solved as Eulerian. Since their incorporation almost three decades ago in
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the KIVA CFD code [14], LE approach of simulating sprays have become an industry
standard owing to their simple implementation and efficient computing. Although
not strictly enforced, LE methods are often restricted to analysis of sprays in the thin
or dilute regions [204].
In principle, LE methods of spray analysis are a statistical representation of the
Williams spray equation [215]. The Williams spray equation is a transport equation
of the droplet distribution function (ddf), which is a probability density function of
the drop size and velocity as a function of space and time. The Lagrangian description
of the droplets is done by using stochastic particles, usually referred to as “parcels”
[43]. The parcels represent a varying number of the non-interacting droplets with
similar characteristics. This treatment of the spray is advantageous since it avoids
the issues of numerical diffusion and allows for the modeling various spray processes
such as atomization, vaporization, droplet drag among others by incorporating them
as source terms or sub models to the spray equation. Several spray sub-models have
since been incorporated in the other commercial CFD codes such as ANSYS, STARCD, CONVERGE etc.
In LE methods, the interaction between the liquid and the gas phases is based on
either one-way or two-way coupling. In one-way coupling, only the influence of the
gas phase is considered on the particles. One-way coupling, also termed as gas to
liquid coupling is achieved by interpolating the gas phase quantities to the location
of the particles. Whereas, in two-way coupling, the effects of the liquid phase, i.e.
particles are added as a source to the gas phase terms and is termed as liquid to gas
coupling. While gas to liquid coupling has been realized [22] but achieving liquid to
gas coupling is still an ongoing challenge because the particles are distributed within
a cell and are not located the nodes or finite volume centers. Moreover, due to the
stochastic nature of the parcels, the initial number parcels has a great influence on
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the final outcome [72] and the issue of liquid to gas coupling also imposes a severe
grid dependency on the solution.
From the context of atomization, modeling of the droplet size is key in understanding the downstream spray processes such as secondary breakup, penetration,
vaporization and drag. Modeling of primary atomization is hindered due to the lack
of the information available from experimental studies in dense regions of the spray.
Therefore, most primary atomization models are often speculative and some of the
popular spray breakup models are:
1. Wave model: The wave model, formulated by Reitz [162] is postulated on the
basis that the jet breakup is a result of the growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability on the surface. They are often modeled as spherical “blobs” with
the same size as the diameter of the nozzle. These models are also called as
blob injection models and they do not include the effects of the flow inside the
nozzle.
2. Turbulence and cavitation model: Introduced by Huh and Gosman [91], this
model builds up on the blob injection model of Reitz [162] and additionally
incorporates the effects of the in-nozzle cavitation and turbulence on the disintegration of the nozzle. However, it still suffers from the assumption of the
initial blob size of being same the diameter of the nozzle.
3. TAB model: TAB or the Taylor analogy breakup model was introduced by
O’Rourke and Amsden [141] represents the jet using a series of blobs whose
shape is governed by damped spring-mass system. The blob disintegrates if the
amplitude of the oscillation exceeds a prescribed level. The blobs are initially
assumed to be of the same size as that of the nozzle diameter.
It is evident that LE models do not lend themselves to dense spray regions easily
and primary breakup has to be accounted for as a boundary condition to initiate the
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LE simulation spray or to be need to be coupled with complex internal nozzle flow.
This limitation is overcome with the help of coupled primary breakup Lagrange spray
(CPBLS) models, as described in Sec. 2.3.3.2 but issues of grid dependency, parcel
count and two-way coupling will still persist.

2.3.3.2

Coupled primary breakup Lagrange spray (CPBLS) models

Several semi-empirical or zero dimensional flash-boiling models have been published in the past and are often used as boundary conditions to initiate the downstream spray. Some of these models in the context of gasoline injection and flashboiling are described in the following discussion.
Senda et al. [181] presented an analytical model to model atomization of a flash
boiling spray. The semi-empirical model was based on the results of experiments
conducted using a pintle type of injector. Bubble dynamics based approach forms the
basic premise of the model. The model accounts for a heterogeneous nucleation mode
due to the presence of the dissolved gases but ignores the effects of the suspended
solid particles, wall roughness and the homogeneous nucleation modes. The bubble
nucleation was modeled as a function of the degree of superheat (∆T ). The bubble
growth was solved using the Rayleigh-Plesset [149] equation with a modified wall
pressure while the interaction between the bubbles due to coalescence was ignored
with an initial mono-disperse bubble radius whose magnitude was estimated based
on the photographs of the experiments conducted using n-pentane and n-hexane with
a pintle type of injector. The model also accounts for vaporization through bubble
growth, heat transfer from the surface of the liquid and heat transfer due the fuel
superheat. Finally, the spray breakup was modeled on the basis of an assumed void
fraction given by ratio of volume of the bubble to the sum of the volumes of the
bubbles and the liquid. The breakup process begins when the void fraction is greater
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than or equal to an assumed critical void fraction and each bubble breaks into two
droplets.
Evaporation due to superheating of the liquid as modeled in [181] was later modified by Adachi et al. [7]. Adachi et al. formulated the heat transfer coefficient
facilitating the evaporation of the droplet due to superheating (αsh , in W/m2 K) as
an empirical piecewise continuous function of ∆T (measured in K) and is given by

αsh =





760∆T 0.26




2.33

27∆T






13800∆T 0.39

if 0 ≤ ∆T ≤ 5
if 5 ≤ ∆T ≤ 25

(2.13)

if ∆T ≥ 25.

Kawano et al. [98] extended Senda’s atomization model to multicomponent fuels
and implemented it in the multidimensional KIVA-3V code. Similarly, Bianchi and
co-workers [36], [37], [134] simulated internal flow using 1D model with HRM as source
of vapor generation and modified the atomization model of Senda et al. to obtain the
droplet size probability density function (pdf) and used it to initiate a 3D Lagrangian
spray.
Zeng and Lee [222], proposed an atomization model based on bubble dynamics.
They considered the secondary breakup of the bubble as result of two competing
mechanisms. The model used a modified Rayleigh-Plesset equation to model bubble
growth and coupled it to TAB model [141] and applied it to hollow cone-spray from
a pintle type injector. The atomization was considered due to bubble breakup in
regions of intermediate superheat (4K < ∆T < 64K) and predicted an increase in the
vaporization rate, radial vapor penetration, spray cone angle and decrease in drop
size with a decrease in the ambient pressure. They also observed a change of spray
pattern from a hollow cone to a solid cone pattern with an increase in the flash boiling
effect thus, confirming the findings of VanDerWege and Hochgreb [211].
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Befrui et al. [31] and Mathias et al. [42] simulated the flow through a multihole GDI nozzle using a coupled LES-VOF methods to obtain a droplet distribution
function at the near-nozzle and used to initiate the downstream Lagrangian spray.
However, these studies do not include the effects of flash-boiling but are helpful in
demonstrating the applicability of the approach.

2.3.3.3

CPBLS - droplet vaporization models

Apart from the primary atomization models mentioned above, another spray
sub-model that requires special attention in the case of flashing sprays is the droplet
vaporization.
The primary objective of the droplet vaporization models is the determination
of the evaporation rate of the droplet because an evaporating droplet is a source
of vapor, which plays an a dominant role in the combustion process. Owing to this
importance, the theory of fuel droplet vaporization has received considerable attention
in the past and resulted in the development of several models. It is not the purpose
of this work to review all the models available in the literature and therefore, for a
critical examination of some of the prominent of these models, the reader is requested
to refer to [196], [8], [6] and [126].
Conventional, i.e. sub-cooled droplet vaporization models, account only for the
heat and mass transfer from the ambient gas to the droplet. These models often
ignore the heat and the mass transfer from the center of the droplet to the ambient
gas. This is due to the fact that in a sub-cooled condition, the entire latent heat
of vaporization is supplied by hot ambient gas to the droplet. Whereas, under the
superheated conditions, all or a part of the heat of vaporization is available within the
droplet. Therefore, it is imperative for the vaporization model to account for both
the evaporation and boiling situations. Some of the prominent vaporization models
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in this regard, include the works of Zuo et al. [228], Ra and Reitz [159], [160], and
Price et al. [155], [156].
The recent works of Price et al. [155], [156], put forward simplified models of
vaporization but are limited to single-component fuels. Whereas, the models of Ra
and Reitz [159], [160], are applicable to both single-component and multi-component
fuels. However, irrespective of these differences, these models are joined by a common thread. All these models, neglect the effects of radiation, droplet distortion
(i.e. assuming a spherical droplet), and the micro-explosions of the droplet in a superheated limit due to the growth of the vapor bubble within the droplet [23], [79],
[78], [187], [202], [193]. Whereas, the model of Zuo et al. [228], is limited to study
of superheated vaporization under sheet atomization conditions, often evidenced in
pressure-swirl atomizers.

2.3.3.4

Direct numerical simulation (DNS)

The limitations of the LE spray models has fueled the interest in high fidelity
spray modeling. One such way of achieving this is through the means of direct
numerical simulation (DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations. In principle, the goal of
DNS is to reduce the modeling uncertainty by resolving all the necessary time and
length scales. The Navier-Stokes equations of a fluid with variable density are
∂ρ
+ ∇ · ρU = 0,
∂t
∂ρU
+ U · ∇ρU = −∇p + ∇ · (µ(∇U + ∇T U)) + ρg + Tσ .
∂t

(2.14)
(2.15)

Eqns. (2.14) and (2.15) are solved for both the liquid and the gas phases and Tσ is
the surface tension force, and is non-zero at the interface between the phases.
Application of DNS to primary atomization is extremely challenging due to the
following reasons:
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• The length and time scales fluctuate over a wide range. The drop diameters
observed in the primary atomization of diesel are usually O(1µm) requiring
that the minimum resolution to be at least one order magnitude less than the
small length scale possible [83]. Similarly, time scales are crucial in the case of
evaporating sprays due to their influence on the drop lifetime thus rendering
the DNS approach of primary atomization computationally very expensive.
• The interface between the two phases acts as a discontinuity in the material
properties. For example, the density of commercial grade gasoline is approximately 800 kg/m3 and ratio of the densities of air and gasoline would be approximately 800 : 1 at their interface. Often, this is addressed by considering
the averaged value of the material property at the interface.
• The topology of the interface changes frequently. During the course of the
atomization, the interface undergoes severe deformations and often the length
scale approaches zero especially in scenarios like pinching of a droplet or a break
up of ligament and are addressed using pinching models or approximated by an
interface capturing method.
• Diesel/gasoline injector flow is highly turbulent and so is its primary atomization and turbulence is inherently three dimensional. But DNS simulations of
turbulent flows are expensive and numerically quite challenging [83].
From the preceding discussion it is evident that the interfacial discontinuity and the
topological changes compound the complexity of DNS simulations of two phase flows
and its application to primary atomization. Therefore, firstly an accurate description
of the motion and the location of the interface is important. There exist two ways to
achieve this, namely, interface capturing and interface tracking. In interface tracking,
the interface is modeled tracked with the help of marker particles which are treated
in the Lagrangian sense. The marker particles however, require constant rearranging
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to ensure that they conform to the interface and therefore, cannot handle topology
changes and also, are not mass conserving inherently [174]. Meanwhile, there two
categories of interface capturing methods, namely, the volume of fluid method (VOF)
and the level-set method.
In the VOF methods [90], [139], [174], an indicator or color function ‘f ’ indicates
the liquid volume fraction in a computational cell. This is defined as

f=





0





if the cell is completely filled with gas,

0 < f < 1 for a mixed celll,






1
if the cell is completely filled with liquid.

(2.16)

The motion of the interface is tracked by solving an advection equation for f and
the VOF methods are inherently volume conserving. However, due to their step behavior, special techniques, either geometric or algebraic in nature are to be applied
to reconstruct the interface and also to prevents its smearing due to numerical diffusion [221], [146], [164], [166], [170]. Level-set methods [142], [184], follow a similar
methodology in order to capture the interface. However, for numerical reasons, are
preferably chosen to be smooth functions and are not volume conserving in nature.
Level-set methods require special treatments such as finer grid resolutions like the
refined level-set grid (RLSG) [89] techniques or coupling with VOF methods such
as the coupled level-set VOF (CLSVOF) [205] to overcome these drawbacks. The
material discontinuity at the interface as stated earlier, is addressed by averaging the
material property, say α using the liquid volume fraction given by f, i.e. if αl , is value
of the liquid material property and αg is the value of the gas material property, the
average value material property in the computational cell is given by:

α = f αl + (1 − f )αv .
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Diesel and gasoline flows occur at high Reynolds and Weber numbers. At this range
of operation, the effects of surface tension are negligible however, the primary atomization can occur at relatively smaller Weber numbers thus an accurate treatment of
the surface tension forces is crucial [83]. Surface tension forces, as stated earlier are of
importance only at the interface and are therefore, modeled as a gradient of the color
function f on the basis of the so-called continuum surface force method (CSF) [44].
Due to the discontinuous nature of f, as given by Eqn. (2.16), this treatment of the
surface tension leads to the presence of suprious velocities called “parasitic” currents
at the interface [164] and often requires a higher order interface reconstruction scheme
to address this issue.
Due to the above mentioned complexities and the computational costs associated
with simulating three dimensional DNS flows, most studies pertaining to primary
atomization are not DNS in the true sense of the word. Instead many of these studies
are often large eddy simulations (LES) of the single phase region and coupled with
the VOF methods in the two phase region and therefore, are quasi-DNS in nature.
The LES allows for the three dimensional treatment of the single phase region and
can be extended to regions containing the interface and therefore, is a under-resolved
DNS method. This hybrid approach allows for capturing influence of the internal
nozzle flow on the primary atomization, an effect often neglected in the case of spray
modeling using LE methods.
The quasi-DNS based approaches of simulating primary atomization have been
widely used in the case of diesel flows. For example, early studies by de Villiers et al.
[59] and Bianchi et al. [34], [35] used the LES-VOF methods and concluded that the
in-nozzle turbulence has a strong impact on the intact core but has a weak effect on
the resulting drop size distribution while simultaneously shedding light on the grid
resolution considerations. Whereas, some of the studies using this approach on GDI
injectors include the works of Befrui et al. [32], [31], Shost et al. [192] and Mathias
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et al. [42]. Menard et al. [122], [123] and Lebas et al. [109] used the CLSVOF
based approach in conjunction with the ghost fluid method [76]. In this kind of an
approach, a band ghost cells surrounding the interface containing the properties of
the real fluid on the opposite side of the interface. Each phase is solved separately,
as if the interface does not exist. A level-set approach is then used to advance the
interface. Similarly, Desjardins et al. [61] were able to report highly accurate result
with help of the conservative level-set approach in conjunction with the ghost fluid
method indicating the accuracy of the approach.

2.3.3.5

Eulerian methods

Experimental studies of Siebers [194, 195] on the changes in the liquid length
with the change in the orifice diameter and injection pressure, have shown that the
vaporization rate of the spray is not controlled by interphase transport and instead
indicated that turbulent mixing and gas entrainment are pivotal. Approximately
a decade later, Dahms and co-workers [58, 57], have noted that under conditions
of very high Weber and Reynolds numbers, a distinct liquid-gas interface no longer
exists. Under such conditions, the effects of surface tension diminish and the jet
undergoes a continuous state of mixing dominated by diffusion and it would appear
that atomization is better as a single-phase diffusion-dominated process.
The sharp interface or quasi-DNS methods explored in Sec. 2.3.3.4, apart from
being computationally expensive and numerically challenging, could be conceptually
inapplicable when a distinct interface between the phases does not exist. Diesel and
gasoline sprays occur at very high Weber and Reynolds numbers, where the hypothesises of Siebers and Dahms et al. are applicable. Therefore, the application for
diffuse-interface methods for modeling primary atomization such as the one postulated by Vallet and Borghi [210] is warranted. Vallet and Borghi [210] postulated
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an Eulerian atomization model, from here on referred to as Σ-Y on the basis of the
following assumptions:
1. Effects of surface tension and viscosity are predominant only at small length
scales where the liquid-gas interface exhibits high curvature or where a large
velocity gradient exists. However in flows with high Reynolds and Weber numbers, a common occurrence in gasoline and diesel injection sprays, the effects
of surface tension and viscosity are negligible in large scale features of the two
phase flow.
2. The transients in the two-phase velocity field cannot be determined for every
instance of time but can be studied in terms of the mean values using standard
closures such as the standard k − .
3. The dispersion of the liquid phase into the gas phase can be computed through
a transport equation of the liquid mass fraction containing a turbulent diffusion
flux term similar to turbulent diffusion flux in single phase flows.
4. The mean size of the liquid fraction is thus modeled using the “mean surface
area of the liquid-gas interface per unit of volume”, denoted by Σ.
On the basis of the first assumption, the continuity and the momentum equations in
the limit of high Reynolds number and using a density averaged mean velocity, are
given by
∂ ρ̄ ∂ ρ̄ũi
+
= 0,
∂t
∂xi
0 0
∂ ρ̄ug
∂ ρ̄ũj ∂ ρ̄ũi ũi
∂ p̄
i uj
+
= −
−
,
∂t
∂xi
∂xj
∂xi

(2.17)
(2.18)

where, ˜ indicates Farve/density averaging, ¯ indicates time averaging and 0 indicates
turbulent fluctuation. On the basis of the second assumption, a turbulence model
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with Bussinesq eddy viscosity is sufficient to provide closure for the Reynolds stress
¯
ρY
tensor in Eqn. (2.18). The mean liquid mass fraction, given by Ỹ =
and its
ρ̄
transport equation, on the basis of the third assumption is given by
0
∂ ρ̄ũi Ỹ
∂ ρ̄ug
∂ ρ̄Ỹ
iY
+
=−
,
∂t
∂xi
∂xi

(2.19)

where, the term on the right hand side of the Eqn. (2.19) is the turbulent diffusion
liquid flux and accounts for relative mixing of the two phases. This is modeled as
µt ∂ Ỹ
0
Fickian diffusion given by ρ̄ug
, where, Sc is the Schmidt number. An
iY =
Sc ∂xi
equation of state in terms of Ỹ and is expressed as
1
Ỹ
1 − Ỹ
= +
,
ρ̄
ρl
ρg

(2.20)

where ρl and ρg are the liquid and the gas densities, respectively.
Finally, on the basis of the fourth assumption, the interface is modeled by solving
a transport equation for Σ, a scalar representing the “mean surface area of the liquidgas interface per volume” and is given by
∂
∂ Σ̄ ∂ ũj Σ̄
∂ Σ̄
+
=
DΣ
∂t
∂xj
∂xj
∂xj

!
+ (A + a)Σ̄ − Vs Σ̄2 ,

(2.21)

where, A is the production of the interface due its stretching due to mean velocity
gradients, a its production due to the stretching of the interface due to droplet collisions and Vs represents the destruction of the interface due to coalescence and finally,
µt
DΣ is the diffusion term, modeled as
.
Sc
Since its initial implementation, the Σ-Y model has undergone significant improvements and validation. Some the prominent ones have been described briefly
in the following discussion. Blokkeel et al. [41] implemented the Lagrangian switch
and the model has since been referred to with the name Eulerian Lagrangian spray
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atomization (ELSA). They proposed a criterion for the switch based on the distance
between the droplets as a function of the number of droplets and the D32 by assuming
that the average distance between the droplets to be greater than twice the SMD.
Once this transition is met, the liquid in the cell will switch from an Eulerian frame to
a Lagrangian with a lone parcel being generated for each time step. The approximate
distribution of the parcels is based on the liquid velocity and turbulence intensity
extracted from the mean flow. Demoulin et al. [60] derived an alternative to the
closure to the Reynolds stress tensor to capture the mixing in the case of high density
ratios. Lebas et al. [158], [109] added a source term to account for the vaporization
of the spray and validated it against the CLSVOF results and were able to accurately
predict the influence of the gas temperature on the spray. Ning et al. in a series of papers [138, 137], implemented a compressible ELSA model in the KIVA-3V code using
the assumption of isentropic compressibility and also accounted for the evaporation
of the spray and were able to accurately reproduce the liquid and vapor penetration
for a wide range of gas densities. Trask et al. [209] implemented a compressible Σ-Y
model on a gas centered co-axial swirl injector and predicted accurate results over a
wide range of momentum flux ratios. Similarly, Belhadef and Vallet [33] implemented
Σ-Y for a swirl atomizer and validated it against PDA results from the experiments.
Garcia-Oliver et al. [80], validated a compressible formulation of the Σ-Y model for
diesel sprays for different injection pressures and ambient densities and found good
agreement with the experimental results for the spray penetration and liquid length
especially for higher injection pressures and ambient densities. Desantes et al. [62, 63]
compared Σ-Y atomization model against the discrete droplet model (DDM) for ECN
Spray A (diesel spray) [1], and were able to predict the near-nozzle region more accurately using the Σ-Y model than with DDM mainly due to increased grid resolution
and better formulation in the former approach. A similar conclusion was produced
Xue et al. [219] with their implementation of the Σ-Y model in CONVERGE, a
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commercial CFD code. As shown earlier, phase change is an important consequence
of the internal flow in diesel and gasoline direct injection nozzles and attempts were
made by Lu et al. [118] to incorporate cavitation modeling to the ELSA model by
adding it as source to the Σ transport equation based on the liquid volume fraction.
It is clear from the formulation Σ-Y model that the turbulence model plays a
significant role in the generation of the interface area-density (Σ). Therefore, Salvador
et al. [173] examined the effect of the turbulence model on the behavior of the Σ-Y
model in diesel sprays. Unsurprisingly, different results were obtained with different
models. The variation in the spray angle ranged from 7◦ to 23◦ degrees while the
experimental value was 16◦ . Whereas, the predicted liquid penetration varied from
32 to 40 mm with experimental value being 30 mm.

2.3.4

Inferences
The following can be summarized from the discussion of the modeling aspects

of flash-boiling and two-phase flows in general:
• For the ease of hydrodynamic modeling, most two-phase flows are often treated
using a pseudo-fluid approach and this is applicable in cavitating and flashing
flows, in which one phase is finely dispersed in the other.
• The bubble dynamics based models suffer from severe empiricism and are often
restricted to modeling of heterogeneous nucleation especially at the walls of the
orifice and due to dissolved gases. They are also often limited to one dimensional
flows with thermal equilibrium and have been coupled with multidimensional
codes only in the recent past.
• Multidimensional modeling is necessary in fuel injectors primarily due to the
influence of the cross-sectional flow parameters owing to their short L/d ratios.
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• Thermodynamic rate models lend themselves with ease to account for a wide
range of thermodynamic behavior ranging from equilibrium to frozen flows.
Also, these models have been proven to be better in comparison to the bubble
dynamic based modeling of flash-boiling [48].
• Multidimensional nature, wide range of applicability and validity of the homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) can be stated as a reason for claiming that a
level of maturity has been achieved in modeling internal nozzle both in diesel
and gasoline direct injection.
• Progress in primary atomization is hampered due to lack of experimental data
for both modeling and validation. Most of the existing approaches of modeling primary atomization are dominated by application to diesel injection than
gasoline injection.
• Lagrangian sprays irrespective of their ease of implementation and less restrictive computational requirements are plagued by high grid dependency and the
issue of two-way coupling.
• Quasi-DNS methods have been proven to be useful not just for their ability
to account for the effects of the nozzle effects on spray but also for acting as
a source of verification of other spray modeling approaches in the absence of
experimental data. But they come at a very high computational cost with stringent requirements on grid resolution which can be compounded in the flashing
flows, which are characterized fine droplets and simultaneous presence of vapor
in the near nozzle region.
• The ELSA model overcomes the restrictions posed by the quasi-DNS approaches
and allows for an end to end solution. This approach offers the flexibility of
modeling the near nozzle spray using the Eulerian description of the flow and
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optionally the downstream spray using the Lagrangian switch. However, the
criterion for this switch irrespective of being based on the liquid volume fraction,
has so far been arbitrary.
• So far, the simulation of flash boiling of GDI sprays has been restricted mainly
to coupled primary breakup Lagrange spray based models. While, LES-VOF
based approach of modeling GDI sprays shows promise, it has not yet been
applied to flash-boiling sprays. Similarly, the application of the ELSA model
has been limited to diesel sprays.
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CHAPTER 3
GOVERNING EQUATIONS

3.1

CFD Solver
The governing equations of the in-house Eulerian CFD solver, implemented

using the foam-extend libraries [3] are discussed in the current section. The discussion
includes the implementation of the phase change model with the pressure/velocity
coupling and the application of the diffuse interface approach to track the mixing of
the phases.
The solver was initially developed by Schmidt et al. [176] originally as an internal
flow solver. As an improvement, the solver in its current implementation is capable
of simulating the influence of the non-condensible ambient gas on the vaporizing fuel.
The mixing of the phases, as mentioned above, is based on a diffuse interface approach.
Hence, a computational cell might contain pure gas, pure liquid, or a mixture of the
liquid, vapor and non-condensible gas.
The handling of density in multiphase flow solvers is of utmost importance. The
density of the two-fluid mixture is written as:

ρ=

1 − y
ρf

+

y −1
,
ρg

(3.1)

where ρf is the fuel density, ρg is the ambient gas density and y is the mass fraction
of the ambient gas. Considered as a two-phase mixture, the fuel’s density can be
written further as:
ρf =

1 − x
ρl
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+

x −1
,
ρv

(3.2)

where ρl is the liquid density of the fuel, ρv is the vapor density of the fuel and x is the
“quality” or the mass fraction of the fuel in its vapor phase. Therefore, it is convenient
to define the liquid mass fraction as yl = (1 − x)(1 − y) for later discussions. The gas
phase might be composed of both the non-condensible gas and the fuel vapor. The
mixture density ρ is therefore, a function of both x, y as well as the two independent
thermodynamics variables required to determine the density of each constituent, i.e.
ρa , ρl and ρv . Pressure, p and enthalpy, h are chosen as the independent properties.
Thus the mixture density is denoted as ρ(x, y, p, h).
Based on the mass conservation law, the continuity equation and transport of the
non-condensible gas are written as:
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0,
∂t
µ

∂ρy
t
+ ∇ · (ρuy) = ∇ ·
∇y ,
∂t
Sc

(3.3)
(3.4)

where u is the flow velocity, µt is the dynamic turbulent viscosity and Sc is the
turbulent Schmidt number. The Laplacian term on the right hand side of the equation models the turbulent diffusion of the non-condensible air into the fuel. The
Reynolds Navier-Stokes (RANS)approach is used to solve the ensemble average of
the turbulent flow. All the flow variables described in this paper refer to the ensemble Favre-averaged quantities without special notation for the sake of simplicity,
unless otherwise specified.
A Homogeneous Relaxation Model (HRM) is used to predict the phase change of
the fuel. “Homogeneous” refers to the assumption of homogeneous mixing of the two
phases within any computational cell. Whereas, “Relaxation” refers to the process
that local flows develop towards thermal equilibrium. The model tracks the fuel vapor
mass (“quality”), x describes its rate change, and is given by
Dx
x̄ − x
=
,
Dt
Θ
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(3.5)

D
∂
= +u.∇ is the material derivative and Θ, represents the time scale over
Dt
∂t
which x relaxes to its thermal equilibrium value of x̄, which is a function of the local

where,

pressure and the enthalpy and is obtained from a lookup table. Based on Reocreux’s
“Moby Dick” experiments [165], Downar-Zapolski et al. [66] found that the time
scale depended on the volumetric fraction of the fuel vapor α and a non-dimensional
pressure, ψ, defined as

α =
ψ =

xρl
,
ρv + x(ρl − ρv )
psat − p
,
pcrit − psat

(3.6)
(3.7)

where psat and pcrit are the saturation and the critical pressure of the fuel, respectively.
Here, p refers to the local total pressure instead of partial pressure. They proposed
the following correlation for the time scale for operating pressures exceeding 10 bar,
given by
Θ = Θ0 α−0.54 ψ −1.76 ,

(3.8)

D
indicates that the phase change
Dt
process is independent of the flow motion. It is thus convenient to write the mass
where Θ0 = 3.84×10−7 s. The material derivative

balance equation for fuel vapor as
Dx
∂ρx
+ ∇ · (ρux) = ρ
.
∂t
Dt

(3.9)

Since the two-phase mixture is treated as a homogeneous mixture, all the fluid components are assumed to have the same pressure. The barycentric momentum balance
equation is given by
∂ρu
+ ∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p + ∇ · τ,
∂t
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(3.10)

where τ is the stress tensor. The enthalpy equation is used for governing the energy
conservation of the system and is given by
∂ρh
Dp
+ ∇ · (ρuh) =
+ ∇ · J + D,
∂t
Dt

(3.11)

where J is the diffusion of the enthalpy and D is the conversion of kinetic energy to
sensible enthalpy due to viscosity and turbulence.

A Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator (PISO) algorithm is used to solve
the coupling between the momentum and the mass balance equations. We write the
momentum equation, Eqn. (3.10) in its quasi-linear and discretized form as:

ap up +

X

aN uN = r − ∇p,

(3.12)

N

where the subscript p, is used to represent the computational cell under consideration,
while N represents its neighboring cells. The variable a represents the contribution
from the specific cells and r is the contribution from the source terms of the linear system matrix. It is convenient to replace the off-diagonal and source term contributions
by an operator H, defined as

H(u) = r −

X

aN uN .

(3.13)

N

Therefore, Eqn. (3.10) then becomes

ap up = H(u) − ∇p.

(3.14)

In order to combine the mass and momentum equations together and derive an equation to solve for the pressure, we first write the material derivative of the mixture
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density as:
Dρ
∂ρ
=
Dt
∂p

Dp ∂ρ
+
∂h
x,y,h Dt

Dh ∂ρ
+
∂x
x,y,p Dt

Dx ∂ρ
+
∂y
y,p,h Dt

Dy
.
x,p,h Dt

(3.15)

Assuming adiabatic conditions, i.e. dh = 0 and subtracting the mass balance equation, we get
−ρ∇ · u =

∂ρ
∂p

Dp ∂ρ
+
∂x
x,y,h Dt

Dx ∂ρ
+
∂y
y,p,h Dt

Dy
,
x,p,h Dt

(3.16)

and substituting Eqn. (3.14) results in
H(u)
−ρ∇ ·
+ ρ∇ ·
ap

1
∇p
ap

!
=

∂ρ
∂p

Dp ∂ρ
+
∂x
x,y,h Dt

Dx ∂ρ
+
∂y
y,p,h Dt

Dy
,
x,p,h Dt

(3.17)

µt
Dy
= ∇ · ( ∇y). Dividing the above equation by ρ
and from Eqn. (3.4), we have ρ
Dt
Sc
Dp
and expanding
, we get
Dt
1 ∂ρ
ρ ∂p

!

x,y,h

∂p
+ ∇ · (pu) − p∇ · u
∂t
1 ∂ρ
ρ ∂x

+∇·

H(u)
−∇·
ap

Dx
1 ∂ρ
+ 2
ρ ∂y
y,p,h Dt

∇·
x,p,h

!

1
∇p +
ap
!

µt
∇y
Sc

(3.18)

= 0.

The partial derivatives of ρ with respect to p, x and y are:
∂ρ
∂p

x,y,h

∂ρ
∂x

y,p,h

∂ρ
∂y

x,p,h

!
1
−
y
(1
−
y)(1
−
x)
y
= ρ2
+
+
,
ρv a2v
ρl a2l
ρv a2g
!
1
1
= (y − 1)ρ2
−
,
ρv
ρl
!
1
1
−
x
x
= −ρ2
−
−
,
ρg
ρl
ρl

(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)

where av , al and ag are the compressibilities of fuel vapor, liquid fuel and the ambient
gas, respectively. In this both av and al were assumed to be constants.
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∂ρ
is related to an enthalpic sonic speed of the two∂p x,y,h
phase mixture and is given by
∂ρ
1
= 2,
(3.22)
∂p x,y,h a
The partial derivative

which is consistent with Brennen’s analysis [45]. Note that the expression for compressibility in Eqn. (3.19) was tested and found to be numerically unstable due to
the very abrupt change in compressibility in two-phase regions. Instead, a smoother
mass-weighted compressibility was used in the present work and is given by
∂ρ
∂p

x,y,h

(1 − y)x (1 − y)(1 − x) y
=ρ
+
+
ρv a2v
ρl a2l
p

!
(3.23)

After pressure is implicitly solved in Eqn. (3.18), flow velocity u is updated using
Eqn. (3.14).

3.2

Modeling Primary Atomization
To extend the flow solver’s application from internal and near-nozzle regions

to further downstream spray simulation, atomization of the liquid fuel must be taken
into account. In an engineering calculation, the CFD cell size is typically larger than
the average droplet size due to atomization. As a result, the outcomes of atomization
are modeled instead of resorting to a fully resolved grid. A quantity called “interface
area density” was introduced for this purpose [210]. The interface area density, denoted as Σ, is defined as the liquid-gas interface area per unit volume and has the
units of m−1 . Consider a CFD cell containing liquid and gas by volume. If the two
phases are separated by a well defined laminar interface, the interface area size is
expected to be small. If the liquid phase is atomized into droplets and ligaments
that are turbulently diffused into gas phase, the total interface area inside the cell is
expected to be significantly increased. Assuming all the liquid phase in a cell can be
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modeled with spherical droplets, an equivalent Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) can be
uniquely defined as:
SMD =

6Ȳ
,
Σ

(3.24)

where Ȳ is the liquid volume fraction.
The concept of “droplet” is valid only when the liquid phase is dilute. In the
6Ȳg
case of dense liquid, an equivalent SMD for bubbles should be defined as
, where
Σ
subscript g stands for the gas phase.
Modeling of Σ is based on a transport equation originally proposed by Vallet et
al. [210], which is implemented into the Eulerian flow solver is described in the earlier
section and is given by
Σ
∂Σ
+ ∇ · (uΣ) = ∇ · (Dt ∇Σ) + Σ̇init + aeq Σ 1 −
∂t
Σeq

!
+ AΣ,

(3.25)

in which Dt is a turbulent diffusivity coefficient, defined as

Dt =

νt
,
ScΣ

where νt is the kinematic turbulent viscosity and ScΣ is a dimensionless Schmidt
number taken as 1.0.
Similar to other flow quantities such as x, y etc., the turbulent diffusion term
accounts for the interface area diffused by the turbulent motion of the flow. The
equilibrium and turbulent mean flow stretching source terms are responsible for production and destruction of interface area due to atomization under turbulent flows.
Both terms are proportional to the interface area density Σ. If Σ is zero, both terms
are essentially deactivated, suggesting that there will be no production or destruction
if there is no interface. Therefore, proper initialization of Σ is important, and this is
accounted for by the term Σ̇init .
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This initialization source term, Σ̇init can formulated either on the basis of the
physical meaning of the minimum value of Σ in any computational cell, when the
initial interface is laminar, or on the basis of a dimensional argument when the initial
interface is assumed to be turbulent. Both of these implementations are explained in
the discussion that follows.
The value of Σ should be zero for the cases of pure liquid or pure gas, and must be
positive when the computational cell contains both phases. A minimum interface area
size is expected when the two phases have a laminar interface in between. Indeed,
any disturbance to the interface that generates curvature would eventually increase
the area size. Therefore, on this basis, a minimum value of Σ can be estimated as
V −1/3 , where V is the volume of a computational cell. The source term therefore,
could be written as:
Σ̇init =

Σmin − Σ
pos(Σmin − Σ),
∆t

where
pos(x) =

(3.26)




1 if x > 0


0 if x ≤ 0

and
Σmin =




0,

when Ȳ < δ or Ȳ > 1 − δ



V −1/3 , when δ < Ȳ < 1 − δ
where δ is a constant equal to 1 × 10−3 .
Whereas, Beau [30], proposed an initialization term, given by

Σ̇init =



2νt 6ρ2


(∇yl ) · (∇yl ),



ScΣ ρl ρg Lt











when Ȳ < δ or Ȳ > 1 − δ
(3.27)

2νt Σ
(∇yl ) · (∇yl ), when δ < Ȳ < 1 − δ
ScΣ (1 − yl )yl
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where Lt is the turbulent integral length scale. In both the cases of Eqn. (3.27), the
gradient term of liquid mass fraction is responsible for identifying two-phase interface.
The magnitude of the interface growth rate is proportional to the turbulent mass
νt
diffusivity
. Therefore, the initial interface is assumed to be turbulent. The
ScΣ
equations are based on dimensional arguments because the exact value of the initial
Σ is difficult to quantify under this assumption. In the present study, the definition of
Σinit given Eqn. (3.27) was used instead of Eqn. (3.26) due to the mesh dependency
introduced by the latter and the inherent turbulent nature of the flow.
The equilibrium source term assumes that if the local turbulent flow is homogeneous and isotropic such that the spatial derivative terms in the equation can be
dropped, the interface area density should evolve towards a local equilibrium value
denoted as Σeq . The relaxation time required to reach the equilibrium, defined as τeq ,
1
is related to a speed coefficient aeq =
. The equilibrium is thought to be based
τeq
on a balance between local TKE and surface energy [210], [71]. With the interface
considered as a stretched elastic membrane, surface energy is proportional to the surface tension of the liquid fuel, σ, and the interface area size. In a turbulent two-phase
flow field, energy is transferred between TKE and surface energy due to interaction
among droplets stirred by the flow turbulence. Equilibrium is reached when the overall effects of droplet breakup and coalescence are equivalent, as a result, a stabilized
droplet size exits in the averaged sense. This argument was supported in the DNS
simulations of Duret et al. [71]. Vallet et al. [210] first applied the above assumptions to consider collision and subsequent breakup of two droplets, and derived that
an equilibrium averaged droplet radius req , given by

req = Ceq

σ 3/5 Ȳ 2/15
3/5

ρl 2/5

,

(3.28)

or equivalently
Σeq = Ceq

ρl3/5 Ȳ 13/15 2/5
,
σ 3/5
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(3.29)

where Ceq is tunable model parameter.
Based on their DNS simulation, Duret et al. [71], proposed a simpler equation for
Σeq , given by
Σeq = Ceq

(ρl + ρg )Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )k
.
σ

(3.30)

This formulation predicts zero equilibrium interface area-density for both pure liquid
and pure gas and is consistent with the physical meaning of the interface area-density.
Therefore, it is favored over Eqn. (3.29), which is only applicable to dilute spray regions.

The coefficient aeq determines how fast the balance between TKE and surface
energy is achieved. Since the balance is a result of turbulent interaction between
the two phases, the time required to reach the balance is determined by the local
turbulence activity. Active turbulence results in fast interaction and redistribution
of energy between the two phases. The simplest way to model aeq was proposed by
Vallet et al. [210]:

aeq = Cτ ,
k

(3.31)

where Cτ is a modeling constant taken as 1.0. More sophisticated models that consider
interaction of any two droplets in a computational cell were proposed by Beau [30].
These models generally introduce non-linearity by making aeq dependent on Σ itself.
In this study, the simpler model given by Eqn. (3.31) was implemented.
The third term on the right-hand-side of Eqn. (3.25) is a production source term
for Σ. The coefficient A is modeled as:

A = CA

νt
(∇u) : (∇u)
k

(3.32)

in which a turbulent viscosity assumption is used and CA is a modeling constant equal
to 1.0. This term accounts for the production of interface area-density Σ due to mean
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flow shear force or stretching, an important mechanism for TKE production. Due to
the assumption of the balance between TKE and surface energy, it is expected that
TKE production results in production of Σ. The previously mentioned equilibrium
source term only accounts for locally homogeneous and isotropic turbulence where
the A term vanishes. The A term, on the other hand, accounts for inhomogeneous
and non-isotropic turbulence effects.
Lebas et al. [109], as an alternative, defined a mass based liquid-gas interface
density, Ω in order to simplify Eqn. (3.25). This mass based liquid-gas interface
density is defined as
Ω=

Σ
,
ρ

(3.33)

m2
.
kg
From experience, defining the liquid-gas interface density using Ω has been proven

where Ω has the units

to be more stable and this can be attributed mainly to its ability to conserve the
interface density better than Σ. Therefore, in the current work, Eqn. (3.25) was
reformulated as
∂ρΩ
+ ∇ · (ρuΩ) = ∇ ·
∂t

!
!
µt
ρΩ
∇Ω + Σ̇init + aeq ρΩ 1 −
+ AρΩ.
ScΣ
Σeq
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(3.34)

CHAPTER 4
AXI-SYMMETRIC NOZZLES

4.1

Scope

As explained earlier in Sec. 2.3.3.2, most flash-boiling spray simulations are often
initiated by practices similar to those applied to sub-cooled sprays and a majority
of the existing empirical models for spray characteristics like the spray angle and
the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) are often based on the observations made in the
thin or the dilute region of the spray. But the effects of flash-boiling are dominant
in the dense or the near-nozzle region, where the spray is stongly affected by the
geometry of the nozzle. Therefore, the present chapter is aimed at determining the
influence of the internal flow on the ensuing near-nozzle spray by deriving meaningful
correlations for the aforementioned spray characteristics, which can be put to use as a
flash-boiling boundary condition for initiating Lagrangian-Eulerian spray simulations.
The methodology followed and the significance of the derived correlations is described
at length in the subsequent sections of this chapter.

4.2
4.2.1

Methodology
Parameter selection

In the current study 2D axi-symmetric straight and stepped holes were simulated.
For stepped nozzles, the total length, Lt , of the nozzles was kept fixed at 500 µm.
The inlet corner radius r, Aspect ratio (AR) based on the inner length of the nozzle
to its diameter, L/d and the counter-bore ratio dr , given by dc /d, where dc is the
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Figure 4.1: Nozzle geometric parameters and boundary conditions.

diameter of the counter-bore were treated as variable geometric factors. In the case
of straight nozzles, the inner length is equal to the total length and dc is equal to d.
As far as the operating conditions are concerned, the injection pressure P1 , the
ambient pressure P2 or Pa and the fuel temperature T1 were varied. The ambient
temperature T2 was fixed at 325 K, since the code in its current implementation does
not account for the heat transfer between the non-condensable gas and the two phase
mixture exiting the nozzle. The range of values assigned to the parameters of interest
are tabulated in Table 4.1, and a representation of the nozzle is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Parameter
d
r
AR
dr
P1
P2
T1

Minimum
140 µm
2 µm
1
1
3 MPa
30 kPa
300 K

Maximum
220 µm
20 µm
2
3
30 MPa
120 kPa
360 K

Table 4.1: Parameter ranges.
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4.2.2

Design of simulations

To study effect of the various operating parameters and the nozzle geometry on the
spray characteristics of interest, elements from the theory design of experiments were
borrowed. The total number of factors in current study were seven, with the total
number of levels for each factor being five. A full factorial design of experiments that
captures the effects of all the possible interactions between the levels of the factors
would have resulted in running a total of 57 (= 78, 125) simulations. Therefore, in order to attain a realizable number of simulation runs, Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays were
adopted for constructing the case specification matrix. Taguchi’s orthogonal arrays
are fractional factorial in nature and represent a subset of the full factorial design.
The case specification matrix was constructed on the basis of a three step algorithm
described by Kacker et al. [96] and finally, a total of 100 cases were simulated as a
part of this study.

4.2.3

Fuel model

Single component gasoline surrogates like iso-octane, are often used in the study
of flash-boiling in nozzles but they do not reflect the actual volatility characteristics of
a multicomponent mixture like gasoline. Therefore, the simulations were performed
using a multicomponent surrogate fuel model. In order to identify a viable multicomponent surrogate, the volatility characteristics of two multicomponent gasoline
surrogates, namely, a four component and a seven component model were tested by
matching their volatility characteristics against that of commercial gasoline, on the
basis of the experimental data published by the Chevron corporation [81].
The D86 curves were used as a metric to compare the volatility characteristics.
The four component model comprises iso-pentane, iso-octane, n-decane and hexane by
15%, 45%, 20% and 20%, respectively by mass. This composition was formulated by
Styron et al. [203] in their vapor and liquid measurement studies. Whereas, the seven
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component model named indolene was composed of iso-pentane, cyclo-hexane, isooctane, toluene, eythl-benzene, n-decane and napthalene by 16.18%, 20.91%, 16.70%,
15.35%, 15.59%, 11.71% and 3.55%, respectively by mass. The indolene surrogate
was formulated by Curtis et al. [56] for their studies on the effects of fuel volatility
on fuel dynamics. The volatility characteristics of the surrogates with respect to
gasoline are shown in Fig. 4.2. The four component mixture was chosen over the

Figure 4.2: Comparison of D86 curves for gasoline with four component surrogate
and Indolene
. ∆ denotes the seven component indolene model, ◦, the four component model and
−−, the experimental data of Chevron
seven component indolene because the former matches better with the lower end of
actual curve especially around the 0% vapor mark. A pictorial representation of the
fuel composition in both the above mentioned surrogate models is shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.4

Simulation setup

A total of 100 simulations were performed on a set of twenty (5 - straight and 15
- stepped nozzles) meshes. In order to ascertain grid convergence, a mesh sensitivity
was performed with fuel at a temperature of 360 K operating between an injection
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Figure 4.3: Gasoline surrogates composition percentage by mass. (A) 4
component model and (B) 7 component model

pressure of 30 MPa and an ambient pressure of 30 kPa through a stepped nozzle on
three grids of sizes 12, 600, 16, 700 and 25, 500 cells. The coefficient of discharge of
the nozzle was taken as a measure of grid convergence and the respective values are
tabulated as shown in Table 4.2. Following the mesh sensitivity study, the final
Cell count
12, 600
16, 700
25, 500

Coeff. of discharge
0.644
0.647
0.649

Table 4.2: Grid convergence.

simulations were on grids ranging from 12, 600 to 16, 700 cells. The simulations were
run sufficiently long enough to ensure that a steady-state was reached with first order
implicit time stepping. The pressure-velocity coupling was solved using the pressureimplicit split-operator (PISO) predictor-corrector algorithm. Second order gamma
differencing was used for the discretization of the ρ, P, U, Σ, k and  divergence terms,
and the Laplacian terms were discretized using second order central differencing. The
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pressure field was solved using a diagonal based incomplete LU preconditioner and
bi-conjugate stabilized method, whereas ρ, Σ, U, k and  were solved iteratively
using a diagonal based incomplete LU preconditioner and preconditioned bi-conjugate
method. The realizable k −  model was used to account for the in-nozzle turbulence,
and also for the turbulent diffusion of the non-condensable gas and the two-phase
mixture exiting the nozzle.
Since the near-nozzle behavior of the spray is the subject of interest in the current
study, the outlet domain of the nozzles was limited to five nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle exit and a non-reflective boundary condition was assigned to
ensure numerical stability. Also, all the simulations were started with the assumption
of absence of non-condensable gas inside the nozzle.
A representation of the nozzle boundaries is shown in Fig. 4.1 and the boundary
conditions ascribed to the respective governing variables are summarised in Table
4.3.

4.3
4.3.1

Results and discussion
Internal flow

The short nature of the nozzles makes them susceptible to the effect of hydraulic
flip. It is known that flipped nozzles do not experience any adverse pressure gradient,
no cavitation and in-nozzle turbulence, and often result in an intact liquid core at
the exit of the nozzle. Therefore, flipped nozzles are poor atomizers. The contours
of the volume fraction of the non-condensable gas, β were used to identify hydraulic
flip. The value of β varies from 0 to 1. Mathematically,
!
ρ
β=y
,
ρg
where y is mass fraction of the non-condensable gas, ρ is the mixture density and ρg
is the ambient or non-condensable gas density.
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Variable
Pressure

Inlet
Total pressure

Walls
Zero gradient

Velocity
Density

Inlet/mass flux
Thermal equilibrium

No slip
Zero gradient

frac-

Fixed value

Zero gradient

Noncondensable
gas fraction
Turbulent kinetic energy

Fixed value

Zero gradient

Fixed value

Wall function

Turbulent
dissipation

Fixed value

Wall function

Vapor
tion

Outlet
Time
varying
total
pressure/Transonic
Zero gradient
Zerogradient/thermal
equilibrium
Zerogradient/thermal
equilibrium
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value

Table 4.3: Boundary conditions.

In the present study, hydraulic flip was observed in nozzles operating under low
injection pressures and sub-cooled conditions. A comparison of the sub-cooled and
flash-boiling scenarios under low and high injection pressures is shown in Fig. 4.4.
The fuel temperature and the ambient pressure in the sub-cooled scenario are 300
K and 45 kPa, respectively, whereas, the flash-boiling cases were simulated at 360
K and 30 kPa. From Fig. 4.4(A), it can be clearly seen that the ambient gas is
entrained till the inlet corner of the nozzle thus indicating hydraulic flip. Whereas,
when operated at higher injection pressures, the entrainment is limited to only the
exit of the nozzle, as shown in Fig. 4.4(B). Finally, from Figs. 4.4(C) and 4.4(D),
it is evident that hydraulic flip is absent under flash-boiling conditions irrespective
of the magnitude of the injection pressure. However, it should be noted that real
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injectors rarely exhibit hydraulic flip largely due to manufacturing defects, which
provide sufficient nucleation sites for the inception of cavitation.

Figure 4.4: Presence and absence of hydraulic flip of nozzles operating under (A) &
(B) sub-cooled conditions and (C) & (D) flash-boiling conditions

4.3.2

Identification of non-dimensional groups

The effect of the various geometric and operating factors listed in Table 4.1 on the
spray was determined on the basis of several non-dimensional groups. For example,
r
the effect of the inlet corner radius, was quantified using the parameter . The effects
d
of the inner nozzle length and the counter-bore on the spray are described by AR and
dr , respectively, defined earlier in Sec. 4.2.1. Similarly, the effects of the operating
pressures and fuel temperature were quantified on the basis of the groups such as the
cavitation parameter (K) and pressure ratio Pr , are explained below.
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The cavitation parameter (K), defined by

K=

P1 − Ps
,
P1 − P2

(4.1)

is used to assess the effect of the operating pressures and fuel saturation pressure
(Ps).
The effect of the degree of the superheat of fuel was realized using the ratio of
the ambient pressure to the saturation pressure of the fuel corresponding to its inlet
temperature T1 following the arguments made by Lamanna et al. [108] and is given
by
Pr =

P2
Pa
or ,
Psat. Ps

(4.2)

where Ps, is the saturation pressure of the overall fuel mixture rather the saturation
of the most volatile component. The reasons behind choosing this definition of Ps are
elaborated in the discussion given earlier in Sec. 2.2.3.
Finally, the combined effects of the geometric and operating factors were analyzed
with the help of a derived non-dimensional time scale, τ . The derivation of the this
parameter and its importance are described in Sec. 4.3.3.3. The effect of these
non-dimensional parameters of the spray characteristics of interest, i.e. coefficient
of discharge, spray half angle and the Sauter mean diameter are described in the
discussion that follows.

4.3.3

Correlations

4.3.3.1

Coefficient of discharge

The theoretical mass flow rate was calculated by using a combination of the
Bernoulli’s equation and the conservation of mass. The coefficient of discharge is
given by
Cd =

ṁact.
actual mass flow rate
= p
,
theoretical mass flow rate
A 2ρl ∆P
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(4.3)

where ρl is saturated liquid density of the fuel corresponding to its injection temperature (T1 ), and ∆P is the pressure differential, i.e. the difference between the injection
(P1 ) and ambient (Pa) pressures.
r
The variation of Cd with showed an increasing trend of quadratic nature and is
d
given by
r
 r 2
+ 0.612,
(4.4)
Cd = −6.012
+ 1.994
d
d
and the coefficient of determination (R2 ) is 0.986. The parameter r/d corroborates
well with the physics, in the sense that smoother inlets prevent or delay the inception
of cavitation, and thus leading to an increase in the discharge coefficient. The variation of Cd with respect to r/d is shown in Fig. 4.5. Also, from Eqn. (4.4) we get the
Cd of sharp inlet orifices, i.e. Cd

to be 0.612, which is similar to the theoretical
r/d=0

limit of 0.611 [212]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the inlet corner radius is the
driving factor in influencing the coefficient of discharge.

4.3.3.2

Coefficient of discharge: Validation

The assessment of the error in the measurement of the mass flow rate was
verified against the experiments of Ohrn et al. [140] . In all, a set of five experiments
of a short nozzle (AR = 2), with r/d values of 0.05 and 0.16, respectively, for different
injection pressures with water as the working fluid were simulated. The findings are
presented in Table 4.4.
r
d

0.05
0.05
0.16
0.16
0.16

Injection Pressure (MPa)
3.2
3.89
4.35
4.89
6.13

Cd Experiment
0.664
0.686
0.828
0.814
0.821

Cd Simulation
0.707
0.704
0.81
0.804
0.807

Table 4.4: Validation of Cd with the experiments of [140] .
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% error
6.47
2.62
2.17
1.22
1.70

Cd vs.

r
d

Cd

0.75
Injection
Pressure
(MPa)

0.70

3
6
12
24
30

0.65

0.025

0.050

0.075

r
d

Figure 4.5: Variation of Cd vs.

4.3.3.3

0.100

0.125

r
, given by Eqn. (4.4).
d

Spray half angle

The spray half angle was measured by applying threshold analysis on the mass
fraction of a passive tracer on the outlet of the nozzle, as shown in Fig. 4.6. In the
current study, this threshold ratio was assumed to be 0.95. To test for the effects
of the arbitrariness of the threshold ratio, calculations with values of 0.97 and 0.99
were carried out for some of the cases chosen at random and no significant deviations
were observed. As an example, for a case with injection pressure of 30 MPa, ambient
pressure of 67.5 kPa and fuel temperature of 340 K, the measured spray half angles
for different threshold ratios are tabulated in Table 4.5.
The non-dimensional time scale (τ ), i.e. the ratio of the residence time of the fuel
inside the nozzle to the time available for the fuel to vaporize was identified as the
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Figure 4.6: Calculation of spray half angle
Threshold ratio
0.95
0.97
0.99

Spray half angle (deg.)
4.97
4.97
6.24

Table 4.5: Effect of the htreshold ratio on the measured spray half angle

governing parameter and a model was constructed using this metric to describe the
spray half angle.
The determination of the non-dimensional time scale is a three step process, which
involves the calculations of the residence time of the fuel inside the nozzle (t) and the
time available for it to vaporize (Θ). The residence time was calculated as a ratio of
the inner length of the nozzle L to the exit velocity of the jet and is given by

t=

L
,
U

(4.5)

where U is the exit velocity calculated using Bernoulli’s principle. The vaporization
time scale was calculated based on the Downar-Zapolski correlation, given by Eqn.
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(3.8), using the equilibrium vapor fraction and the ambient pressure instead of the
local values. The equilibrium vapor fraction ᾱ is given by
volume of fuel vapor
x̄ρ
=
,
volume of fuel
ρv

ᾱ =

(4.6)

where x̄ is the equilibrium mass fraction of the fuel vapor, ρ is the average density of
the two-phase mixture and ρv , is the saturated vapor density evaluated at P2 and T1 .
Finally, the non-dimensional time scale τ is given by

τ=

4.3.3.4

t
Θ

(4.7)

Spray half angle: Correlation

The model did not account for much of the variation when the data pertaining
to straight and stepped nozzles were analyzed together. Therefore, the data were
sub-classified as straight and stepped nozzles. The correlations obtained following
this sub-classification are given by Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9).
• Straight nozzles:
The expression for the spray half angle in terms of τ is given by

θ (in deg.) = 2582.62τ 2 + 3.0,

(4.8)

with a R2 value of 0.952.
• Stepped nozzles:
The spray half angle for the stepped nozzles in terms of τ is given by

θ (in deg.) = 17948.8τ 2 + 2.8,

with a R2 value equalling 0.912.
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(4.9)

The extent of fuel vaporization determines the expansion of the jet on exit from
the injector. The parameter τ , therefore accounts for this phenomenon since a shorter
vaporization time with a longer residence time would ensure a higher degree of fuel
vaporization; thus it is fair to assume that Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9) explain the cause
and effect. Furthermore, to assess the significance of the difference between the
two correlations given by Eqns. (4.8) and (4.9), their correlation cofficients were
subject to a Fisher’s z-transformation test [77]. The resulting z-statistic was 0.525
which is associated with a p-value of 0.599, a value much greater than 0.05. This
implies a statistical indifference between both the correlations, however, the physical
implications of this result are still unclear.
The variation of the spray half angle versus τ for straight and stepped nozzles is
shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively.

Spray half angle (deg.)

12.5

10.0

Injection
Temperature
(K)
300
320
340
360

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.00

0.02

τ

0.04

0.06

Figure 4.7: Spray half Angle vs. τ (for straight nozzles), given by Eqn. (4.8).
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Spray half angle (deg.)
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Temperature
(K)
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0.00

0.02

τ

0.04

Figure 4.8: Spray half Angle vs. τ (for stepped nozzles), given by Eqn. (4.9).

4.3.3.5

Sauter mean diameter (SMD)

A flux-weighted SMD was calculated on the outlet boundary of the nozzle and all
the results presented here are based on this flux-weighted SMD.
By definition,
Σ=

liquid-gas interface area
,
liquid-gas interface volume
6Ȳ
,
Σ
6Ȳ
000
n =
,
πSMD3 cell
SMDcell =

000

where n , Ȳ are the droplet number density and the liquid volume fraction in a
computational cell. Therefore, the flux-weighted SMD is assembled from the exit
face SMD with
000

Σn SMD3 φv
Flux-weighted SMD =
,
Σn000 SMD2 φv
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(4.10)

P1 (MPa)
9.76
4.93

P2 (MPa)
2.86
1.48

Experimental D32 (µm)
6.8
8.8

Simulated D32 (µm)
4.2
5.7

Table 4.6: Validation of near-nozzle Sauter mean diameter with the experiments of
[217]

where φv is the volumetric flux from the outlet boundary of the nozzle and it has
been included to account for flux averaging. The summation is over the faces at the
outlet of the domain.
It should be noted that the ability of the atomization model to produce a lower
SMD under flashing conditions when compared to non-flashing conditions, lies in the
fact that flashing flows result in a fluid acceleration in the radial direction, leading to
higher magnitude of velocity gradients, which play a vital role in the production of
liquid-gas interface.

4.3.3.6

Sauter mean diameter: Near nozzle validation

The ability of the algorithm to calculate the near nozzle flux-weighted SMD,
given by Eqn. (4.10) was validated against the experiments involving the near nozzle SMD measurements by Wu et al. [217]. The experimental measurements were
recorded using a back illumination photography technique at 1.5-4d from the exit of
the nozzle. A set of two simulations were performed using n-hexane with different
injection and ambient pressures. The simulations were performed using a 335 µm diameter straight-edged cylindrical nozzle with an aspect ratio of 4, and measurements
for the mean SMD were done at distance of 4d from the nozzle exit. The results are
as tabulated in Table 4.6.
The reasons for the observed discrepancies, as shown in Table 4.6, between the
simulated flux-weighted SMD and the experimentally measured values are two fold.
Firstly, the experimental SMD values were measured by averaging the droplets near
the periphery of the jet through a series of photographs, analyzed manually by the
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means of a magnifier equipped with a graduated reticule. However, such a measurement of the simulated SMD is non-viable due to the assumption of a diffused nature
of the interface. Therefore, a flux-weighted averaging process of calculating the SMD,
as described earlier was used in this study. Secondly, the atomization model is primarily turbulence driven and it has been originally developed for diesel sprays; which
are characterized by higher turbulence levels than gasoline sprays.

4.3.3.7

Sauter mean diameter: Correlation

The classification of the data were done on the basis of the degree of superheat,
defined using the pressure ratio Pr . Based on this classification, data with Pr > 0.95
were categorized as non and weakly flashing flows, while data pertaining to Pr < 0.95
were classified together as transitional and flare flashing flows. Comparisons between
the model predicted mean SMD and the CFD calculated flux-weighted SMD are
shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10, respectively. The SMD correlations are as follows.
1. Non and weakly flashing:
By definition, non-flashing flows are categorized for Pr > 1.0. However, on closer
examination of the data during the collapsing process, flows with Pr > 0.95
were found to fit well with the data from non-flashing flows. Therefore, this of
range of the degree of superheat was classified as non and weakly flashing. The
correlation of this regime is
ρ 
SMD
g
= 3.132 − 0.236 log(We) + 0.232 log
d
ρle
!
2
r
−5.72 log 1 − 2 ,
d

(4.11)

with R2 = 0.89. Here, We is the Weber number based on the ambient gas
density ρg , nozzle diameter, Bernoulli velocity and a constant liquid surface
tension.
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In Eqn. (4.11) the presence of ambient gas density, signifies that in sub-cooled
and near sub-cooled flows, the primary atomization of the fuel is a consequence
of the aerodynamic effects. Under such conditions, thermodynamic effects are

Predicted SMD (µm)

inconsequential.
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Figure 4.9: Predicted SMD vs. Calculated SMD (non and weakly flashing), given by
Eqn. (4.11).

2. Transitional and flare flashing:
The transitional and flare flashing flows were categorized based on the range of
degree of superheat given by Pr < 0.95 and the empirical fit for these flows is
given by
SMD
= 15.5We−0.968 P0.465
r
d
with R2 = 0.84.
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r2
1− 2
d

!−48.03
,

(4.12)

From Eqn. (4.12), it is is evident that the SMD decreases with an increase in
the degree of superheat, i.e. a decrease in the value of Pr . Therefore, this leads
to the conclusion that the primary atomization in the case of superheated flows

Predicted SMD (µm)

is driven by thermodynamic non-equilibrium rather than mechanical inertia.
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Figure 4.10: Predicted SMD vs. Calculated SMD (transitional and flare flashing),
given by Eqn. (4.12).

From Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, it is can be observed that the data from the high pressure
simulations, corroborate well with the fit. The reasons for this could be attributed
to the effect of hydraulic flip in sub-cooled jets at low injection pressures, and also to
limitations of the primary atomization model discussed earlier while addressing the
near nozzle validation of the flux-weighted SMD.
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Droplet distribution
Droplet evaporation
Droplet drag
Droplet collision
Droplet secondary breakup
Wall interaction

Sub-model
Rosin-Rammler [169]
Frössling model [14]
Dynamic drag model [117]
No Time Counter (NTC) [177]
KH + RT [28]
Vanish

Table 4.7: Sub-models for droplet secondary breakup, collision/coalescence and evaporation.

4.3.4

Spray Simulations

The correlations established in Sec. 4.3.3 derive their credibility as a viable spray
boundary condition based on their ability to accurately predict characteristics like
the downstream spray cone angle and the downstream SMD. Therefore, spray simulations were carried out using the near-nozzle correlations as a boundary condition
and the results were validated against the experimental data obtained from literature.

The simulations were carried out in CONVERGE using a 80 mm by 80 mm by
80 mm box shaped domain with a base grid size of 4 mm along with 2 and 3 levels of
fixed cell embedding and adaptive mesh refinement, respectively. A total of 50, 000
parcels were injected for both non-flashing and flashing cases using a Rosin-Rammler
droplet distribution [169] with the value of the distribution parameter being 3.5. The
KH+RT model [28] was used for the secondary breakup of with a value of 28 for
the breakup time constant of KH model and a value of 14 for the breakup length
constant of the RT model. A user defined function (UDF) was used to calculate the
values of the discharge coefficient, the spray half angle and the mean SMD based on
the correlations established in Sec. 4.3.3 in order to initiate the spray. A summary
of the various sub-models used to account for the collision/coalescence and droplet
evaporation are tabulated in Table 4.7.
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4.3.4.1

Spray half angle

The simulations to verify the downstream stream spray angle were compared
against the experiments conducted by Allocca et al. [13]. The experiments were
conducted using an IHP-279 Magneti Marelli single hole electro-injector with 0.2 mm
in diameter and L/d of 1 and dr of 1 (straight nozzle). In all six cases were simulated with an injection pressure of 10 MPa, at ambient pressures of 50 kPa and 100
kPa. The ambient temperature was fixed at 296 K while three fuel temperatures
of 296 K, 365 K and 393 K, respectively were tested. The downstream spray angle
was measured by fitting the spray in a cone at a distance of 10 mm from the nozzle
exit. A comparison between the experimental and the simulated downstream cone
angles for the 50 kPa and 100 kPa ambient pressure cases, respectively is shown in
Fig. 4.11. The results show good agreement between the experiments and simulated

Figure 4.11: Lagrangian spray cone angle comparison, where, ‘Near nozzle’ indicates
the near nozzle spray cone angle calculated using the spray angle correlations, ‘Experiment’ indicates the experimentally measured downstream spray angle and ‘Simulation’ indicates the angle measured using CONVERGE. (A) 50 kPa ambient pressure
and (B) 100 kPa ambient pressure
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downstream spray angle based on the near nozzle angle predicted by Eqns. (4.8) and
(4.9) in the non-flashing and hard flashing scenarios.

4.3.4.2

Sauter mean diameter

An exercise similar to validation of the spray angle correlations, was carried out for
the verification of the framework established with the SMD correlations against the
experiments of Shen et al. [186]. The experiments were conducted using a single hole
injector 0.2 mm in length and diameter of 0.19 mm with fixed injection and ambient
pressures of 5 MPa and 1 bar, respectively. The fuel and its injection temperature
were varied as part of this validation process, while the ambient temperature was
assumed to be a constant at 298 K. The duration of injection was 1.0 ms and the
simulation time was 1.5 ms, in accordance with the experiments. The experiments
conducted using gasoline were simulated using the four component gasoline surrogate
mentioned in Sec. 4.2.3, whereas the respective single component fuels were used to
simulate the experiments conducted with n-pentane and n-hexane. A comparison of
the simulated downstream SMD against its corresponding experimental value for the
various fuel at temperatures of interest is shown in Fig. 4.12. The results show a
very good agreement between the simulated downstream and experimental results.
In the case of flashing, an increase of the drop size was observed in the downstream.
To assess the reason behind this increase of the downstream drop size, two cases
were compared against the baseline case of n-pentane with an injection temperature
of 80◦ C. The baseline simulation recorded a downstream SMD of 8 µm against the
experimental measurement of 12.4 µm. For the first comparison case, the simulation
was performed by turning off droplet collision/coalescence and the downstream SMD
was found out to be 8.6 µm, whereas in the second simulation, droplet evaporation was
turned off and the downstream SMD was 11.1 µm thus leading to the conclusion that
the droplet collision/coalescence has a significant effect on the downstream SMD.
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Figure 4.12: Lagrangian spray SMD comparison, where, ‘Near nozzle’ indicates the
near nozzle SMD calculated using the correlations, ‘Experiment’ indicates the experimentally measured downstream SMD and ‘Simulation’ indicates the SMD measured
using CONVERGE. (A) n-pentane, (B) n-hexane, and (C) gasoline surrogate

4.4

Inferences

A parametric study on straight and stepped nozzle under flashing and non-flashing
nozzles was performed. The factors affecting the near-nozzle spray were identified and
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the empirical fits were calculated by classifying the data into non-dimensional groups.
The following inferences were drawn from this exercise:
1. The coefficient of discharge is governed solely by the inlet corner radius. Smoother
inlets prevent the inception the of cavitation thus leading to higher discharge
coefficients.
2. The time-scale governing the vapor formation drives the spray half angle. The
faster the vaporization time and longer the nozzle, the higher the spray angle.
3. Statistically, the difference the spray angle correlations, given by Eqns. (4.8) and
(4.9), was found to be insignificant implying an indifference between straight and
stepped nozzles from a mathematical perspective. However, further assessment
is required understand the physical implications of the counter-bore.
4. Degree of superheat dictates the extent of primary atomization in transitional
and flare flashing flows.
5. The aerodynamic effects are vital in the case of subcooled atomization, while
the thermodynamic non-equilibrium takes precedence in the case of superheated
atomization.
6. The spray angle correlations as a boundary condition for downstream spray
perform well under non-flashing and hard flashing conditions.
7. The SMD correlations as a boundary condition for the downstream spray show
good agreement under medium and high operating pressures. This can be attributed to the fact that the Σ-Ȳ primary atomization model was mainly developed for simulating diesel injection where are operating pressures are in the
O(150 MPa). Therefore, turbulence levels, are much higher than the conditions
encountered in gasoline sprays.
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CHAPTER 5
SINGLE HOLE ASYMMETRIC NOZZLES:
COMPUTATIONAL PREDICTION OF SPRAY ANGLE

5.1

Scope

The results shown in Chapter 4, shed light on the nature of the near-nozzle flashing
and non-flashing sprays and their dependence on the nozzle geometry. However, these
simulations ignored the effects of asymmetric flow. Apart from identifying the effects
of the nozzle asymmetry on the spray, the present study also aims to address a
multitude of issues like the prediction of the spray plume angle using CFD and its
the validation against experimental data that covers adequate operating conditions.
This work focuses on validation against the gasoline-like spray visualization experiment of Zhang et al. [226] in which the spray spreading angle was studied under non-flash-boiling, flash-boiling and transitioning conditions. In their experiment,
n-hexane was injected from a single-hole VCO nozzle into a pressurized optically accessible chamber filled with nitrogen. The fuel spray was back-illuminated using a
high-intensity continuous Xenon lamp and imaged using a high speed CMOS camera. A long distance microscopic lens was mounted in front of the camera in order to
obtain magnified view of the near-nozzle spray structure.
However, in their CFD predictions, Zhang et al. [226] used mass fraction of a tracer
function of the injected fuel to define the spray spreading angle. The spray plume
boundary was identified at the locations where a certain percentage amount of liquid
mass was enclosed within the plume. Despite its easy implementation, this definition
carried little optical information, and was inconsistent with the physical meaning of
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the spray plume boundary derived from the experimental spray image. In addition,
CFD predictions were based on a single-fluid Eulerian code, which simulated the fuel
injection as a submerged liquid jet, which was also inconsistent with the experimental
setup. Both of these drawbacks are improved upon in the current work.

5.1.1
5.1.1.1

Methodology
Prediction of the normalized light intensity

Magnotti and Genzale [119] recently proposed a model to predict the extinction of
a light signal as it passes through the spray plume. By comparing the predicted light
extinction against the corresponding measurement, they suggested a way to define a
spray plume boundary that was consistent with the experimental definition. They
applied the model to a Lagrangian spray CFD code to predict spray penetration.
Inspired by their work, a similar idea was applied to the Eulerian two-fluid CFD code
with the interface area density (Σ) model. Instead of focusing on the light extinction,
a modeled normalized light intensity that provides a meaningful comparison against
the digitized spray image was used in the identification of the spray plume boundary,
and the subsequent calculation of the spray plume angle.

To start with, the Beer-Lambert Law quantifies how much percent of light intensity
is received after the light passes through the spray plume is given by
Z

I

I0

1
dI = −
I

Z

τ

dτ,

(5.1)

0

this implies that
I
= K1 e−τ ,
I0

(5.2)

where I0 is the intensity of the incident light ray, I is the received intensity, τ is the
optical thickness or extinction and K1 is an arbitrary constant. In the current work,
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I
, due to the fact that white light generated by the Xenon
I0
lamp has a continuous spectrum of wavelengths. As a starting point, the light source

the challenge is to model

is modeled with a single illumination wavelength. Also assumed are that the fluid
(fuel and air) has a real refractive index; and the light-scattering events occurring
when light intercepts droplets are independent to each other [119]. For a specific
light ray penetrating through the spray, the optical thickness τ can be modeled as:
Z

+∞

cext

τ=
−∞

where

n
dx,
V

(5.3)

n
is the droplet number density and is given by
V
Σ
n
= 2,
V
πd

and cext is the extinction cross-section, and it is proportional to the intensity of the
light scattered away from the its original travel direction x. Magnotti and Genzale
[119] showed that cext is proportional to the square of droplet diameter, i.e.

cext = K2 d2 ,

if it is larger than 0.3 µm (“Mie regime”) and K2 is the proportionality constant.
The gasoline spray of interest in this study has averaged droplet sizes which are much
larger than the wavelengths contained in the white light (0.4 to 0.7 µm). Hence, the
Mie regime is assumed to apply and we have
Z

+∞

τ = K2

Σdx,

(5.4)

−∞

therefore,
I
= K1 exp
I0

Z

+∞

− K2

Σdx .
−∞
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!
(5.5)

Figure 5.1: Cut-plane through the computational domain

In the current study, both K1 and K2 are unity. This formulation predicts the normalized light intensity received by the camera. Integration of the interface area density
(Σ) along the path-of-light is used as a metric for the optical thickness. Indeed, larger
surface area along the path results in more light scattering and consequently weaker
light intensity received.

5.1.1.2

Test conditions and simulation setup

CFD simulations of internal and external-nozzle flows were conducted with a setup
that mimicked the experiments conducted by Zhang et al. [226]. The nozzle diameter,
L
is 1.5. A computational mesh using
D is 200 µm while its length-to-diameter ratio,
D
445 thousand polyhedral cells was generated to discretize the flow domain along with
an extrusion layer of 2 cells was used to resolve the near-wall region, as shown in Fig.
5.1. The simulation domain included the flow passage region between the injector wall
and the needle wall boundary, the cylindrical nozzle hole and counterbore, and the
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low-pressure spray chamber enclosed by a plenum-shaped pressure outflow boundary.
The plenum diameter was 9 mm, allowing the flow to fully develop after exiting the
nozzle. The sphere-shaped needle inside the injector was held static. The spray
injection direction tilted 30◦ relative to the injector’s centerline. All the simulations
were performed at an injection pressure of 15 MPa while the ambient temperature
was kept constant at 25◦ C, coinciding with the test conditions reported by Zhang et
al. [226].
As far as the numerical methods were concerned, second order gamma differencing
was used for the discretization of the divergence of interface density, TKE and the
dissipation rate whereas, second order central differencing was used to discretize the
divergence of pressure, density and velocity. The Laplacian terms were discretized
using the second order central differencing. The pressure field was solved using a
bi-conjugate stabilized method with a diagonal based incomplete LU preconditioner.
While, Ω, k, ρ and u were solved using a preconditioned bi-conjugate method with
the diagonal based incomplete LU preconditioner. The various boundary conditions
imposed on the governing variables are summarized in Table 5.1.
The fuel temperature, Tf and the ambient pressure Pa were varied to achieve
the desired ratio of the ambient pressure to the saturation of the pressure of the fuel
corresponding to its temperature, denoted by Pa/Ps. The test conditions are listed in
Table 5.2. Under each condition, the CFD simulation was first run to steady state.
Then, integrations of Σ were conducted along hypothetical paths-of-light within a
rectangular window that is 6.0 mm by 2.8 mm, shown by the dashed line in Fig.
5.2. The hypothetical light rays, spaced 20 µm between each other, were assumed
to penetrate the simulation domain along the x-direction. Each integration along the
path of light resulted in one normalized light intensity result based on Eqn. (5.5).
Under each test condition, 42000 integrations were performed within the rectangular
window to generate sufficient data points to make a contour plot of the normalized
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Variable
Pressure

Inlet
Time varying total pressure

Walls
Zero gradient

Velocity
Density

Zero gradient
Thermal equilibrium

No slip
Zero gradient

Vapor quality

Thermal equilibrium

Zero gradient

Noncondensable
gas fraction
Turbulent kinetic energy

Fixed value

Zero gradient

Fixed value

Wall function

Turbulent
dissipation

Fixed value

Wall function

Outlet
Time varying total pressure
Zero gradient
Thermal equilibrium
Zerogradient/thermal
equilibrium
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value

Table 5.1: Boundary conditions.

light intensity. Depending on the pressure ratios, shown in Table 5.2, the sprays
were characterized into non-flashing, transitional and flare-flashing. For values of
Pa/Ps greater than 1.0, the sprays were classified as non-flashing. Whereas, sprays
with Pa/Ps values between 0.4 and 1.0 were categorized as transitional and finally,
those with Pa/Ps less than 0.4 were called flare-flashing sprays.
Pa (kPa)
30
45
100
120

Tf = 45◦ C
0.67
0.89
2.22
4.44

55◦ C
0.46
0.62
1.54
3.08

65◦ C
0.33
0.44
1.11
2.22

75◦ C
−
0.33
0.82
1.64

85◦ C
−
−
0.61
1.23

Table 5.2: Test matrix of the spray cases. Each column entry corresponds to the
ratio of the ambient pressure to the saturation of the pressure of the fuel, denoted by
Pa/Ps.
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Figure 5.2: YZ plane through the computational domain showing the predicted interface area density Σ (log-scaled) and the region of interest for performing the line
integrations

5.2

Results and Discussion

The predicted normalized light intensity I/I0 for a flash-boiling and a sub-cooled
case are shown in Fig. 5.3. A linear black-to-white palette was used to color the
contour level of I/I0 between 0 and 1, and the contour plot was interpreted as a
computational spray image. In both cases, the light intensity is nearly zero within
the dense liquid core region, which indicates little or no light received by the camera.
It is close to 1 outside of the spray plume, where light fully penetrates through the
ambient air without any scattering. A larger spray spreading angle in the flash-boiling
case is clearly observed.
To quantify the predicted spray spreading angle, a procedure consistent with the
one used by Zhang et al. [226] was applied. First, the computational spray images
in Fig. 5.3, were digitized by converting into a grayscale variable in a MATLAB
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Figure 5.3: Normalized computational spray images for (A) Flashing spray, Pa/Ps
= 0.33 and (B) Non-flashing spray, Pa/Ps = 4.44
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image-processing code, in which the variable varied between 0 (for black) and 255
(for white). Then, a threshold value of the grayscale variable was chosen to identify
the spray plume boundary. In this study, the baseline threshold value was chosen
as 128. The boundary was curve-fitted into straight lines, and the spray angle was
calculated as the included angle between the curve-fitted lines.
From Sec. 3.2 and the subsequent discussion of the source and sink terms of the
primary atomization model, given by Eqns. (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32), it is evident
that the turbulence model would exibhit a significant influence on the evolution of the
interface-area density transport, given by Eqn. (3.34). Therefore, in order to ascertain
the extent of this influence, CFD simulations were run for the extema of the runmatrix shown in Table 5.2 with both realizable k- and k-ω SST RANS turbulence
models. The spray plume angle was then predicted using the procedure outlined above
with a grayscale threshold value of 128 and compared against the experimental results
of Zhang et al. [226], shown in Fig. 5.4. The k-ω SST model clearly over-predicts
the angle by at least 5◦ in both flashing and non-flashing scenarios. Whereas, the
realizable k- model predicts the angle accurately in the flashing case while slightly
over-predicting the angle in the sub-cooled scenario. After establishing the influence
of the turbulence model, the rest of the CFD simulations were performed using the
realizable k- model and the subsequent results shown are based on this model.
Sensitivity of the spray spreading angle results was studied by varying the threshold value by ±40% with respect to the baseline threshold value of 128, i.e. from 78 to
178. As seen in Fig. 5.5, the smaller and larger threshold values do not show a significant variation in the plume angle and are less than 1◦ numerically, thus indicating
the robustness of the prediction of the angle for a wide range of threshold values.
Finally, a comparison between the CFD predicited spray plume angle results
against the measurements of Zhang et al. (2014), under the operating conditions
listed in Table 5.2, are shown in Fig. 5.6. The procedure captures the overall trend
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Spray Plume Angle (deg.)

35

Exp. calculated
CFD predicted (κ-ε)
CFD predicted (κ-ω)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

0.33

4.44

Pa/Ps

Figure 5.4: Comparison between the experimentally calculated plume angle and the
CFD predicted plume angle with respect to Pa/Ps. All the CFD predictions shown
were calculated using a baseline threshold value of 128 for the grayscale. Experimental
data from Zhang et al. [226].

of increasing plume angle with a decrease in the pressure ratio, Pa/Ps, by representing the trend of transition from non-flashing to flashing adequately well. Therefore,
the proposed method clearly demonstrates the robustness of its ability to predict the
spray plume angle for a wide range of pressure ratios. Subsequently, from Fig. 5.6,
it can also be observed that the spray plume relatively remains constant for a wide
range of pressures and in the discussion that follows, a comparison of the behavior of
asymmetric and axi-symmetric nozzles is made.

5.2.1

Comparison between axi-symmetric and asymmetric nozzles

An attempt to compare of the influence of the nature of the nozzle geometry
on the spray plume angle is discussed in this section. In order to contextualize,
the experimental data shown in Fig. 5.6 were compared to the spray angle data
measured from the experiments of Allocca et al. [13].
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Figure 5.5: Raw contour plots of the predicted normalized light intensity and predicted plume angle at different threshold values.
 A1, B1, C1 indicate the predicted
the angle of a flashing spray Pa /Ps = 0.33 for threshold values of 78, 128 and
178,
 respectively.
 A2, B2, C2 indicate the predicted the angle of a non-flashing spray
Pa /Ps = 4.44 for threshold values of 78, 128 and 178, respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between the experimentally calculated plume angle and the
CFD predicted plume angle with respect to Pa/Ps. All the CFD predictions shown
were calculated using a baseline threshold value of 128 for the grayscale. Experimental
data from Zhang et al. [226].

In their spray characterization experiments conducted at Istituto Motori on a
single hole gasoline injector under flash boiling conditions, Allocca et al. [13] used a
IHP-279 Magneti Marelli electro-injector. This is an axi-symmetric straight nozzle of
L
of 1. The experiments involved injection of commercial
a diameter of 0.2 mm and a
D
gasoline at a pressure of 10 MPa for a duration of 1 ms into an optically accessible
high pressure chamber filled with nitrogen, kept at ambient temperature. The variable
parameters in the study were the fuel temperature and the ambient pressure. A set
of six experiments were conducted for fuel temperatures of 296 K, 365 K and 393
K, and ambient/chamber pressures of 0.1 MPa and 0.05 MPa. The spray images
were visualized using the Mie scattering technique and the spray plume angles were
measured at a distance of 10 mm downstream of the nozzle. The values of spray plume
angle, reported by Allocca et al., are shown in Fig. 5.7. For a viable comparison
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Figure 5.7: Spray plume angle measurements of Allocca et al. [13]

with the experimental data of Zhang et al. [226], the data of Allocca et al. shown in
Fig. 5.7 need to be reinterpreted as a function of Pa/Ps. However, unlike a single
or mono-component fuel like n-hexane, the determination of saturation pressure of
a multicomponent mixture like gasoline is a complicated process. In such scenarios,
the ASTM D86 curves, popularly known as distillation curves, are often used as a
resource to identify the volatility characteristics of the mixture and the saturation
curve of the mixture is determined from this data. Araneo et al. [19] coupled the
effect of the distillation curve and the near field spray angle in their studies of flash
boiling in multi-hole gasoline direct injectors to develop a model for the saturation
pressure as function of the fuel temperature. Their experiments were conducted
with a six-hole injector in a nitrogen filled chamber, using seven different fuels with
temperatures ranging from 30 to 110◦ C. The seven fuels were n-hexane, n-heptane,
iso-octane, three gasolines of a known distillation curve and commercial 95 RON
gasoline. The experiments were conducted at an injection pressure 10 MPa for four
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Temperature (K)
320
350
365
385
400

Ps using REFPROP (kPa)
64
159.4
230.4
355.3
481.5

Ps using Eqn. (5.6) (kPa)
58.4
148.7
224.1
368.2
517.3

% error
9.5
7.2
2.8
3.4
6.9

Table 5.3: Comparison between the saturation pressures of gasoline surrogate using
REFPROP and commercial gasoline using the model of Araneo et al. [19].

different chamber pressures varying between 40 kPa and atmospheric, in intervals of
20 kPa. The model for the saturation pressure Ps , is given by
!
3490.48
,
Ps = exp 8.0671 −
Tf

(5.6)

where Ps is measured in MPa and Tf is the fuel temperature in K. The applicability
of Eqn. (5.6), is only within a fuel temperature range of 320 K to 400 K. Whereas,
the lowest temperature explored by Allocca et al. was 296 K, which is outside this
temperature range. This limitation was overcome using a four component gasoline
surrogate, described earlier in Sec. 4.2.3. The vapor pressures of this fuel model
were calculated as a function of pressure and enthalpy using the REFPROP database
[112]. The differences between the saturation pressures of the gasoline surrogate
obtained from REFPROP and using Eqn. (5.6) for five different temperatures selected
randomly within the range of its validity are tabulated in Table 5.3.
Finally, the experimental data of Allocca et al. [13] are reinterpreted in terms
of Pa/Ps using the saturation pressures of the gasoline surrogate, calculated using
REFPROP. The reinterpreted data are shown graphically in Fig. 5.8 and it can
be evinced that the spray angle in straight nozzles is extremely sensitive to pressure
ratio and approximately varies by a factor of 3.5 within the range of operating conditions shown. Whereas, from Fig. 5.6, it can observed that asymmetric nozzles are
relatively insensitive to the operating conditions and the variation of the spray angle
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for a range of pressure ratios is approximately a factor of 1.5. Therefore, on the basis
of this comparison between asymmetric and straight nozzles, it can be inferred that
the spray plume angle is largely geometry driven in the case of asymmetric nozzles.
However, it should be noted that due to the lack of sufficient information regarding
the internal features of the IHP-279 injector, the experiments of Allocca et al. [13]
could not be simulated to determine the computational model predicted spray plume
angle values.

Figure 5.8: Spray plume angle measurements of Allocca et al. [13] in terms of Pa/Ps

5.3

Inferences

By applying a definition of the spray plume boundary, close to the experimental
definition, a methodology to predict the spray plume angle over a range of conditions that include non-flashing, transitional flashing and flare flashing gasoline, and
gasoline-like sprays was presented and validated against existing experimental data.
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From the experimental data of Zhange et al. [226] and the predicted results, as
shown in Fig. 5.6 it can be observed that the spray angle remains relatively constant
for a wide range of operating conditions. The spray angle varies approximately by a
factor of 1.5 during the transition from sub-cooled to superheated conditions in the
case of asymmetric nozzles. Whereas, from Fig. 5.8, it can be observed that spray
angle for axi-symmetric nozzles under sub-cooled and superheated conditions, varies
approximately by a factor of 3.5. This leads to the conclusion that the spray plume
angle in the case of asymmetric nozzles is largely geometry driven for a wide range
of operating conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
SINGLE HOLE ASYMMETRIC NOZZLES: INFLUENCE
OF THE DRILL ANGLE AND NATURE OF THE
COUNTER-BORE

6.1

Scope

The study of single hole asymmetric injectors carried out in the previous chapter
is further extended here. In the current chapter, the rarely explored qualitative and
quantitative influence of the drill angle on the asymmetry of the spray are examined.
For this study, the ECN Spray G injector [1] was parametrically modified, along with
a variation of the operating conditions to simulate flash-boiling and sub-cooled sprays.
More recently, experimental studies by Lacey and co-workers [105, 154] and by Li
et al. [114] have hinted at a similarity between a two-phase jet from a stepped-hole
nozzle and single-phase jet from a converging-diverging nozzle. Similar speculations
have been made by Moulai et al. [131] through their computational studies on the
Spray G injector under sub-cooled and flash-boiling operations. Therefore, in addition
to examination of the drill angle’s influence on the spray, an attempt to establish a hypothesis of the analogous behavior between a stepped-hole nozzle and a conventional
converging-diverging nozzle is also presented in this chapter.

6.2
6.2.1

Methodology
Geometric variation

The drill angle of the Spray G injector was parametrically modified in order to
understand its effects on the near-nozzle characteristics of the spray. In the current
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study the drill angle, θd , was varied from a value of 0◦ to 45◦ , in increments of
15◦ . Therefore, this parametric variation resulted in four different single-hole injector
configurations. An enlarged cut-section of the Spray G injector showing the regions
of the nozzle and counter-bore in the XY plane is presented in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Enlarged cut-section of the nozzle and the counter-bore regions in the XY
plane

All geometric parameters other than the drill angle remained standard and constant. Therefore, the nominal diameters of the nozzle hole and the counter-bore,
denoted as d1 and d2 in Fig. 6.1 were kept unchanged at 170 µm and 388 µm,
respectively. The nominal lengths of the nozzle hole and the counter-bore are 180 µm
(L1 ) and 480 µm (L2 ), respectively, thus resulting in L/d values are 1.05 and 1.24.
6.2.2

Test conditions and simulation setup

Three-dimensional CFD simulations of the internal and near-nozzle flow were
performed using the four different injector geometries described earlier. The flow
domain was composed of the passage enclosed between the injector and the needle
walls, the cylindrical nozzle, the counter-bore, and the hemispherical shaped outflow
boundary, as shown in Fig. 6.2. To allow the fluid to fully develop on exiting
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the nozzle, the downstream volume was modeled as a 9 mm diameter hemisphere.
The spherically shaped needle was held static at its highest lift of 45 µm. The

Figure 6.2: Enlarged cut-section of the nozzle and the counter-bore regions in the XY
plane

computational meshes of the four different injector geometries were generated with
approximately 610,000 polyhedral cells each. Each mesh also included an extrusion
layer with 2 cells to account for the near wall resolution.
The divergence of the interface-area-density (Ω), the turbulent kinetic energy (k),
and the turbulent dissipation rate () were discretized using the second order gammadifferencing scheme [94]. Whereas, the divergence terms of the pressure, density, and
the velocity are discretized using a limited linear flux differencing scheme. Similarly, the Laplacian and the gradient terms were also discretized using a second order
scheme.
Bi-conjugate stabilized method (BiCGStab) and the preconditioned bi-conjugate
(PBiCG) were used to solve the pressure, Ω, k, , ρ, and velocity fields with a diagonal
based incomplete LU preconditioner. The various boundary conditions assigned to
the governing variables are given in Table 6.1.
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Variable
p

Inlet
Time varying total pressure

Walls
Zero gradient

u
ρ

Zero gradient
Thermal equilibrium

No slip
Zero gradient

x

Thermal equilibrium

Zero gradient

y

Fixed value

Zero gradient

k

Fixed value

Wall function



Fixed value

Wall function

Outlet
Time varying total pressure
Zero gradient
Thermal equilibrium
Zerogradient/thermal
equilibrium
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value
Zerogradient/fixed
value

Table 6.1: Boundary conditions.

Apart from the geometric modification, achieved by changing the drill angle, the
operating conditions were also varied in the current study. All the CFD simulations
were carried out at an injection pressure of 15 MPa, while the fuel temperature and the
ambient pressure were changed. The fuel temperature and the ambient pressure were
varied simultaneously to simulate conditions of flash-boiling and non-flash-boiling
sprays. The fuel temperature was varied from 300 K to 360 K and the ambient
pressure was varied from 45 kPa to 101.25 kPa. Air, kept at a constant temperature
of 325 K, was used the NCG.
The 4-component gasoline surrogate described in Sec. 4.2.3 was used as the fuel
model for the parametric study discussed here. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
the propensity of the fuel to flash was characterized by a ratio of the ambient pressure,
Pa, to the fuel saturation pressure, Ps. Sprays with values of Pa/Ps greater than 1.0
were classified as non-flash-boiling or sub-cooled. Sprays with Pa/Ps values between
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0.4 and 1.0 were categorized as transitional, and those with a value of pressure ratio
less than 0.4 were denoted as flare flash-boiling.
The saturation of pressure for the fuel was chosen to the saturation pressure of
the overall mixture for reasons stated in Sec. 2.2.3 and in Chapter 5. A summary
of the operating conditions are given in Table 6.2. Each column entry of the table
indicates a value Pa/Ps corresponding to the respective fuel temperature and ambient
pressure. Overall, each injector configuration was simulated for the seven conditions
mentioned in the table, resulting in a total of 28 simulations.
Pa (kPa)
45
67.5
101.25

Tf = 300 K
1.23
2.76

320 K
0.7
1.0
-

360 K
0.22
0.33
0.49

Table 6.2: Operating conditions. Each column entry corresponds to Pa/Ps, while the
entries marked as ‘-’ were not tested.

6.3

Results and Discussion

The results of the present chapter are broadly divided into two segments. The
first segment focuses on the influence of the drill angle on the flow field inside the
nozzle and the near-nozzle spray. In the second segment, an attempt to highlight the
analogy between the stepped nozzle and convergent-divergent nozzle was made.
Due to the similarity in the trends, shown later in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, only the data
for the hardest flash-boiling condition, i.e. Pa/Ps = 0.22 and the most sub-cooled
or non-flashing condition, Pa/Ps = 2.76 are described at length in the proceeding
discussion.
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6.3.1
6.3.1.1

Effect of the drill angle
Velocity field

The contours of the mean velocity field under Pa/Ps = 0.22 and Pa/Ps = 2.76,
for the four different injectors are compared here. From the velocity contours under
flashing conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.3, it can be observed that the flow remains
symmetric in the case of a 0◦ injector, whereas it is extremely asymmetric in the case
of 15◦ and 45◦ injectors, and nearly symmetric in the case of a 30◦ injector.

Figure 6.3: Contours of the magnitude of the velocity for various drill angles for
flash-boiling conditions (Pa/Ps = 0.22)

A turning of the jet is also evident with the spray core restricted to one of the
corners of the nozzle, as seen in the case of 15◦ and 45◦ injectors, respectively. It can
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be further inferred that the 30◦ injector acts as an inflection point since the spray is
nearly symmetric.
Similar trends in the flow pattern can be observed from the velocity contours in
the case of non-flashing jets, as shown in Fig. 6.4. From a comparison of the Figs.
6.3 and 6.4, a wider jet under flash-boiling conditions can also be evinced.

Figure 6.4: Contours of the magnitude of the velocity for various drill angles for
non-flash-boiling conditions (Pa/Ps = 2.76)

The turning of the jet, observed from the velocity contours, can be ascribed to
the variation in the inlet corner angles of the nozzle, which are a consequence of the
variation of the drill angle. A pictorial representation of the inlet corner angles of a
nozzle, denoted as α and β in the XY plane, is shown in 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Inlet corner angles, α and β of a nozzle hole in the XY plane

Therefore, to ascertain the relationship between the inlet corner angles and the
flow separation, the inlet corner angles for drill angles tested were calculated, and
have been listed in Table 6.3
Drill Angle
0◦
15◦
30◦
45◦

α
90◦
97◦
82◦
66◦

β
90◦
71◦
86◦
101◦

Table 6.3: Nozzle hole inlet corner angles in the XY plane for the various drill angles
tested

The most asymmetric sprays under flashing and non-flashing conditions tend to
occur when the drill angle, θd , is equal to 15◦ or 45◦ . This can be affirmed by
comparing the asymmetries of the sprays in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4, supplemented by
the information provided by Table 6.3. In both cases, the spray tends to separate
from the corner with a larger angle. For example, in the case of the 45◦ drill angle
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injectors the flow separates from the 101◦ angle corner, whereas the flow separation
is seen from the 97◦ angle corner in the case of 15◦ drill angle injectors.
The spray tends to be symmetric or nearly symmetric, when the inlet corner angles
are approximately equal. Therefore, under flashing and non-flash-boiling conditions,
the θd = 0◦ and 30◦ cases show symmetric or nearly symmetric flow.
6.3.1.2

Spray angle

The spray angles for the various injector configurations, under different operating
conditions, were calculated using the methodology described in Chapter 5.
The normalized computational spray images for various drill angles under the
hardest flash-boiling (Pa/Ps = 0.22) and the most sub-cooled condition (Pa/Ps =
2.76), respectively are shown in Fig. 6.6. The normalized light intensity varies from
a value of 0 to 1, where 0 implies a completely absorbed or scattered light ray and 1
implies an unattenuated light ray received by the camera. From an examination of
Fig. 6.6, a wider jet under flash-boiling conditions is evident along with a pronounced
increase in the spray asymmetry with an increase in the drill angle.

Figure 6.6: Spray morphology for various drill angles for the hardest flash-boiling
(Pa/Ps = 0.22) and the most sub-cooled (Pa/Ps = 2.76) conditions
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The qualitative observation of wider jets under flash-boiling conditions, inferred
from Fig. 6.7, shown earlier can be ascertained quantitatively. As shown in Fig.
6.7 (a), a wider symmetric jet can be observed in the case of a flash-boiling spray
while a narrower jet can be observed in a non-flashing spray. Similar trends can be
observed from Figs. 6.7 (b-d), respectively.

Figure 6.7: Spray plume angles for nozzles with different drill angles under flashboiling and non-flash-boiling conditions. For each sub figure, image on the left represents spray with Pa/Ps = 0.22 and the image on the right represents spray with
Pa/Ps = 2.76

Further, from Figs. 6.7 (a-d), the spray asymmetry is evident in injectors with
larger drill angles, with the most pronounced being the 45◦ drill angle injector configuration as shown in Fig. 6.7 (d). Also, flash-boiling jets tend to be more symmetric
than non-flash-boiling jets, as seen from the right-hand side of Fig. 6.7 (d), whereas
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asymmetric jets tend to be wider in comparison with symmetric jets under both
flashing and non-flashing conditions.
From the discussion above, and as shown in Figs. 6.7 (a-d), it can be hypothesized that the spray angle is largely dependent on two factors. The pressure
ratio Pa/Ps has an inverse relationship with respect to the spray angle in the case of
injectors with smaller drill angles, i.e. 0◦ and 15◦ , respectively.
In order to determine the influence of the Pa/Ps on the spray plume angle, the
spray angles are plotted against the log scaled Pa/Ps for various drill angles, shown in
Fig. 6.8. The inverse relation between the spray plume angle and Pa/Ps is evident
from Fig. 6.8 and a coefficient of correlation of -0.13 between Pa/Ps and the spray
angle is an assertion of this observation.

Figure 6.8: Variation of the spray plume angle with respect to Pa/Ps for nozzles with
different drill angles

Similarly, the variation of the spray plume angle with the nozzle drill angle, for
the different values of Pa/Ps is shown in Fig. 6.9. Plotted on a linear scale, Fig. 6.9
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clearly shows an increase in the spray angle with an increase in the drill angle of the
nozzle. This observation is further ascertained on basis of the correlation coefficient
between the two variables (= 0.896).

Figure 6.9: Variation of the spray plume angle with the variation in the drill angle
for various Pa/Ps values

Finally, a correlation model to determine the spray plume angle by combining the
effects of the drill angle and Pa/Ps is given by

θ = 16.13

 P a −0.045
Ps

exp(0.0101 θd ),

(6.1)

where θ and θd are the spray plume and nozzle drill angles, respectively, measured
in degrees. The coefficient of determination (R2 ) of the correlation model, given by
Eqn. (6.1) is 0.846. A comparison between the correlation model predicted spray
angle and the CFD predicted angle is shown in Fig. 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between the predicted spray angle using Eqn. (6.1) and line
of sight calculated spray angle

6.3.1.3

Comparison between 2D and 3D axi-symmetric cases

Before proceeding to the description of the influence of the counter-bore on the
near-nozzle spray, a comparison of the differences between the spray plume angles of
2D and 3D axi-symmetric cases is presented here. The 2D axi-symmetric spray plume
angles are calculated using the correlation given by Eqn. (4.9). Whereas, the 3D axisymmetric spray plume angles are calculated using the line of sight visualization
procedure carried out on the liquid-gas interface-area-density Σ.
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Figure 6.11: Spray plume angle: A comparison between 2D and 3D axi-symmetric
cases. The 2D axi-symmetric spray plume angles are calculated using Eqn. (4.9),
whereas the 3D axi-symmetric spray plume angles are calculated using line of sight
visualization procedure.

From Fig. 6.11, a consistency in the trends between the model calculated 2D
axi-symmetric plume angles and the line of sight visualization determined 3D plume
angles can be seen, whereas differences in the magnitudes are noticeable. This discrepancy can be attributed to several reasons, for example, the difference in the
procedures used for calculating the angles, i.e. the 2D axi-symmetric plume angles
were determined using a threshold analysis on the tracer field and the angles in the
3D cases are calculated using the line of sight procedure carried out on the Σ field,
is one of them. Similarly, the absence of the sac region in 2D axi-symmetric cases is
another factor leading to the difference in the plume angles. However, it is difficult to
isolate the cause based on the data currently available, therefore, further exploration
is necessary for identifying the factors leading to the quantitative difference in the
spray plume angles.
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6.3.2

Effect of the counter-bore

The influence of the counter-bore on the spray formation has been a subject of
scrutiny in the recent past, and it has been speculated that the counter-bore acts similar to a convergent-divergent nozzle promoting underexpansion or overexpansion of
the ensuing jet [131, 105, 154] . The analysis based on the current computational results, is an attempt to describe the behavior of the stepped nozzles under flash-boiling
and non-flash-boiling conditions. In order to study the influence of the counter-bore,
first, the contours of the volume fractions of the fuel vapor and the non-condensable
gas are analyzed. The analysis of the volume fractions is followed by an examination
of the static or local pressure field.
Fig. 6.12 shows the contours of the fuel vapor volume fraction in the regions
of the nozzle hole and the counter-bore for all the drill angles under flash-boiling
conditions. The formation of the vapor commences from the nozzle walls and extends
into the counter-bore region, and subsequently the spray chamber. The reason for
this behavior can be ascribed to the low chamber pressures.
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Figure 6.12: Fuel vapor volume fraction contours for nozzles of various drill angles
under flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 0.22)

Fig. 6.13, shows the contours of the fuel vapor volume fraction in the regions of
the nozzle hole and the counter-bore for all the drill angles under non-flash-boiling
conditions. In contrast to the vapor formation under flashing conditions, the subcooled vapor formation is mainly restricted to the counter-bore, and it persists only
for a few nozzle diameters downstream of the exit of the counter-bore. A probable
reason for the persistence of vapor formation even under high chamber pressures can
be attributed to the counter-bore behaving like an expansion chamber.
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Figure 6.13: Fuel vapor volume fraction contours for nozzles of various drill angles
under non-flash-boiling conditions (Pa/Ps = 2.76)

The contours of the volume fraction of the non-condensable gas (NCG) are examined in order to further the understanding of the influence of the counter-bore. Figs.
6.14 and 6.15 show the contours of the volume fraction of NCG in the same regions
shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13.
It can be observed from Figs. 6.12 and 6.14 that under flash-boiling conditions,
the presence of vapor is approximately 75%-100% by volume, thus preventing any
entrainment of the NCG into the counter-bore. As a consequence of this behavior, it
can be further deduced that the spray core is composed of only liquid and vaporous
fuel by volume in the counter-bore and its vicinity.
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Figure 6.14: Contours of the volume fraction of the non-condensable gas (NCG) under
flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 0.22)

An examination of the volume fraction of the NCG under non-flash-boiling conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.15, is indicative of a similar behavior, i.e. the absence
of the NCG in the regions completely filled by fuel vapor. However, a noticeable
deviation is the makeup of the spray core. A combined inference from Figs. 6.13
and 6.15 implies that the spray core, especially in the near-nozzle region, is made up
of the liquid fuel and the ambient gas, nearly 50% each, by volume.
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Figure 6.15: Contours of the volume fraction of the non-condensable gas (NCG) under
non-flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 2.76)

The static pressure field contours are examined in the same regions of interest
to complement the understanding of the influence of the counter-bore on the spray.
The results of the volume fraction of fuel vapor and NCG are indicative that the
counter-bore is equivalent to an expansion chamber, and therefore an existence of the
presence of a low-pressure region. Thus, the pressure fields shown in Figs. 6.16 and
6.18 have been scaled to a range between [Ps, Pa].
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Figure 6.16: The contours of the pressure field, scaled between the ambient and the
saturation pressures under flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps=0.22)

From Fig. 6.16, an examination of the pressure field under superheated conditions shows the presence of a region where the pressure is lower than the saturation
pressure of the fuel. This low-pressure region causes the jet to accelerate and accentuates the vapor formation thus causing the jet to expand. The jet expansion
subsequently prevents the entrainment of the NCG into the counter-bore region. The
results are also reflective of the fact that the existence of this low-pressure region is
independent of the drill angle.
A quantitative analysis of the pressure drop is performed to examine the nature
of the jet exiting the counter-bore. This analysis is also carried out with the intention
of testing the hypothesis that there is an analogy between the behaviors of a steppedhole nozzle and a convergent-divergent nozzle.
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For the quantitative analysis, the ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure was calculated along the axis of the nozzle, starting from the sac and extending
to a downstream distance of 1.5 mm. The total pressure in the sac is treated as the
stagnation pressure (p0 ) and the ambient or chamber pressure is treated as the back
pressure (pb ). Therefore, for the flash-boiling case analyzed here, the ratio of back
pressure to the stagnation pressure, denoted by pb /p0 is equal to a value of 0.003, i.e.
45 kPa/15 MPa. Fig. 6.17, shows a semi-log plot of the pressure ratio (ordinate)
along the distance of the nozzle (abscissa) for a 0◦ injector.

Figure 6.17: The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure along the nozzle
axis under flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 0.22)

In the Fig. 6.17, the point denoted by N indicates the exit of the counter-bore.
This result clearly shows that the exit pressure ratio pe /p0 (=0.0048) is higher than
the ratio given by pb /p0 (=0.003), thus leading to the inference that a flash-boiling
spray behaves like an underexpanded jet.
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Examining the contours of the pressure field under sub-cooled operation, as shown
in Fig. 6.18, a low pressure counter-bore region exists bounded by a high pressure
upstream and downstream. The contours, as stated earlier, are scaled between an
ambient pressure of 101.25 kPa and saturation pressure of 36.6 kPa. The existence
of this low pressure region explains the earlier result of the formation of vapor in the
counter-bore region, shown in Fig. 6.13. These results are further indicative of the
equivalence between a counter-bore and an expansion chamber.

Figure 6.18: The contours of the pressure field, scaled between the ambient and the
saturation pressures under non-flashing condition (Pa/Ps = 2.76)

A quantitative analysis, similar to the one carried out for flash-boiling conditions,
is performed to assess the pressure drop under non-flash-boiling operation for a 0◦
injector. In the current case, the stagnation pressure is equal to 15 MPa, but the
back pressure is 101.25 kPa. Therefore, the ratio pb /p0 for the sub-cooled spray is
0.00675. The pressure ratio was plotted against the distance along the axis of the
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nozzle, starting from the sac and extending to a distance of 1.5 mm its downstream on
a semi-log scale is shown in Fig. 6.19. Staying consistent with the earlier analysis,
the location of the exit of the counter-bore is denoted by N.

Figure 6.19: The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure along the nozzle
axis under non-flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 2.76)

From the Fig. 6.19, a pressure drop until the exit of the counter-bore is clear.
Also, a pressure ratio increase near the exit of the counter-bore and leading to the
spray chamber is evident, which explains why the vapor formed in the counter-bore
does not persist beyond a few nozzle diameters downstream of the counter-bore.
This pressure increase is also indicative of the fact that the exit pressure ratio, i.e.
pe /p0 (=0.0044) is lower than the ratio pb /p0 (=0.00675), and thus implying that the
ensuing spray behaves like an overexpanded jet. The pressure recovery also suggests
the occurrence of a condensation shock near the exit of the counter-bore. From the
ensuing discussion, it can be inferred that flash-boiling jets ensuing from a stepped-
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hole nozzle are underexpanded, therefore result in a widening of the spray. Whereas,
non-flash-boiling jets are overexpanded, and thus result in narrower sprays.
To substantiate the hypothesis of the analogy between a nozzle with a counter-bore
and a convergent-divergent nozzle, a pressure ratio plot of a single-phase convergentdivergent undergoing underexpansion and overexpansion is shown in Fig. 6.20. A
comparison of Figs. 6.17 and 6.19 with Fig. 6.20 shows the equivalence between
the behavior of flash-boiling and non-flash-boiling jets through a stepped-hole nozzle,
and a single-phase jet through a convergent-divergent nozzle.

Figure 6.20: The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure along the nozzle
axis for a single-phase convergent-divergent nozzle. Image adapted from Anderson
[15]

The quantitative analysis of the pressure ratio was extended to assess its relationship with the drill angle. From a closer examination of Fig. 6.21, it is observed
that in the case of a flash-boiling jet, with a Pa/Ps = 0.22, the pressure ratio along
the axis of the nozzle is relatively insensitive to the variation in the drill angle. A
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deviation of approximately 2% is observed in the pressure ratios of the 15◦ , 30◦ , and
45◦ drill angle injectors with respect to the axi-symmetric injector.

Figure 6.21: The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure along the nozzle
axis under flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 0.22) for various drill angles

In the case of non-flash-boiling conditions, as seen in Fig. 6.22, the pressure ratio
exhibited sensitivity the drill angle. The value of p/p0 in the region of interest, i.e. the
region between the entrance to the counter-bore and its exit, is approximately 16 to
20% lower in the 15◦ and 45◦ drill angle injectors in comparison to the axi-symmetric
injector. Whereas, the pressure ratio showed an approximate deviation of 5% for
the region between the entrance and the exit of the counter-bore with respect to the
axi-symmetric injector in the case of the 30◦ drill angle injector. These deviations
can be attributed to the differences in the flow and vapor formation pattern in these
injectors.
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Figure 6.22: The ratio of the local pressure to the stagnation pressure along the nozzle
axis under non-flash-boiling condition (Pa/Ps = 2.76) for various drill angles

Also, due to the geometric constraints imposed by the sac and the tip regions of
the injector, the lengths of the counter-bores of the 15◦ , 30◦ and 45◦ drill angle injectors differ slightly with respect to the length of the counter-bore the axi-symmetric
injector. This is a common feature even in the standard ECN Spray G injector [1].
Therefore, a slight shift of the pressure profiles of the asymmetric injectors with respect to the axi-symmetric injector are observed, as shown in Fig. 6.22, which can
attributed to the shift in the exits of the counter-bore of the injectors.
Finally, it can be hypothesized that for a flash-boiling operation with a fixed
Pa/Ps value, the pressure ratio exhibits a similar trend independent of the drill angle.
Similarly, for a non-flash-boiling operating condition with a fixed a Pa/Ps value, the
pressure ratio shows the same overall trend irrespective of the drill angle, however its
magnitude is sensitive to the changes in the geometry.
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6.4

Inferences

The main findings of the current chapter are listed below:
1. The separation of the incoming flow is determined by the nozzle hole’s inlet
corner angle (Fig. 6.5). Corner angles greater than 90◦ result in a pronounced
separation of the flow, while equal or similar approach angles yield a symmetric
or a near-symmetric spray.
2. The drill angle is the dominating factor in determining the spray plume angle.
Nozzles with large drill angle result in wider sprays (Fig. 6.6). A correlation
model was developed to determine the spray plume angle based on the values
of Pa/Ps and the drill angle.
3. A hypothesis for the similarity between stepped-hole and convergent-divergent
nozzles is presented based on the pressure ratio plots shown in Figs. 6.17,
6.19, and 6.20, respectively.
4. Flash-boiling sprays behave in a manner analogous to underexpanded jets,
whereas non-flash-boiling sprays experience a condensation shock at the exit
of the counter-bore, and mimic the behavior of overexpanded jets.
5. In the region between the entrance and exit of the counter-bore, for a fixed
Pa/Ps under flash-boiling operation, the magnitude of p/p0 is insensitive to the
change in the drill angle (Fig. 6.21). However, for the same region of interest,
in the case of non-flash-boiling operation with a fixed Pa/Ps, the magnitude
p/p0 shows a high sensitivity to the variations in the geometry (Fig. 6.22).
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CHAPTER 7
MULTI-HOLE NOZZLES: PREDICTION OF SPRAY
COLLAPSE

7.1

Scope

A exploration of the inter-plume aerodynamics in multi-hole injectors is presented
in this chapters. As explained earlier in Chapter 2, flash-boiling in multi-hole injectors, under certain operating conditions are known to result in a detrimental phenomenon called spray collapse. Spray collapse results in ill directed and uncontrollable
plumes, and also inhibits the mixing and the evaporation process.
For long, the effect of the nozzle geometry was ignored in the study of plume
interaction. However, increasing number of recent studies have established a link
between the injector’s geometry and the jet-to-jet interactions [217, 17, 85, 114, 105].
Similarly, a majority of the past computational studies on spray collapse were limited
to the simulation of the external jets, ignoring the effects of the nozzle geometry and
its allied parameters [99, 197, 95, 185]. Most of these studies relied on the LagrangianEulerian modeling approach. Thus, in this chapter, a first of its kind computational
exploration on the phenomenon of spray collapse was studied by coupling the effects
of the injector geometry, and the operating conditions.

7.2
7.2.1

Methodology
Geometry

The relationship between geometric, ambient conditions and their influence on
the spray collapse/interaction is studied in the current chapter on six hole GDI in-
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jectors. The injectors were designed by modifying the standard 8-hole ECN Spray
G injector [1]. The geometric parameters varied include the diameters of the nozzle
(d) and the counter-bore (dc ), and the drill angle (θd ). Overall, nine different injector
configurations were explored in the study discussed in the present chapter.
Each nozzle was placed such that one edge of the nozzle inlet was 25 microns from
the seat of the injector, towards the sac. A strict adherence to this constraint resulted
in the variation in the center-to-center distance between the farthest counter-bores,
and also the center-to-center distance between the counter-bores of the adjacent holes
for each injector.
Based on their experimental studies on the Spray G injector, Lacey et al. [105]
developed a framework to characterize the behavior of plume interaction under subcooled and flash-boiling conditions. This framework included the formulation of a
non-dimensional parameter that correlates the spray behavior with nozzle diameter,
center-to-center distance between the counter-bores, and the drill angle. For the sake
of brevity, this dimensionless distance is termed the collapse parameter (CP) in the
rest of this chapter. Mathematically, CP is given by

CP =

diameter of the nozzle (d)
,
collapse diameter(dcoll )

(7.1)

where

dcoll =

center-to-center distance between the farthest counter-bores
cos(θd )

(7.2)

The parametric variations of the geometric variables corresponding to the respective injectors and the CP values for each of the nine injectors simulated are listed in
Table 7.1.
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Injector

d (µm)

dc (µm)

θd

Pa/Ps

CP

I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9

224
224
224
224
224
224
224
224
224

330
330
330
350
330
330
330
350
350

30◦
37◦
45◦
37◦
45◦
30◦
45◦
30◦
37◦

0.15
0.98
2.44
0.15
0.98
2.44
0.15
0.98
2.44

0.16
0.146
0.112
0.146
0.112
0.16
0.096
0.136
0.117

Neighboring
counterbores
(µm)
568
612
662
612
662
568
680
586
630

Table 7.1: Geometric and operating parameters

7.2.2

Simulation setup and operating conditions

CFD simulations were performed with for the nine injectors listed in Table 7.1.
All the simulations were carried out for an injection pressure of 10 MPa, while the
fuel and the ambient temperatures were maintained at 360 K and 325 K, respectively.
Ambient pressures of 30 kPa, 200 kPa, and 500 kPa were tested in the current study.
This variation of the ambient pressures resulted in three different ambient to saturation pressure ratios (Pa/Ps). The simulations were performed using the standard
k-ω SST RANS turbulence model.
The Pa/Ps values were determined to be 0.15, 0.98, and 2.44. A Pa/Ps of 0.15
was classified as a flash-boiling or superheated condition, while Pa/Ps of 0.98 was
considered as a transitional condition. Finally, the sub-cooled spray was assigned a
Pa/Ps value of 2.44.
The flow domain was composed of the passage enclosed between the injector seat
and the needle, the cylindrical nozzles, the counter-bores, and the hemispherical outlet
plenum. The outlet plenum was designed as a hemisphere of diameter of 40 mm,
so that the downstream effects could be observed. To reduce computational cost,
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only half the geometry was simulated by imposing a 3-D planar symmetry boundary
condition. For the purposes of further discussion, nozzles have been numbered N1,
N2, and N3. The needle lift was held static at 45 µm for all the simulations, performed
on a 2.1 million polyhederal cells grid.
The 4-component gasoline surrogate discussed in the previous chapters was used
as the fuel model. The choice of the flux-differencing schemes and the matrix solvers,
and the imposition of the boundary conditions remain same as the ones described in
earlier chapters of this dissertation.
The injector body, the nozzles N1, N2, and N3, and the symmetry plane are shown
in Fig. 7.1.

Figure 7.1: (A) 3-D view of the injector geometry with the inlet, body and the outlet.
(B) Nozzles N1, N2, and N3, with the symmetry plane.

7.2.3

Data analysis

A 2-D projection of the injector is shown Fig. 7.2(A). The three nozzles N1, N2,
and N3, respectively along with the symmetry plane represented by a dotted line.
The nozzles were arranged in a circular pattern at an angle of 60◦ from each other.
The data analyses were performed on two planes colored in red. The mid-plane as
shown in Fig. 7.2(A), passes through the farthest nozzles N2-N2 whereas the 30◦
plane passes through neighboring plumes of N2-N3 and N1-N2, respectively. The
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data analyzed include the axial and radial velocities, and the static pressure. The
velocities were measured on the mid- and 30◦ planes to qualitatively examine the
spray behavior analogous to the framework presented by Sphicas et al. [198].

Figure 7.2: A projection of the injector along with mid-plane

The axial and radial velocities were measured at a vertical distance of 10 mm from
the tip of the injector along the line colored in black on the mid-plane, as shown in Fig.
7.2(B). The static pressure was measured for the mid-plane from the injector along
the length of the outlet plenum. The qualitative and quantitative results presented
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in this chapter were time averaged for the last 350 µs of the simulation time. As sign
convention, the axial velocities towards the injector were treated as positive while the
velocities away from it were treated as negative.

7.2.4

Model verification

A qualitative verification of the CFD solver to simulate the phenomenon of plume
interaction and spray collapse is described here. An experimental condition tested by
Lacey et al. [105] using the standard eight-hole ECN Spray G injector was simulated
under both fixed needle lift and needle motion conditions. Contrary to the simulations
presented in the rest of this chapter, the verification was carried out on the full
geometry. The present task was also undertaken to highlight the differences in the
interaction of spray plumes in the presence and in the absence of needle motion.
The experiment was conducted using iso-octane at a temperature of 363 K subjected to back pressure of 36 kPa to emulate operation under a throttled condition
for an injection pressure of 20 MPa. The ambient temperature for this experiment
was maintained at 308 K. The plume interaction was identified based on the imaging of the liquid and the vapor phases using high-speed Mie-scattering and Schlieren
techniques, respectively.
The CFD simulations of this experiment were performed on a 1.4 million cells
hexahedral mesh under moving and static mesh conditions. In the static case the
needle was maintained at the maximum lift prescribed by ECN [1], whereas the needle
motion was simulated using a Laplacian smoothing algorithm, used by Baldwin et
al. [24] and Mohapatra et al. [129]. The mesh motion algorithm relies on stretching
the layer of cells adjacent to the needle. Owing to a significant computational cost
involved in simulating the needle motion case, the simulations were limited to the
near nozzle region. Therefore, the outlet plenum was limited to a 9 mm hemisphere.
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For the static case the injection pressure was linearly increased starting from 10
MPa to a peak of 20 MPa in a period of 0.4 ms and was kept constant for the
remainder of the simulation. In the moving needle case, the inlet and the outlet
pressures were maintained at 20 MPa and 36 kPa, respectively. At the beginning
of the simulation, the injector was kept at a minimum lift of 5 µm. The needle is
moved by imposing a prescribed velocity, which is calculated based on the needle
displacements as prescribed by ECN.
The data were analyzed at 450 µs after peak lift in the case of the simulation with
needle motion, and at 450 µs after attaining the peak injection pressure in the static
needle case. The present simulations were analyzed in a similar manner keeping with
the qualitative and the quantitative analysis carried out henceforth in the rest of this
chapter.
The Spray G injector consists of eight holes placed in a circular pattern in angles
of 45◦ from each other. Therefore, the NCG mass fraction and Σ were analyzed both
in the mid and 22.5◦ planes for a qualitative comparison of the results.
Figs. 7.3(A-B) show the mid-plane NCG mass fraction with distinct plumes for
both the moving and static cases. However, an observation of the cross-section of the
spray patternation taken at 3.0 mm downstream of the injector tip implies interaction
between the neighboring plumes in both the cases. A similar behavior is reflected in
the Σ field too. The cross-sections of the spray patternation using NCG mass fraction
and Σ are as shown in Figs. 7.3(C-D) and Figs. 7.4(A-B), respectively.
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Figure 7.3: A comparison between the moving needle and static needle NCG mass
fractions. The NCG data for the moving case are presented on the left side, whereas
the static NCG data are presented on the right. Top left (A) and top right (B) are
mid-plane slices, and bottom left (C) and bottom right (D) are cross sectional, taken
3.0 mm downstream
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Figure 7.4: A comparison between the liquid-gas interface-area-density (Σ). Left (A)
is the moving needle case, whereas the right (B) is the static case

The interaction between the neighboring plumes was captured qualitatively in
both the simulations. The plume-interaction qualitatively matches with the experimental observations of Lacey et al. [105]. However, in the absence of quantitative
experimental data needed for strengthening in this hypothesis, the quantitative analysis was limited only to the simulations.
Figs. 7.5(A-C) show the plots of the axial and radial velocities, and the static
pressure. The axial velocities were measured at 3.0 mm downstream of the injector tip
on the mid-plane passing through two farthest holes, while the radial velocities were
calculated at the same distance, but on a 22.5◦ plane passing through neighboring
plumes. The static pressures were measured vertically downwards from the tip of the
injector to the edge of the outlet plenum.
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Figure 7.5: Quantitative plots showing the difference between the static and moving
needle validation. Top left (A) shows the axial velocity between plumes, top right
(B) shows radial velocities at the 22.5◦ plane, and (C) shows the static pressure drop
along the center axis of the injector

The quantitative results reflect the behavior exhibited by the field values of the
mass fraction of NCG and the liquid-gas interface-area density. A difference in the
magnitudes of the velocities and the static pressure between the two cases is evident.
These differences in the magnitude can be attributed to the transient effects of needle
motion on the flow. This is because the needle motion transients result in fluctuations of the mass fluxes in each nozzle, which ultimately has a direct impact on the
downstream flow field [24, 129].
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7.3
7.3.1

Results and discussion
Stages of spray collapse

The mechanism of spray collapse in a multi-hole gasoline injector is described
here. The multi-stage spray collapse process is demonstrated through a sequence of
images of the mid-plane flow field.

Figure 7.6: Stages of spray collapse

The velocity field of the injector I1 was colored by the mass fraction of the noncondensable gas (NCG) to visualize the spray collapse mechanism. A recirculation
zone created because of a low-pressure between the two farthest holes is shown in
Fig. 7.6(A). Initially, the low-pressure zone attracts the spray plumes towards each
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other, and as a result the ambient gas is pulled towards the tip of the injector, as
shown by the arrow in Fig. 7.6(A). As the injection process continues, recirculation
intensifies due to pressure difference between outside the plumes and the spray core.
The plumes are drawn closer to each other at this stage of the collapse process, as
seen in Fig. 7.6(B). As the plumes are drawn closer to each other, the recirculation
shifts towards the downstream of the injector, and eventually the spray plumes merge
into a single entity, leading to the collapse of the spray as seen in Figs. 7.6(C) and
7.6(D), respectively. The merged plumes prevent further entrainment of the ambient
gas and the recirculation between ceases to exist. The collapsed spray is shown in
Figs. 7.6(E) and 7.6(F).
The spray collapse mechanism was discussed here from the perspective of the
mid-plane passing through the two farthest holes for the ease of visualization. This
mechanism corroborates with the experimental observations of the inter-plume aerodynamics in neighboring plumes of an ECN Spray G injector [198].

7.3.2

Qualitative analysis of spray collapse/plume interaction

The simulations were analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively to identify
the trends of the plume interaction and its intensity under sub-cooled and flash-boiling
conditions. Based on the observed trends, the plume interactions were categorized as
complete collapse, partial collapse/strong interaction, and weak/no interaction.
The fields of the mass fraction of the non-condensable gas (NCG) and the liquidgas interface-area-density (Σ), were captured on the mid-plane and the cross-section of
the spray to establish the qualitative trends of plume interaction. The measurements
of the axial and the radial velocities on the mid-plane and the 30◦ plane were coupled
with the measurement of the static pressure in the center of the spray to quantify the
behavior of the interaction.
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7.3.2.1

Complete collapse

The sprays were classified to have undergone complete collapse based on the midplane and cross-sectional pictorial observations of the mass fraction of the NCG and
Σ. A complete collapse of the spray was observed in injectors I1 and I4. The collapse
parameter (CP) of these injectors is 0.16 and 0.146, respectively, where a larger CP
value implies a shorter distance between the two farthest nozzles. Both I1 and I4
were subjected to a Pa/Ps value of 0.15 and are representative of scenarios of extreme
flash-boiling.

Figure 7.7: Qualitative data from the sprays classified as complete collapse. The left
column represents NCG mass fraction data along the mid-plane. The middle column
shows the NCG mass fraction data taken at a cross-section plane 10mm downstream.
The right-most column shows interface-area-density Σ on the cross-section plane 10
mm downstream. Top (A) represents injector I1, whereas bottom (B) represents I4

A spray core containing either trace amounts of NCG or completely devoid of it
can be seen in the mid-plane and the cross section of the NCG mass fraction field in
the images mirrored about the symmetry plane, as shown Figs. 7.7(A-B) . Both
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I1 and I4 can be characterized as having a complete collapse, since the NCG mass
fraction field shows that very little gas exists in the core of the spray. Examining the
cross section of the Σ field confirms the trend, where trace amounts of NCG can be
seen, but the core is largely devoid of it.

7.3.2.2

Partial collapse or strong interaction

Partial collapse or strong interaction was observed in injectors I2 (Fig. 7.8(A)),
I6 (Fig. 7.8(B)), I8 (Fig. 7.8(C)), and I9 (Fig. 7.8(D)). The injectors I8 and
I2 have a value CP of 0.136 and 0.146, respectively, and operating under a Pa/Ps
of 0.98. The CP values of I6 and I9 are 0.16 and 0.117, respectively, while being
subjected to a Pa/Ps value of 2.44. Strong merging of the plumes was observed from
the midplane image in I8 when compared to I2. Therefore, the spray is qualitatively
wider in I2 when compared to I8.
However, an examination of the cross section shows a unique spray patternation
in each strongly interacting case. The location of the individual plumes can be distinguished in the case of I8, as can be seen in Fig. 7.8(C), whereas the plumes are
indistinguishable in the case of I2 shown in Fig. 7.8(A). A similar pattern can be seen
in the cross-section images of the Σ field, where there are no clearly defined plumes
for the injector I2. The reason for the difference in the patternation is attributed to
the differences in CP values of both injectors. Larger CP values imply more closely
spaced nozzle holes, which in turn will promote stronger plume interaction.
Based on the cross-sectional images of Fig. 7.8(B) and Fig. 7.8(D), the outlines
of interacting plumes can be observed in the case of I9. On the contrary, the plumes
in I6 are indistinguishable 10 mm downstream of the injector tip. Therefore, it can
be asserted that due to a narrower arrangement and more closely spaced neighboring
plumes, I6 has a stronger intensity of interaction than I9. The interaction between
plumes is elucidated in the Σ field data for I9 shown in Fig. 7.8(D). Therefore, to
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characterize the interaction, both NCG field data and Σ field data are considered.
Additionally, the qualitative data reflect the trend referenced in the previous paragraph, i.e. there is a proportional relationship between CP and the extent of spray
collapse or plume interaction.

7.3.2.3

Weak or no interaction

For the injectors I3 (Fig. 7.9(A)), I5 (Fig. 7.9(B)), and I7 (Fig. 7.9(C)) weak
or no interactions were observed. The injectors under this classification have a drill
angle of 45◦ , which resulted in low CP values. The injectors I3 and I5 have CP values
of 0.112, while I7 has a CP value of 0.096. The Pa/Ps values for I3, I5, and I7 are
2.44, 0.98, and 0.15, respectively. Distinct plumes can be seen from the mid-plane
images of each injector as seen in Figs. 7.9(A-C). From the cross-section images of
the NCG plots, distinct plumes can be observed only in the case of I5 and I7 in Figs.
7.9(B) and 7.9(C). However, the presence of a weak interaction is indicated in I3 in
nozzles N1 and N2. This behavior is affirmed by observing the images of the Σ field,
and this behavior can be attributed to the differences in the flow field upstream of
nozzles N1 and N3 due to the imposition of the symmetry boundary condition. The
upstream flow field in the region enclosed by the needle guides and the sac is shown
using the pathlines of the velocity field in Fig. 7.10. It can be observed that the
symmetry plane passes through the needle guide closest to N1 thereby disturbing the
flow through it, resulting in a hole-to-hole variation of the mass flow rates. These
differences in the mass flow rate affect the downstream velocity, thereby causing shear
entrainment and subsequently leading to a weak interaction between the adjacent
plumes.
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Figure 7.8: Qualitative data from the sprays classified as partial collapse/strong interaction. The left column represents NCG mass fraction data along the mid-plane. The
middle column shows the NCG mass fraction data taken at a cross-section plane 10
mm downstream. The right-most column shows interface-area-density on the crosssection plane 10 mm downstream. The top row (A) shows the results for injector I2,
the second row (B) represents I6, (C) represents I8, and the fourth row (D) represents
I9
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Figure 7.9: Qualitative data from the sprays classified as weak/no interaction. The
left column represents NCG mass fraction data along the mid-plane. The middle
column shows the NCG mass fraction data taken at a cross section plane 10 mm
downstream. The right-most column shows interface-area-density on the cross-section
plane 10mm downstream. Figure A (first row) shows results for injector I3, figure B
(middle row) represents I5, and figure C (last row) represents I7

It is also worth noting that the ECN Spray G injector and I7, despite having nearly
equal CP value, have shown different spray patternation while operating under similar
Pa/Ps conditions. This difference in their spray behavior can be attributed to the
presence of higher number holes in the Spray G injector. With an increase in the
number of nozzles, the center-to-center distance between the adjacent counter-bores
reduces. In the current case, the center-to-center distance for adjacent counter-bores
in I7 is measured to be 680 µm, whereas it is equal to 610 µm for the Spray G
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injector. It can therefore, be hypothesized that the distance between the adjacent
plumes rather than the farthest plumes has a significant effect on plume interaction.

7.3.3

Quantitative analysis of plume interaction

The qualitative trends described previously are quantitatively analyzed in the
current section. The metrics chosen to quantify spray behavior are the axial and
radial time averaged velocities, and the centerline static pressure. The data were
grouped according to the Pa/Ps ratios. In addition, the plots denoted by ‘*’ refer
to the injectors with 30◦ drill angles, ‘◦’ markers refer to the injectors with 37◦ drill
angle, and ‘’ indicates the 45◦ drill angle injectors. It is important to note that the
mid-plane metrics compare jets on opposite sides, whereas the metrics pertaining to
the 30◦ plane compare the neighboring plumes (see Fig. 7.2(A)).

Figure 7.10: Pathlines of the flow in the sac region
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Figs. 7.11(A-C) shows the plots of the mid-plane average axial velocity for
each individual simulation, taken at 10 mm downstream of the injector tip along
line shown in Fig. 7.2(B). A comparison of Figs. 7.11(A-C) indicates certain
common attributes. Positive axial velocities in the core of the spray indicate the
entrainment of the NCG towards the tip of the injector. Negative velocities in the
core of the spray indicate low to no recirculation thus implying either a complete or
a partial collapse. The magnitude of these velocities determines the strength of the
interaction. Furthermore, the distance between the negative peaks can be viewed as
a measure of the width of the spray, where closer peaks coincide with narrower spray,
and vice versa.

Figure 7.11: Axial velocities at 10 mm downstream of the tip of the injector on the
mid-plane. (A) Pa/Ps = 0.15, (B) Pa/Ps = 0.98 and (C) Pa/Ps = 2.44

The negative velocities in the core of spray in the case of I6 in comparison to the
injectors I3 and I9, as shown in Fig. 7.11(C) suggests that it has the strongest
plume interaction among the three injectors. This behavior can be asserted by the
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comparison of the Fig. 7.11(C) with the images shown in Fig. 7.8(B). Similarly,
the positive recirculation for I3 and I9 is reflected in Figs. 7.8(D) and 7.9(A).
The radial velocities were measured on the 30◦ plane, as shown in Fig. 7.12(D)
and Fig. 7.2(A). Also shown in Fig. 7.12(D) is the line segment along which the
radial velocities were measured. This line is an intersection between the 30◦ plane
and the cross-section plane. The velocity is measured from right to left along this
line with the origin indicated by the white dot.

Figure 7.12: Radial velocities at 10 mm downstream of the tip of the injector on
the 30◦ plane. (A) Pa/Ps = 0.15, (B) Pa/Ps = 0.98, (C) Pa/Ps = 2.44, and (D)
illustrates the line on which radial velocity data were taken for all cases.

Generally, relatively flat radial velocity profiles with magnitudes nearly zero or
slightly negative imply weak or no interaction between plumes. On the contrary,
fluctuations in the radial velocity indicate interaction between the plumes, where
the intensity of these interactions is determined by the magnitude of the respective
peak. For instance, in Fig. 7.12(D), the interaction between plumes of N1 and N2
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is indicated by a positive peak, as shown in the plot of I3 in Fig. 7.12(C). Fig.
7.12(C) also suggests that there is a strong plume interaction in I6. Qualitatively,
this can be confirmed from Fig. 7.8(B), where a clear collapse is shown by the
merging plumes. I9, however, has a relatively flat radial velocity profile, with peaks
near the radial distance corresponding to the midpoint between neighboring plumes.
This suggests that there is an interaction between neighboring plumes, but no spray
collapse. Qualitatively this was shown in Fig. 7.8(D), where the interaction was
indicated from the image of the Σ field.
The current method of analysis can be further carried out through Figs. 7.12(A)
7.12(B). The trends suggest that, interacting sprays will have fluctuating radial
velocities in addition to the characteristics discussed earlier in the context of axial
velocities.

Figure 7.13: Centerline static pressure. (A) Pa/Ps = 0.15, (B) Pa/Ps = 0.98 and (C)
Pa/Ps = 2.44.
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The static pressure drop was measured vertically downwards along the injector
axis starting from its tip. The magnitude of the pressure drop indicates the strength
of the interaction, where a larger drop in the pressure implies a more intense plume
interaction between the two farthest nozzles. Therefore, nozzles with a larger CP
value have a larger drop in the centerline static pressure. For example, from Fig.
7.13(B), I8 can be seen to have a smaller magnitude of pressure drop in comparison
to I2, because it has a CP value of 0.136, whereas it is equal to 0.146 in the case of
I2. Examining the three 45◦ cases (I3, I5, I7) found in Figs. 7.13(A-C), it can be
ascertained that there is minimal or no interaction between plumes. Qualitatively,
this can be confirmed by observing Figs. 7.9(A-C).

7.4

Inferences

The mechanism of plume interactions in multi-hole gasoline direct injection (GDI)
fuel injectors was studied through a parametric variation of the nozzle geometry and
the ratio of the ambient pressure to the saturation pressure of the fuel (Pa/Ps).
The downstream behavior of the spray collapse/plume-interaction phenomenon was
captured by the simulating the sprays with an outlet plenum that extends to 20
mm from the tip of the injector. Therefore, a 3-D planar symmetry condition was
imposed on the geometry to reduce the computational cost. The simulations of spray
collapse performed in the current study qualitatively match the recently established
frameworks based on experimental works that characterized the plume behavior in
multi-hole gasoline injectors.
Based on the results presented in this chapter, the following can be concluded:
1. The plume interaction phenomenon is qualitatively captured with or without
needle motion. However, further examination is required to understand the
effects of the needle transients on plume interaction.
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2. Three kinds of spray collapse/plume-interaction phenomenon were identified
based on the mid-plane and the cross-section patternation of the mass fraction
of the ambient gas (NCG) and the liquid-gas interface-area-density (Σ).
3. The Collapse parameter (CP) is a non-dimensional parameter based on the
distance between the two farthest holes and the drill angle of the nozzle. A
larger value of CP is a good indicator of spray collapse under sub-cooled and
superheated conditions. However, the applicability of this parameter in the case
of non-circular arrangement of the nozzles needs to be examined.
4. Injectors with higher values of CP operating under extremely low or high Pa/Ps
values either exhibit complete or partial collapse. Therefore, injectors with
closely spaced nozzles under extremely low or high ambient pressures have a
higher propensity to collapse.
5. The region between the peaks of the mid-plane axial velocity is indicative of
either the presence or the absence of the recirculation between the plumes.
6. Either a flat or a fluctuating profile characterizes the radial velocity measurements along the span of the outlet plenum on a plane passing through of neighboring plumes. A flat radial velocity profile implies no interaction between the
neighboring plumes, whereas a fluctuating profile reflects plume interaction,
with the magnitude of the peaks signifying the intensity of the interaction.
7. Injectors with larger CP values have a higher centerline static pressure drop.
Therefore, the pressure drop in the center of the spray is directly related to the
spacing between the holes and the drill angle of the nozzle.
8. In injectors with similar CP values and operating under nearly equal Pa/Ps,
the center-to-center distance between the neighboring nozzles determines the
extent of plume interaction.
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CHAPTER 8
PILOT STUDIES

8.1

Scope

The present chapter describes the pilot studies undertaken to explore application of LES framework to GDI sprays and the modeling of interphase slip velocity,
respectively.
LES modeling of sprays using an Eulerian approach has received little attention.
Moreover, barring a few exceptions [192, 32, 31] in which the effects of injector geometry were considered, a majority of these studies were restricted to the simulation
of the external jets [50, 51, 132, 87, 64]. Therefore, in the first part of this chapter,
a non-flashing-boiling gasoline like spray through a multi-hole injector is simulated.
The effects of complex sac flow on the external spray pattern were explored, preceded by a qualitative validation of the computational results against experimentally
available data.
Due to the high Re and We regimes of fuel sprays, the effects of the slip velocity
in the near-nozzle region are often ignored. This is true in the case of diesel injection
conditions, due to longer breakup lengths and higher pressures of operations. However, same cannot be said for gasoline sprays. Therefore, an attempt to implement
a recently reported slip velocity model by Andreini et al. [16] is undertaken in the
concluding part of this chapter.
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8.2
8.2.1

LES of GDI internal and near-nozzle sprays
Geometry and mesh

A LES pilot study of a non-flash-boiling iso-octane spray, exiting from an eighthole stepped valve covered orifice (SVCO) ECN Spray G injector [1] is presented here.
The specified nominal diameter of each hole is 165 µm, while the specified counterbore diameter is 388 µm. However, the hole diameters and other geometric features
such as the inlet corner radius, diameter of the counter-bore etc. can vary anywhere
between 3.5% and 5.7% from the specified values due to manufacturing imperfections
[68].
A computational mesh of 4.2 million hexahedral cells based on the modified hole
dimensions was used for the LES simulation. The fluid domain includes the passage
bounded by the injector walls and the needle; the inner-nozzle and the counterbore; and the hemispherical outflow boundary. The outflow boundary is treated as
hemisphere of 30 mm in diameter to fully allow the flow to develop after exiting the
nozzle.
As discussed in the previous chapters, it is clear that the nozzle geometry has a
significant effect on the external spray. Therefore, to ensure that the internal flow
features are adequately captured, an approximate grid spacing of 10 µm and 7 µm
was used in the sac and the inner-nozzle regions, respectively. This grid resolution
is comparable to the RANS study of Baldwin et al. [24]. Finally, the simulation
was performed for a fixed needle lift of 45 µm, which corresponds to the maximum
lift condition stipulated by ECN [1]. An enlarged view of the cut-section of the
computational mesh in the XY plane is shown in Fig. 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Enlarged view of the cut-section of the computational mesh in the XY
plane

8.2.2

Σ equation modification

The modeling of the liquid-gas interface-area-density (Σ), described earlier in
Chapter 3, is restricted to the RANS turbulence modeling framework. As shown
in the RANS implementation of the Σ transport equation, the large scale and the
small scale features are modeled based on the velocity gradient, and the turbulence
kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (). However, a similar formulation would
not lend itself automatically to the present scenario due to the inherent differences
between RANS and LES turbulence modeling frameworks. Therefore, the version of
the Σ transport equation formulated by Chesnel et al. [50, 51] was implemented in
the present simulation.
The formulation of Σ equation by Chesnel and co-workers is based on DNS studies
of an external diesel jet emanating from a nozzle of 100 µm, with a liquid density of
696 kg/m3 , and a jet velocity of 79 m/s. The DNS simulations were performed on a
domain which is 2.4 mm long in the streamwise direction and 0.3 mm wide in both
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the spanwise directions. The simulations were carried out on three different meshes
of (a) 1024 × 128 × 128, (b) 512 × 64 × 64, and (c) 256 × 32 × 32 grid points,
respectively.
Chesnel et al. decomposed the liquid-gas interface-area-density into the sum of
contributions of the minimal surface density Σmin and the sub-grid scale surface density Σ0 . Mathematically
Σ = Σmin + Σ0 .

(8.1)

The minimal surface density (Σmin ), acts as an initial value of the interface in a
computational cell, it is a function of the liquid volume fraction (Ȳ ) and filter size.
In the present implementation

Σmin =

αDN S

p
Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )
,
∆LES

(8.2)

where αDN S is a constant equal to 2.4, determined based on a priori analyses of the
DNS simulations and ∆LES is the filter size.
The sub-grid contribution to the interface-area-density, denoted by Σ0 , is obtained
by solving a transport equation given by
∂Σ0
+ ∇ · (uΣ0 ) = ∇ · (Dt ∇Σ0 ) + Σs ,
∂t

(8.3)

where Dt is the turbulent diffusivity coefficient, defined as
Dt =

νt
,
Sc

where νt is the turbulent kinematic viscosity and Sc is the Schmidt number, taken as
1.0. The term Σs in Eqn. (8.3) is the source of the surface density due to the mean
shear, turbulence etc. and is given by
!
Σ
Σ
Σs =
1−
,
τt
Σeq
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(8.4)

where Σeq is the equilibrium value of the interface-area-density and τt is the turbulent time scale, given by Cτ /k. The equilibrium surface density given by Σeq ,
as explained earlier in Chapter 3, is reached when the overall effects of the droplet
breakup and coalscence are equivalent. To maintain model coherence Chesnel and
co-workers modeled this term as
Σeq = Σmin + Σ0eq ,

(8.5)

where Σ0eq is based on the DNS simulations of Duret et al. [71], i.e.
Σ0eq =

(ρl + ρg )Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )k
σ

Using the defintion of Σ given in Eqn. (8.1), the source term, Σs , can be re-written
as
Σmin + Σ0
Σmin + Σ0
Σs =
1−
τt
Σeq

!
(8.6)

Therefore, the resulting Σ0 equation is
!
0
0
Σ
+
Σ
Σ
+
Σ
∂Σ0
min
min
+ ∇ · (uΣ0 ) = ∇ · (Dt ∇Σ0 ) +
1−
.
∂t
τt
Σeq

(8.7)

Finally, the total value of Σ, based on the definition given in Eqn. (8.1), is evaluated
in a computational cell by combining Eqns. (8.2) and (8.7).
For reasons stated in Chapter 3, the mass based liquid-gas interface-area-density,
Ω, was used instead of Σ in the present study. Therefore, using the definition Ω = Σ/ρ,
Eqns. (8.2) and (8.7) are re-written as

Ωmin

p
αDN S Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )
=
, and
ρ∆LES

(8.8)

!
0
0
∂ρΩ0
ρΩ
+
ρΩ
ρΩ
+
ρΩ
min
min
+ ∇ · (ρΩ0 u) = ∇ · (Dt ∇ρΩ0 ) +
1−
, (8.9)
∂t
τt
Σeq
respectively.
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8.2.3

Simulation setup

The simulation conditions are prescribed by ECN for the non-flash-boiling gasoline
spray [1]. Iso-octane at 363 K was injected at a peak pressure of 20 MPa into a nearquiescent N2 ambience. The chamber/ambient was maintained at pressure of 600 kPa
and temperature of 573 K, resulting in an ambient gas density of 3.5 kg/m3 .
Initially, the sac region was assumed to be filled with the non-condensable gas
(NCG) and the liquid fuel. Due to this initialization, the imapct of the high-pressure
high-density liquid with the low-pressure low-density ambient gas may result in a
strong shock wave, which can cause numerical instabilities. Therefore, to mitigate
such numerical instabilities, the injection pressure was ramped from an initial value
of 10 MPa to a final value of 20 MPa for a duration of 0.2 ms, along with a hyperbolic
tangent pressure drop in the sac region. The simulation was run for a total duration
of 0.85 ms, i.e. 0.65 ms after attainig the peak injection pressure of 20 MPa, which
is approximately equal to the duration corresponding to the quasi-steady injection
period of the ECN Spray G condition [1]. The initial pressure and the NCG internal
fields are as shown in Figs. 8.2(A-B).
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Figure 8.2: Initialized internal fields: (A) Pressure and (B) NCG

The flux-interpolation of the divergence terms was achieved using the higher order
Gamma differencing TVD scheme [94]. Whereas, the gradient and the Laplacian
terms were discretized using the second order linear differencing scheme. The choice
of the linear solvers and the pre-conditioner remains same as the ones described in
the earlier chapters of this dissertation.
The cube root of volume of a computational cell (Vcell ) was used as the turbulent
√
length scale, i.e. ∆LES = 3 Vcell . Finally, the sub-grid scale (SGS) parameters of
the kinetic energy (ksgs ) and turbulent viscosity (µsgs ) were calculated using the oneequation eddy model [220] and the wall-adapting local eddy-viscosity (WALE) model
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[136]. Wall functions were used for ksgs for determining the flow in the near-wall
regions.

8.2.4

Validation

The validation of the simulation was performed against the X-ray radiography
measurements of the projected mass of the fuel. The X-ray radiography measurements
were performed at the 7-BM beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at
Argonne National Laboratory [201, 68]. These time-resolved measurements were used
to qualitatively characterize the density of the plumes near the nozzle.
The experiments were performed using a gasoline calibration fluid doped with a
cerium contrast agent, injected at 19 MPa and 298 K into a nitrogen ambience. The
ambient conditions were 315 kPa and 298 K, resulting in an ambient gas density of
3.6 kg/m3 .
A summary of the experimental and simulation conditions are tabulated in Table
8.1.
Parameters
Fuel
Inj. Pres.
Fuel Temp.
Amb. Pres.
Amb. Temp.
Amb. Den.
Amb. Gas

APS (Exp.)
Gasoline calibration fluid
19 MPa
298 K
315 kPa
298 K
3.6 kg/m3
N2

Spray G (Sim.)
Iso-octane
20 MPa
363 K
600 kPa
573 K
3.5 kg/m3
N2

Table 8.1: Summary of the experimental and simulation conditions

The experimental measurements are made from the light of sight of the X-ray
beam in the spray. The projected mass PM along the line of sight is computed using
the Beer-Lambert law
−1
I
PM =
log =
µ
I0
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Z
ρfuel dz,

(8.10)

where PM is measured in µg/mm2 , I is the received intensity, I0 is the incident
intensity of the X-ray, and µ is the relative absorption coefficient of the liquid fuel.
Similarly, the computational projected mass measurements were performed using
the line of sight procedure, described at length in Chapter 5. The fuel density was
calculated using the expression ρfuel = (1 − y)ρ. Approximately, 61,000 line integrations of the fuel density along the hypothetical paths-of-light were carried out in a 26
mm by 9 mm rectangular domain, shown in Fig. 8.3. The hypothetical light rays
were spaced at a distance of 60 µm from each other.

Figure 8.3: XY plane through the computational domain showing the fuel density
and the rectangular domain used for perfoming the line integrations

As instanteous projected mass based on the simulation, taken 0.5 ms after attaining the peak injection pressure, which corresponds to 0.7 ms of simulation time is
shown in Fig. 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Instantaneous project mass, 0.5 ms after attaining the peak injection
pressure

As a validation, the experimental and the computationally generated line sight
images of the projected mass are compared in Figs. 8.5(A-B). The computational
data were averaged from the period beginning at 0.2 ms to the end of the simulation.
The computational measurements qualitatively match the experimental results, however, quantitative discrepancies exist. These quantitative discrepancies are a result of
the inherent differences in the properties of iso-octane and the calibration fluid. For
example, the nominal density of iso-octane is 659 kg/m3 , whereas it is equal to 838
kg/m3 in the case of the gasoline calibration fluid.
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Figure 8.5: Time averaged projected mass (A) Experimental, image from Strek et al.
[201] (B) Simulation

As a further validation, the time averaged experimental and the simulated fuel
densities were compared on a plane 2 mm downstream of the tip of the injector.
The patternation of the fuel densities is as shown in Figs. 8.6(A-B). A qualitative
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match in the spray pattern can be observed, along with quantitative discrepancies.
The reasons for these quantitative discrepancies have been stated in the discussion
above.

Figure 8.6: Time averaged density at Y = 2 mm plane (the flow is coming out of the
page) (A) Experimental, image from Strek et al. [201] (B) Simulation.
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8.2.5
8.2.5.1

Results and discussion
Effect of the flow in the sac on the external spray

A cut-section of the injector depicting the time-averaged velocity contours in the
XY plane is shown in Fig. 8.7. A disparate spray pattern between the two holes can
be seen from this figure. A wider spray from the hole of the left, i.e. hole 1 compared
to the hole on the right (hole 5) is evident. This result is a deviation from the nearly
similar hole-to-hole sprays patterns often reported in some of the past studies on the
Spray G injector, conducted using RANS turbulence modeling [171, 172].

Figure 8.7: Cut-section in the XY plane showing the Time-averaged velocity magnitude

More recently, a computational study on the Spray G injector under non-flashboiling and flash-boiling conditions with needle motion by Baldwin et al. [24], shed
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light on the complex behavior of the flow in the sac region and its effects on the
downstream spray. Furthermore, they were able to tie the hole-to-hole variation in
the spray to this intricate flow experienced in the sac region.
Taking a cue from Baldwin et al. [24] a similar analysis was performed in the
present study to understand the effects of the sac region on the downstream spray,
when subjected to a quasi-steady upstream flow and static needle position.
The complex flow in the sac region was visualized with the help of iso-surfaces
of the total pressure and streamlines. The iso-surfaces were colored by the static
pressure, whereas the streamlines by velocity magnitude. The time-averaged behavior
of the spray is often times reflective of the instantaneous spray behavior. Therefore,
the analysis presented here was carried out the by examining the flow in the sac
region and the external flow through a set images taken at different instants during
the simulation. Depending on the timescales of either their generation or termination,
different vortical structures were observed.
Fig. 8.8(a), depicts the flow in the sac region. From this figure, a vortex simultaneously feeding into hole 1 and to the one adjacent from it can be seen, whereas
a normal flow into hole 5 is seen. Consequently, from Fig. 8.8(b) a wider spray
can be observed in hole 1 in comparison to the spray issuing from hole 5. A similar
observation was made Baldwin et al. [24] in their bid to explain the perturbations in
the downstream spray.
As mentioned earlier in this section, these interacting vortices tend to generate or
terminate at certain intervals. Therefore, to analyze the influence of their generation
or termination, the flow pattern was studied in the regions of interest through images
taken at instants of 0.84 ms and 0.85 ms, respectively.
At 0.84 ms, a nearly terminated vortex at hole 1 can be seen in Fig. 8.9(a),
whereas holes 5, 3, and 8 experience a vortex pattern similar to the one seen earlier
in Fig. 8.8(a). As a consequence of this termination, as shown in Fig. 8.9(b), the
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spray ensuing from hole 1 is slightly narrower in comparison to its predecssor shown
in Fig. 8.8(b). Whereas, no significant change was observed in the behavior of the
spray hole 5 from Figs. 8.9(b) and 8.9(b).

Figure 8.8: Flow through the sac and the downstream spray at 0.815 ms
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Figure 8.9: Flow through the sac and the downstream spray at 0.84 ms

Finally, another set of images taken 0.85 ms are shown in Figs. 8.10(a-b). A
regeneration of the vortex feeding hole 1 and the hole adjacent to it can be seen from
Fig. 8.10(a). Also, an almost unchanged vortex pattern can be observed for holes 5,
3, and 8. Due to the generation of this vortex, as shown in Fig. 8.10(b), the spray
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from hole tends to widen again, whereas the spray from hole 5 remains relatively
unchanged.

Figure 8.10: Flow through the sac and the downstream spray at 0.85 ms

Additionally, from Figs. 8.8(a-b), Figs. 8.9(a-b), and Figs. 8.10(a-b), the
vortex feeding hole 1 and the hole adjacent to it is semi-stable. This vortex tends
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to generate or terminate every 10-15 µs. Whereas, the vortices feeding into holes 3
and 8 are relatively more stable and typically last for a duration of 35 µs or greater.
The values of these time scales observed here, agree with the time scales reported by
Baldwin et al. [24].
Also, in accordance with the terminology coined by Baldwin et al. [24] the semistable vortices are named as unterminated, whereas the stable vortices are called
semi-terminated. Therefore, hole 1 is fed by an unterminated vortex, whereas holes
3 and 8 are fed by semi-terminated vortices.
The time-averaged behavior of the spray presented earlier in Fig. 8.7, can thus
be attributed to perturbations in the instantaneous spray resulting from the intricate
flow in the sac. This dissimilar spray pattern is reflected in other fields such as the
NCG and the liquid-gas interface-area-density (Σ). The time-averaged contours of
these fields are as shown in Figs. 8.11 and 8.12, respectively.

Figure 8.11: Time-averaged NCG mass fraction
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Figure 8.12: Time-averaged liquid-gas interface-area-density

From the analysis presented here, it can be hypothesized that irrespective of the
nature of the upstream conditions, the intricate sac flow results in hole-to-hole variation of the spray pattern.

8.2.5.2

Kinetic energy ratio

As reported by Pope [153], the ratio of the modeled kinetic energy ksgs to the sum
of the turbulent kinetic energies of resolved and the modeled flow, was used as the
metric of turbulence resolution. This kinetic energy ratio is given by

M=

ksgs
,
K + ksgs

(8.11)

where K is the resolved turbulent kinetic energy. The value of M varies between
a value of 0 and 1, where M = 0 corresponds to DNS and M = 1 implies RANS.
Therefore, a smaller value of M indicates a greater fraction of energy resolution.
Ideally, for LES, M ≤ 0.2, which implies a resolution of 80% of the kinetic energy
[153].
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The turbulent kinetic energy of the resolved flow is calculated using the expression

K=

 

1
u− u · u− u ,
2

(8.12)

where u indicates averaged velocity.
The parameter M is a function in both space and time. Therefore, in the present
study, M was evaluated both in an instantaneous and a time-averaged manner. A
cut-section of the instantaneous kinetic energy ratio in the XY plane, evaluated at
0.85 ms is shown in Fig. 8.13. While, a cut-section time-averaged kinetic energy
ratio in the XY plane is shown in Fig. 8.14.

Figure 8.13: Instantaneous kinetic energy ratio, evaluated at 0.85 ms
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Figure 8.14: Time-averaged kinetic energy ratio

A comparison of the Figs. 8.13 and 8.14 reveals a contrasting behavior. In an
instantaneous measurement, shown in Fig. 8.13, the values of the kinetic energy
ratio indicate a near DNS resolution throughout the domain, including the sac and
the nozzle regions.
Whereas, the time-averaged kinetic ratio, Figs. 8.14, implies a under resolved
flow in the sac and the nozzle regions. This is representative of an expected behavior,
since the grid resolutions of the sac and the nozzle regions of the present mesh are
comparable to the resolutions of the RANS simulations of Baldwin et al. [24].
Therefore, it can be hypothesized that the application of the instantaneous kinetic
energy ratio as a measure of turbulence resolution can be misleading. Instead, a
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time-averaged kinetic ratio should be the preferred metric for the identification of
turbulence resolution.

8.2.6

Inferences

A LES pilot study of a non-flash-boiling spray from an ECN Spray G was performed. The simulation was performed by injecting iso-octane at 20 MPa and 363 K
into a N2 ambience, maintained at 573 K and 600 kPa. The projected mass measurements of the simulation were validated against the experimental X-ray radiography
measurements of the same. The inferences drawn from this study are listed below:
1. The projected mass measurements of the simulation qualitatively match the
experimental X-ray radiography measurements. Due to the differences in the
properties of the experimental and simulated fuels, quantitative differences exist
between the simulated and the experimental measurements.
2. Even in the case of quasi-steady upstream conditions, the hole-to-hole perturbations in the downstream spray are a result of the intricate flow in the sac
region.
3. The complex flow in the sac was visualized through series of images taken at
different instants in the simulation. The time scales of the generation or the
termination of the vortices in the current study agree with the time periods
previously reported by Baldwin et al. [24].
4. Turbulence resolution was evaluated with the help of the kinetic energy ratio.
The results suggest that a time-averaged measurement of the kinetic energy
ratio should be preferred over an instantaneous measurement.
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8.3

Modeling the effects of slip velocity on near-nozzle gasoline sprays

8.3.1

Slip velocity equation

The slip velocity equation of Andrieni et al. [15] is rederived in the current section
along with additional details. This derivation uses the mixture or drift flux model
for multiphase flow approach [92, 121]. For the rest of the ensuing discussion, the
following have been assumed
1. The fluid is considered as a mixture of only two phases, i.e. liquid and gas.
2. The gas is treated as the continuous phase, whereas the liquid phase is discrete.
3. No phase change is present. Therefore, the interphase mass transfer is neglected.
4. The individual phases are considered as incompressible, i.e. the densities of the
liquid (ρl ) and the gas (ρg ) are constant. Whereas, the mixture density (ρ) is
variable.
Therefore, from the assumptions stated above, the volumetric averaged mixture velocity (û) mathematically is
û = Ȳ ul + Ȳg ug ,

(8.13)

where Ȳ is the liquid volume fraction and Ȳg is the gas volume fraction, such that

Ȳ + Ȳg = 1.

(8.14)

Furthermore, Andreini et al. [16] assumed that the Reynolds or Favre average of a
volumetrically averaged variable is same as the Reynolds or Favre averaging of that
variable. This implies that

Φ̂ = Φ and

(8.15)

˜
Φ̂ = Φ̃,

(8.16)
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where Φ̂ is any volumetric averaged variable, Φ is the Reynolds average of Φ, and Φ̃
is the Favre average of Φ.
The liquid volume and mass fraction are related to each other by the expression

yl =

ρl Ȳ
,
ρ

(8.17)

where yl is the liquid mass fraction and ρ is the mixture density. Similarly,

y=

ρg Ȳg
ρ (1 − Ȳ )
= g
,
ρ
ρ

(8.18)

where y is the gas mass fraction.
Conversely, using Eqns. (8.14), (8.17), and (8.18), we get

yl + y = 1.

(8.19)

Therefore, the mixture density is related to the liquid and gas mass fractions by
the expression
1
y
y
= l +
ρ
ρl ρg

(8.20)

Generally, in a mixture model approach both the continuity and momentum equations
are solved for the mixture, along with transport equations for the dispersed phases.
In the current scenario, only one dispersed phase is assumed to exist. Therefore,
beginning with the transport equation for the liquid volume fraction in the absence
of interphase mass transfer, we have
∂ Ȳ
+ ∇ · (Ȳ ul ) = 0.
∂t

(8.21)

To account for turbulence effects, Eqn. (8.21) can be modifed as
∂ Ȳ
+ ∇ · (Ȳ (ūl + u0l )) = 0,
∂t
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(8.22)

where ūl is the mean liquid velocity, and it can be further decomposed in terms of
the averaged mixture velocity ū as

ūl = ū + ūd ,

(8.23)

where ūd is the drift velocity and it is equal to ūl − ū [92, 121].
Therefore, Eqn. (8.22) can be re-written as
∂ Ȳ
+ ∇ · (Ȳ ū) = −∇ · (Ȳ ūd + Ȳ u0l ).
∂t

(8.24)

Using the above mentioned definition of the drift velocity and Eqn. (8.13), the
transport equation of the liquid volume fraction given by Eqn. (8.24) can re-written
as
∂ Ȳ
+ ∇ · (Ȳ ū) = −∇ · (Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )(ūl − ūg ) + Ȳ u0l ),
∂t

(8.25)

where (ūl − ūg ) is the slip velocity between the two phases.
The effect of this slip velocity between the phases, given by the first term on the
right side of Eqn. (8.25), is oft neglected in the vast majority studies pertaining fuel
sprays. Whereas, the second right side term of Eqn. (8.25) is modeled as turbulent
diffusion. This is generally termed as gradient or first-order closure approximation,
while the inclusion of the effects of the slip velocity is called second-order closure
or the turbulent liquid flux due to the mean slip velocity [157, 29]. The gradient
closure approximation formed the basis of the governing equations discussed earlier
in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.
For the sake of brevity, in the remainder of this chapter, the quantity Ȳ (1 −
Ȳ )(ūl − ūg ) is denoted by γ̄ s , i.e.

γ̄ s = Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )(ūl − ūg ).
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(8.26)

Thus, the liquid volume fraction transport equation can be finally modified as
∂ Ȳ
+ ∇ · (Ȳ ū) = −∇ · (γ̄ s − Dt ∇Ȳ ),
∂t

(8.27)

where Dt is the turbulent diffusivity coefficient, given by νt /Sc.
Therefore, using the definition of drift velocity and Eqns. (8.13) and (8.26) it can
further be deduced that

γ̄ s = Ȳ (ūl − ū) = Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )(ūl − ūg ).

(8.28)

Finally, the magnitude of the slip velocity can be determined by using the expression
|ūl − ūg | =

|γ̄ s |
,
Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )

(8.29)

where γ̄ s is obtained by solving transport equation.
The transport equation for γ̄ s is given by
∂ γ̄ s
+ ∇ · (ūγ̄ s ) = −∇ · (u0 γ 0s ) + γ̄ s source/sink .
∂t

(8.30)

For the purpose of deriving the source terms of this transport equation, the formulation of Andreini et al. [16] was retraced, and the information regarding the
asummptions used by them was garnered through a private correspondence with one
its co-authors [5].
Starting from
Dγ̄ s
DȲ (ūl − ū)
DȲ
Dūl
Dū
=
= (ūl − ū)
+ Ȳ
− Ȳ
,
Dt
Dt
Dt
Dt
Dt

(8.31)

Andreini et al. [16, 5] resort to a zero-dimensional approximation to derive expressions
of the source terms of Eqn. (8.30), without accounting for the effects of convection
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and turbulence. Using the zero-dimensional approximation, the total derivative D/Dt
in Eqn. (8.31) reduces to a partial derivative in time, i.e. ∂/∂t.
Thus, Eqn. (8.31) becomes
∂ Ȳ (ūl − ū)
∂ Ȳ
∂ ūl
∂ ū
∂ γ̄ s
=
= (ūl − ū)
+ Ȳ
− Ȳ
.
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂t

(8.32)

Modifying the first term on the right side of Eqn. (8.32) using Eqn. (8.28) results
in
∂ γ̄ s
γ̄ ∂ Ȳ
∂ ūl
∂ ū
= s
+ Ȳ
− Ȳ
.
∂t
∂t
∂t
Ȳ ∂t

(8.33)

Andreini et al. [16, 5] were able to reduce the second term on the right hand
side of Eqn. (8.33), by ignoring the convective and turbulence terms in the liquid
momentum equation in an Eulerian framework as reported by Rusche [170]. The
reduced second term on the right hand side of Eqn. (8.33) is
∇p
∂ ūl
=−
+ Fdrag ,
∂t
ρl

(8.34)

where Fdrag is drag force. It is given by

Fdrag = Nd

3 ρg
CD (ūg − ūl ) (ūg − ūl ),
4 ρl d

(8.35)

where Nd is the number of droplets, while CD is the coefficient of drag, and using the
Schiller and Nauman relation [53] it is written as

CD =






24
Rep



1+

0.15Rep0.687



0.44



if Red < 1000 and
if Red > 1000,
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(8.36)

where Red is the Reynolds number of the droplet based on the gas density. The
particle/droplet Reynolds number is therefore, given by

Red =

ρg (ūg − ūl ) d
µg

,

(8.37)

where d is the droplet diameter approximated as the Sauter mean diameter (SMD),
denoted D32 . While, µg is the dynamic viscosity of the ambient gas.
Using Eqns. (8.35) and (8.37), Eqn. (8.34) can be re-written as
∇p Nd (ūg − ūl )
∂ ūl
=−
,
+
∂t
ρl
τp

(8.38)

where τp is the dynamic relaxation time of the particle/droplet

τp =

2
4 ρl D32
.
3 µg CD Red

(8.39)

Substituting Eqn. (8.38) in Eqn. (8.33) we get
∇p Nd (ūg − ūl )
−
+
ρl
τp

γ̄ ∂ Ȳ
∂ γ̄ s
= s
+ Ȳ
∂t
Ȳ ∂t

!
− Ȳ

∂ ū
.
∂t

(8.40)

− Ȳ

∂ ū
∂t

(8.41)

And, using Eqn. (8.28) in Eqn. (8.40) gives

∂ γ̄ s
γ̄ ∂ Ȳ
= s
+ Ȳ
∂t
Ȳ ∂t

∇p
Nd γ̄ s
−
−
ρl
Ȳ (1 − Ȳ )τp

!

Finally, using the gradient closure approximation and Eqn. (8.41)

∂ γ̄ s
+ ∇ · (ūγ̄ s ) = ∇ ·
∂t

νt
∇γ̄ s
Sc

!
+

γ̄ s ∂ Ȳ
∇p
Nd γ̄ s
∂ ū
+ −Ȳ
−
− Ȳ
. (8.42)
ρl
∂t
Ȳ ∂t
(1 − Ȳ )τp
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Including the effects of the slip velocity in the transport equation of liquid-gas
interface-area-density results in the modification of Eqn. (3.34) to

∂ρΩ
+ ∇ · (ρuΩ) = ∇ ·
∂t

!
µt
∇Ω − ∇ ·
ScΣ

γ̄ s ρΩ
Ȳ

!

ρΩ
+ Σ̇init + aeq ρΩ 1 −
Σeq

!
+ AρΩ.
(8.43)

Eqn. (8.42) and (8.43) are coupled through the term Nd , where the value of of
the number of droplets in a given computational cell is given by

Nd =

6Ȳ Vcell
,
3
πD32

(8.44)

where Vcell is volume of a computational cell, D32 is the SMD of the cell, and it is
given by
D32 =

6Ȳ
6Ȳ
=
.
Σ
ρΩ

(8.45)

As shown in discussion of the CFD solver in Chapter 3, HRMFoam does not
solve a transport equation for the liquid volume or mass fraction. Instead, the solver
calculates the value of this parameter algebraically using the mass fractions of the
vapor and the ambient gas. However, in the absence of phase change in the fuel,
the value of vapor mass fraction is rendered inconsequential. Therefore, using Eqn.
(8.17) and the fourth assumption, the liquid volume transport equation given by Eqn.
(8.27) is modified as

∂ρyl
+ ∇ · (ρyl ū) = −∇ ·
∂t

ρyl
ρl γ̄ s − ρl Dt ∇
ρl

!!
.

(8.46)

Using Eqn. (8.19), Eqn. (8.46) can be re-written as


∂ρ(1 − y)
+ ∇ · (ρ(1 − y)ū) = −∇ · ρl γ̄ s − Dt ∇(ρ(1 − y)) .
∂t
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(8.47)

On simplification, Eqn. (8.47) reduces to

∂ρy
+ ∇ · (ρy ū) = −∇ · (ρl γ̄ s ) + ∇ ·
∂t

!
µt
∇y .
Sc

(8.48)

Eqn. (8.48) is the same as the Eqn. (3.4), with an additional term to account for
the effects of the slip velocity.
Finally, in the current study Eqns. (8.42), (8.43), and (8.48) were solved for
assessing the effects of the slip velocity on the spray.

8.3.2

Simulation setup

Brown and McDonell [46] carried out experiments on jets in crossflow using an
injector with 7.49 mm diameter inlet plenum, followed by a 118◦ tapered section and
a 1.3 mm diameter nozzle, d, with an aspect ratio (L/d) of 4. In their computational
study, Andreini et al. [16] simulated one of these experimental conditions.
The density ratio and momentum flux ratios of the case simulated by Andrieni and
co-workers were 10 and 6.6, respectively. Here, the density ratio, R, is defined as the
ratio of the jet density (liquid) to the crossflow density (gas), while the momentum
flux ratio is given by
ρj Uj2
,
q=
ρc Uc2

(8.49)

where ρj and rhoc are the densities of the jet and the crossflow, respectively. The
velocities of the jet and the crossflow are denoted by Uj and Uc , respectively . The
computational domain used in this simulation was 75d × 25d × 20d in the x, y, and
z directions, respectively.
In the present study, to verify the implementation of the equations derived in
Sec. 8.3.1, the simulations were performed for the same density and momentum flux
ratios, on a same sized computational domain. A polyhedral mesh of 0.5 million cells
with four near-wall layers was used. The computational domiain marked with the
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boundaries and a XY cut-section of the domain, with the mesh, are shown in Figs.
8.15(A-B).

Figure 8.15: (A) Computational domain with the boundaries. (B) Mesh in the XY
plane

The same set of boundary conditions were imposed in the current study, to maintain consistency with the computational study of Andrieni et al. [16]. The jet and
the gas inlets were assigned a uniform velocity, while a static pressure condition was
assigned on the outlet. The side walls were treated as symmetry, whereas the top and
bottom walls were modeled as an inviscid and no-slip, respectively. The simulation
was performed using the k-ω SST RANS turbulence with standard wall functions.
Finally, to prevent phase change in the liquid due to cavitation at the inlet corners
of the nozzle, the value of relaxation time scale in the HRM model, Θ0 was changed
to 3.84 × 107 s. While the choice of the flux-differencing schemes and the linear
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solvers remained unchanged from the ones described in the previous chapters of this
dissertation.
The physical parameters chosen by Andreini et al. [16] and in the current study
are tabluated in Table 8.2.
Parameters
ρj
ρc
Uj
Uc
q
R
µc
µj
Wec
Rec
Wej
Rej
σ

Andreini et al. [16]
12.25 kg/m3
1.225 kg/m3
97.84 m/s
120.4 m/s
6.6
10
−5
1 ×10 kg/ms
1 ×10−3 kg/ms
330
5.7 ×105
2178
14079
0.07 N/m

Current study
1000 kg/m3
100 kg/m3
97.84 m/s
120.4 m/s
6.6
10
1.82 ×10−5 kg/ms
1 ×10−3 kg/ms
330
5.7 ×105
2178
14079
0.07 N/m

Table 8.2: Summary of the simulation parameters of Andreini et al. [16] and the
current study

As explained in the earlier chapters of this dissertation, the fluid properties are
generated as a lookup table using the REFPROP database [112]. Therefore, in the
current study, the jet was simulated using water at 1000 kg/m3 and the air density
was accordingly increased to 100 kg/m3 to achieve a density ratio of 10.

8.3.3

Sample flow field

Two simulations were performed for this verification study. Both the simulations
were run for a total duration of 9 ms, and the time-averaged results of the last 1 ms
are presented here. The rate of sampling the data was 0.1 ms.
The first simulation, referred to as Simulation 1 in the remainder of this chapter, implemented the gas transport equation with the correction for the slip velocity
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effects. Meanwhile, the second simulation, referred to as Simulation 2 in the remainder of this chapter, did not account for the slip effects in the gas transport equation.
Therefore, Eqns. (8.42), (8.43), and (8.48) were solved in Simulation 1, whereas Eqns.
(8.42), (8.43), and (3.4) were solved in Simulation 2. To highlight the differences between Simulations 1 and 2, the magnitudes of the slip velocity, gas mass fractions, and
other flow fields were compared. The observations of these comparisons are described
in the discussion that follows.
A comparison of the velocity fields of Simulation 1 and 2 against the results of
Andreini et al. [16] are shown in Figs. 8.16(A-C). An increased velocity can be observed in the nozzle in the case of Simulation 1, as shown in Figs. 8.16(A). Whereas,
from Figs. 8.16(B) and Fig. 8.16(C), a good agreement in the velocity profile
and also its magnitude can be observed between Simulation 2 and the computational
result of Andreini and co-workers. The reasons for these differences can be attributed
to the addition of the correction term to the gas mass fraction transport equation.

Figure 8.16: Velocity (m/s) (A) Simulation 1, (B) Simulation 2, and (C) Result of
Andreini and co-workers. Image C is taken from Andreini et al. [16]
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The gas mass fraction contours of Simluations 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 8.17(AB), respectively. These figures show distinct differences in the gas mass fraction in
the presence and absence of the interphase slip velocity effects. For Simulation 1, a
presence of the gas, amounting to approximately 50% by mass, can be observed in
the nozzle region. Apart from the nozzle region, trace amounts gas are also visible
in the plenum region. Whereas, the gas is completely absent from the plenum and
nozzle regions in the case of Simulation 2. Therefore, from this comparison, it can be
hypothesized that an addition of the correction term, i.e. −∇ · (ρl γ̄ s ), results in an
non-physical flow field.

Figure 8.17: Gas mass fraction (A) Simulation 1 and (B) Simulation 2

The differences in the other flow fields of Simulations 1 and 2, are a direct consequence of the above result. For example, an artificial generation of the liquid-gas
interface-area-density in the plenum and the nozzle regions can be observed in Fig.
8.18(A). This generation of the interface is a result of the presence of significant
amounts of gas in the plenum and the nozzle regions. However, a more physically
relevant interface-area-density field can be observed in Fig. 8.18(B).
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Figure 8.18: Liquid-gas interface-area-density (1/m) (A) Simulation 1 and (B) Simulation 2

Finally, Figs. 8.19(A-C) show the slip velocity magnitudes of Simulations 1
and 2, and their comparison to the slip velocity magnitude reported by Andreini et
al. [16]. Clearly, the differences in the slip velocity profiles between Simulation 1
and 2 can be observed from Figs. 8.19(A-B). The occurrence and the absence of
slip between the phases in the plenum and nozzle regions in Simulations 1 and 2,
respectively, is due to the differences in their gas mass fraction transport.
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Figure 8.19: Slip velocity (m/s) (A) Simulation 1, (B) Simulation 2, and (C) Result
of Andreini and co-workers. Image C is taken from Andreini et al. [16]

Therefore, from the above discussion it is obvious that the addition of the correction term to the gas transport results in an unphyiscal flow field in the nozzle and
the plenum regions.

8.3.4

Inferences

A transport equation for the determining the interphase slip velocity was derived
as a part of this pilot study. The source terms of this transport equation were derived
using the one-dimensional approximation presented by Andreini et al. [16], however,
the legitimacy of this approximation is yet to be established. Also, in this exercise,
the liquid volume transport equation was transformed into a mass transport equation
for the gas with a correction term.
To verify the implementation of the equations, the simulated results of this study
were compared to the results presented by Andreini and co-workers. For this comparison against the computational study of Andreini et al. [16], the simulations were
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performed on a same sized computational domain, and for the same density and
momentum flux ratios.
Non-physical flow fields result from the addition of the correction to the gas mass
transport equation. Also, neither of simulations performed in this verification study,
were able to exactly match the slip velocities reported by Andreini and co-workers.
Therefore, further exploration is required before a final comment can be made on the
influence on the slip velocity in near-nozzle gasoline sprays.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A computational study of flash-boiling and near-nozzle gasoline sprays was presented in this thesis. The simulations were performed on a wide range of geometries,
ranging from theoretical single-hole injectors to industrially relevant multi-hole injectors, for a range of operating conditions.
The findings of this dissertation and the inferences drawn from them are described
in the proceeding section, while the possible future explorations are mentioned in the
concluding section of this chapter.

9.1

Summary and Conclusions

The Eulerian primary atomization model based on the liquid-gas interface-areadensity Σ, was successfully extended to the study of gasoline sprays in this dissertation. Previously, this model was a subject of discussion only in diesel sprays.
In the case of axi-symmetric single-hole stepped and straight injectors, the assumption of 2D axi-symmetry is shown to predict the spray characteristics of the
coefficient of discharge and the near-nozzle mean drop size quite adequately. However, the same cannot be said for the measurements of the near-nozzle spray angle
based on this assumption. The 2D axi-symmetry tends to fail in accurately predicting
the near-nozzle plume angle for sprays that transition from sub-cooled to flash-boiling.
Moreover, the correlations developed based on this assumption cannot be extended
to analyze the behavior of 3D asymmetric injectors.
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An experimental line of sight visualization procedure based on light attenuation,
commonly used for determining the near-nozzle spray angle, was extended to the
computational realm. In the computational equivalent of this experimental procedure,
Σ was shown to be a good metric for the identification of the spray plume boundary.
Moreover, this procedure was shown to be robust, and in their comparison against
experimental measurements, the computational results accurately capture trend of the
spray plume angle for a wide range of operating conditions. The results also accurately
match the quantitative experimental measurements of the near-nozzle spray angle.
The reasons behind the influence of the injector geometry on the asymmetry of
the spray, were explored by examining the plume dynamics in a single-hole injector.
The inlet corner angles of the nozzles are determined to have a strong influence on
flow separation, and subsequently the spray asymmetry. It was further inferred that
the inclination of the nozzle axis with respect to the injector’s axis, i.e. the drill angle,
strongly influences the near-nozzle spray angle.
Through an examination of the pressure drop along the axis of the nozzle, a
similarity between a stepped-hole two-phase nozzle and a conventional single-phase
converging-diverging nozzle was hypothesized in this dissertation. Furthermore, it was
observed that flash-boiling jets tend to behave like underexpanded jets, and therefore
are wider. Whereas, non-flash-boiling jets behave more like overexpanded jets, and
thus are narrower.
The coupled effects of the injector geometry and the operating conditions on
spray collapse, were explored. The resemblence between the experimentally determined spray collapse mechanism and its computational counterpart was established.
The collapse of the spray or lack thereof was characterized qualitatively and quantitatively. The mass fraction of the ambient non-condensable gas and the liquidgas interface-area-density (Σ) were shown to be good indicators for characterizing
plume interaction. The computational axial and radial velocities, measured using a
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framework that replicated a recently established experimental framework, were good
quantitative indicators for explaining the inter-plume interaction behavior.
In a pilot study, higher fidelity LES framework was tested for simulating GDI
sprays. In this exercise, the computationally determined projected mass of the fuel
qualitatively matched the experimental X-ray radiography measurements. Also, the
complex flow in the sac region was seen to strongly influence the downstream spray
even under quasi-steady upstream conditions. And, the time-averaged kinetic energy
ratio was seen as a good metric for the determination of the resolution of turbulence.
Finally, in another pilot study, an effort to examine the effects of interphase slip
velocity on the gasoline sprays was attempted. However, a logical conclusion could
not be achieved from this study.

9.2

Future work

An attempt was made in this dissertation to answer the some of the pressing questions of flash-boiling internal flow and near-nozzle GDI sprays. Through the computational studies undertaken in this dissertation some of these issues were addressed,
but many remain unanswered. Therefore, there is potential for future exploration of
the complexities of the in- and near-nozzle GDI sprays under sub-cooled and flashboiling conditions. A brief description of the possible future directions, on the basis
of the findings of this dissertation are presented in this section.
Irrespective of a successful extension of the liquid-gas interface-area-density to
gasoline like sprays, little or no validation of the same could be done due to the
lack of necessary experimental data. With a possible extension of ultra small angle
X-ray scattering measurments, which are currently limited to sub-cooled sprays [97],
to gasoline-like sprays, a validation study could be undertaken in the future and the
modeling constants can be tuned accordingly.
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The hypothesis of the similarity between two-phase sprays from a stepped-hole
nozzles and single-phase jet from converging-diverging nozzles, prior to its potential
utilization as a design tool, needs to be explored further. Also, development of a
theoretical framework could further enhance the importance of this hypothesis.
The influence of the number of nozzles is an under explored parameter in the
study of spray collapse or plume interaction. This parameter in addition to studying
a non-circular arrangement of the nozzles in the sac, are key in extending present
understanding of the phenomenon of inter-plume aerodynamics. Finally, the extent
of the influence of the slip velocity in gasoline sprays can only be understood following
a further exploration.
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